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THE LICENCINC CONTROVERSY AND IT'S MEANING TO PROFESSIONALISM

G. Gary Casper, Ph.D., CDP, CDE

Associate Professor of Computer Science
Brigham Young University

Provo, Utah 84602

ABSTRACT: This paper reviews the recent licencing controversy instigated by the Society
of Certified Data Processors (SCDP). The rationale for proposing licencing legislation
is evaluated as an intent to facilitate the creation of a legitimate computing pro-
cession and as to the reaction received. The resultant discourse has focused attention
upon the development of Codes of Good Practice which will define the professional and
his conduct as well as provide the basis for cbtaining public acceptance as a legitimate
profession. The challenge is made for participation in this development effort.

The past year has seen considorable
discussion relatal,e to the questions of
professionalization, certification, and
licencing. The controversy has been
heated, emotional, demanding, and for the
most part non-productive.

How could so much discourse and at-
tention have produced so little sub-
stantive effort and persuaded so few?
There is a temptation to answer that the
licencing controversy initiated by the
Society of Certified Data Processors
(SCDP) was ill-advised, self-serving,
or a "hoax". (19)(22)

If such arguments were to prevail,
then why has the controversy persisted
for well over a year, and why have some
of the most responsible personalities in
the computer industry been moved to make
public statements concerning metiers
alleged to be so trivial? Why has
virtually every major computer society
male a public statement on this matter?
(9) (10) (14) (15) (18) (21) (22)

Although one could offer many expla-i
nations for these statements, it would
appear to me that one of them could not
be that the topic was trivial. A re-
sponsive chord has been touched and it
has set off serious introspection,
doubt, fear, and concern among many.
Any serious student of history could well
reflect that the sheer volume of dis-
course and the level and quality of the
participants, to say nothing of the
legislative bodies involved, is clearly
diagnostic of a major historical event
in the industry. Why, then, haven't
sweeping proposals and activities been
made apparent?
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May I suggest that the answer lies in
the fact that licencing was merely symp-
tomatic of the real malady, and while
capable of evoking uneasiness in the in-
dustry, represents a mis-diagnosis of the
problem. Of course, such a statement begs
the question, what is the proper problem
definition?

I suspect that the answer to that
question is to he found in the teeming
value conflicts associated with our con-
cepts of freedom from regulation, of pro-
tecting individual rights, of free enter-
prise, of competency, and of protecting
the public, to mention but a few. This I
hope will at least prove true of serious
members of the industry. Other negative
reactions come in part from those who are
threatned by the possibility of having
their ignorance and lack of skill and
knowledge exposed. The attendant loss of
job potential due to constraints resulting
from standards must certainly threaten
some. I also suspect that until ve have
resolved such conflicts, little real pro-
gress can be achieved.

For example, as long as we hold that
the individual has the right, without
regulation, to perform air, service for
which he can find a buyer, it will remain
difficult to protect the buyer. Certainly
most data processors realize that a person
may be extremely competent in selling a
system yet prove wholly inadequate in
attempting its implementation. I suspect
that most of the members of the industry
active in the societies have come to grips
with such issues. But I also suspect from
reading the licencing controversy letters
and articles, that many of our colleagues
in the field haven't. (12) (13)



Considerable reference is made among
our peers in the computing industry of a
data processing or computing professional.
The term itself is elusive, for most who
use it are extremely hard pressed to pro-
vide distinguishing characteristic's al-
though they feel they are professional and
many others are not, an interesting
egotist reaction.

At the outset let it be perfectly clear
that the use of the term professional in
our industry is merely a dream or hope
fcr the future. In fact, currently no
such creature exists. True, many are
working for the reality but the vast ma-
jority are either apathetic or actively
opposed to the concept. It is this apathy
and opposition which must command our
interest, tor a lack of understanding of
the motivcs of such opposition may well
spell out doom to the efforts to legiti-
matize a computing profession. Since the
Association for Educational Data Systems
is already actively involved in the
efforts to create a profession, let's re-
flect upon wnat is necessary to create a
legitimate professional in our society.

Before gaining such status, it is clear
that the profession must exercise dis-
cipline such that its members perform in
acceptable and ethical ways which protect
the public interest and command its re-
spect. Further, those who do not perform
in such a manner must be disciplined or
the profession faces the loss of public
respect and support. Therefore, an el-
ement of requlation is required.

The very concepts of professionalism,
certification, and licencing involve an
element of regulation. I believe it to
be quite clear that most computer societies
and leaders favor some sortof regulation. It
already exists in that college degrees, on
the job training, and experience evalua-
tions are being increasingly utilized in
hiring and promotion procedures. I'm
confident that few, if any, of this
audience would argue against some such
regulatory influence although great
divergence might exist concernirg its
form. Therefore, no further argiment
will be made in defense of the concept of
regulation. Rather, attention to the
form of such regulation is appropriate.

The simplest form of regulation would
be voluntarily imposed by the individual
upon himself. He would exercise care to
upqrade his skills, not present himself
beyond the capability of his skills,
exercise ethical conduct, and give his
employer full value for dollars received.
While such a position is it is
also dangerously naive. Yet, many of
the criticisms made in the recent
licencIng controversy tend to promote

naivtte. rIr too many rsponsen
trom the rield argued that such vol-
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untarism is possible. As a matter of fact,
the best arguments in support of the need
for standards and regulation come from
reading the ignorant, mis-informed, naive,
emotional, and flagrantly erroneous state-
ments made by many respondents to the
licencing controversy. (13)

Th ,. next level of regulation involves
peer and employer pressure by providing
educational opportunities and self-im-
provement procedures such as the often
mentioned self-assessment programs proposed
by the Association of Computing Machinery
(ACM). Other examples can be seen in the
management training programs of Data Pro-
cessing Management Association (DPMA).
Another proposed program, the ombudsman,
would give some coercive power in that an
individual could be subjected to review of
his peers in the presence of a complaint.
Historically, however, such programs have
accomplished little in establishing re-
gulatory controls and promoting the con-
cept of a profession.

A more formal effort to achieve such
peer and employer pressure to encourage
voluntary participation and adherence to
standards is the certification movement.
Here is attempted a clear and comprehen-
sive articulation of peer evaluation and
approval with attendant subscription to a
continuing practice of ethical behavior.
At this level one finds most of the gen-
erally mentioned and accepted attributes
of the definition of a profession except
enforceability. This of course is the
realm of the Institute for Certification
of Computer Professionals (ICCP). This
effort is essential to the development of
a professional group of people and re-
presents the most significant industry
effort to improve and regulate itself.

However, with an estimated half million
practioners of data processing, and
fourteen years since the inception of the
Certificate in Data Processing (CDP)
program, only 30,000 plus people have taken
advantage of the program while only 15,000
plus have achieved CDP status. (17) This
would appear to be hardly a booming re-
commendation or voluntary certification
and regulation.

It should be no surprise that the com-
petent feel no necessity to prove their
abilities beyond their every-day perform-
ance; and even more so, he incompetent
certainly aren't going to flock to demon-
strate their status to the world. Only
when certification becomes legitimate and
the competent understand its role, will
they make the effort to comply. Then the
incompetent will be identified and will
find it necessary to improve or accept
roles in keeping with their skill levels.
Thus the public interest will he protected.

But the question now becomes, how long



will this process take? A corollary is how
much time is available for completion? If

one decides that the time .equired exceeds
the time available, then the voluntary
certification approach becomes untenable.
Why then might one come to this conclusion.

The anfmt.r depends upon projections of
current and future events now evident
and believed to be inevitable. In Novem-
ber 1974, this author presented what I
believed to be compelling arguments that
privacy legislation wls necessary and
imminent. Less than a month later the
Congress passed the first public privacy
bill into law. (16) Projections of
private domain laws are readily available
and indicate need for immediate concern,
since privacy laws are passing state
legislatures with increasing regularity
and implications for the data processor.
(l) (8)

If the computer industry is to par-
ticipate in this regulation of computer
related areas rather than perform as tech-
nielanc under the guidance of other pro-
fession: then we must establish our-
selves as acceptable professionals and in
short order. Notice the movements of
other professions such as law and parti-
cularly accounting to fill the void here.
Already CPA firms are hiring DP personnel
as technicians to deal with systems and
procedural audits. Furthermore,
accounting education is changing to adapt
to computer technology. Besides not being
comprehensive enough to cover all computer
applications, are we going to accept
technician roles to other professionals?
Or worse yet, unionization as a technical
function only?

An additional concern that the public
interest must be protected is causing
legislatures to become increasingly
sensitive to the impact of computer
technology. How long are they going to
tolerate the technology without regulation?
Do we have time for voluntary approaches?

If one accepts the inevitability of
such regulation within limited time frames,
the argument becomes compelling for ac-
celerating formation of the profession
and the regulation within it. In fact,
the passage of regulatory legislation
could make all the prior concerns empty
rhetoric.

It is in the belief that such would
happen, and especially that it would come
in a relatively short time frame, that
prompted many in the licencing movement.
Licencing legislation would provide im-
mediate legitimacy for the profesSion
and prompt accelerated development of
standards within it. Contrary to the
emotional attacks on the movement, it
certainly provides an alternative for
those who believe in and desire to
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establish a data processing profession.
And as such it is worthy of consideration.
Again, I suspect the cooler thinkers re-
aiize this and recognize the need to
address the controversy. Further, it
should be noted that many public statements
of the leaders of the industry indicate
their belief in the future inevitability
of licencing. (4) (6) (10) (14) (18)

It should also be noted that licencing
bills are still on the docket in at least
two states (New Hampshire and Florida),
and that other states are considering such.
Further, new activity in this area can be
expected. Passage of such a bill will
make all arguments moot and place the in-
dustry in the position of having to react
rather than having the opportunity to
prepare in advance. This may well happen,
however, since few people seem inclined
to seriously prepare. for such eventualities.
RattrIr many seem to want to deny the pos-
sibility. Such seems naive and out of
touch, especially since legislatures
sought the SCDP licencing proposal with
amazing speed and persistence.

Therefore, far from being trivial,
SCDP's lciencing effort (22) was an
attempt to achieve accelerated development
of the profession. The success of this
effort has been significant in at least
causing awareness and, in view of per-
ceived time constraints, a valuable con-
tribution to the industry. However, such
legislation is not without peril and in-'
adequte Rreparation must be avoided if
possible.

Such has been my appeal in the past.
(3) (4) I have been concerned that the
industry is faced with potential for the
establishment of the profession, and
think it would seem prudent to prepare for
it. I have argued that certain things
must be done to prepare. In particular,
that identification must be made of who
would be a professional,what he would do
that would differ from non-professionals,
and how he would perform those activit4s.
Subsequently ACPA, ICCP, ACM, DPMA and
others have accepted such a possibility
and the need for the same types of de-
finitions in their public statements on
licencing.

The "who" question is being addressed,
in my opinion, by such efforts as the
certification program of ICCP, which has
seen advances in its association with the
Psychological Corporation, the announced
long range planning project and the be-
ginning of a Codes of Practice Project.
Also efforts such as DPHA's new Education
Foundc.tion, ACM's self-assessment program,
and AFIPS' job analysis for programmers
and analysts are valuable in this area.

Therefore, the licencing controversy
has focused attention upon what a pro-



fessional will do and how he will do it.
It is in this domain in whch all interested
societies might participate to define pro-
tects, identify funding sources, and assign
task forces to accomplish the necessary
work. While it is proposed that each
soc,ety be free to pursue its own in-
terests, it is hopedall will cooperate
with one another for the common good. The
outcome hoped for is the establishment
of a Cole of Good Data Processing
Practices.

Such a code will then form the basis
for processional activities. Without
such a code, professional status w.11
remain meaningless, certification will
continue to struggle, and licencing will
remain premature.

There'ore, the real issue is the
tormitior of a legitimate profession,
regulated to protect the public irterest,
to insure the ,,dality of the professional,
and to r,ro.71(le him with the working tools
with which he will perform. Time and
human nature argue against pruely volan-
tary standards, yet the more powerful,
and in my opinion ineitable, effects of
licencing appear premature until a Code of
Good Practices is developed. Further,
when it (lops ln',ppen, I hope for an in-
dustry Itc.,noe not federal control. (9)

Therefore, I see the Licencing con-
troversy instriatod by SCDP as a valuable
contribution to the industry. It has
(rerted ,ntrest, discussion, and focus
upon our ..eds. It has enhanced the
possibilities for creatina a profession
by tocusinu attention upon the real
problem of developing a Code of Good
Practice. This is the major challenge
now facing the industry and the societies.
'.ow is the time for enlightened commitment
of personal effort and resources to meet
the challenge. I sincerely hope we are
up to it and.solicit your personal in-
volvement and support.
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AEDS, An THE 1CCP - A PAhTNERSHIP 'FOR THE iUTURE

James Augustine, Jr.

%crf-.;.e. Publie Schools, Norfolk, 7irginit

ABSTRACT: The Association for Educatientl Data Systems, in its attempt to serve the educational community,

has adopted as one of its objectives a hi,71 level of expertise on the part of practitioners in the field

of educati)nal data systems. An impo:ant elenent of such a level of expertise is some method o: certify-

ing qualifications. This paper will attempt to show how membership in the ICCP and support of the CDP

examination will aid the Association in its pursuit cf this objective.

Spice ASIV membership consists of professional
educators as well IS computer technicians, many of
:nu may be wondering why this crganization is a

member of the ICC? and is so supportive of the CDP

examination program. Some questions that you may

be asking are: How do these activities affect you
as an individual member of AEDS? How do they af-
fect you 19 1 technician, an educator, or an ad-

ministrator" Why does AEDS support the Institute,
certification, and the CDP progrtm? During the

next few minutes, I hope to answer these questions

for you. r at least, furnish you with enough in-
formation to figure out the answers yourselves.

Certification is nothing new to the education
field; we all realize its purpose and its impor-

tance. It has essentially the same purpose and

ingortance in teaching as it ices in educational

data systems. According to the dictionary, to
certify is to endorse authoritatively as being of
t standard quality, preparation, etc. Certifica-

tion is not to be confused with licensing, as
licensing is defined as formal permission by a

government body to practice in a particular area.
Certificatcca, on the other hand, Is the endorse-
ment by a peer group of an individual's having met
pre-determined standards of quality in a particu-

lar area of expertise. You will hear more about
this from some of our other speakers today. As

important as certification is to AEDS as an organ-
izttion, it is even more so to you is an Indivi-

dual. With all of our glamorous and sophisticated
computer systems and the related programming
packages, we sometimes forget the Importance of
the individual data processor. The competence

of that person is often taken for granted, and

therefore we often do not recognize those who
have become obsolete. Unfortunttely, we some-
times do not even recognize it in ourselves.

Because of rapidly changing technical methods
aid techniques, the data processr must continual-

to maintain and improve his or her exper-

+Ise. Ieorge ,,laser, past president of AFIFS, has

sail, "Those who are now competent are becoming
Jets so every day as technological developments
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continue at an overwhelming rate." In other
words, they are becoming obsolete. The danger of
obsolescence faces all of us in the field of data
processing - from the beginning programmer to the

head of the department. It should concern no t

only the technician but also the educational ad-
ministrator who relies so heavily on the informa-
tion generated by the computer.

How can we protect ourselves and our education-
al institutions against this danger? One way is

by taking it upon ourselves to maintain our per-
sonal expertise at an up-to-date level. This can

be accomplished in several ways, most of which
are already familiar to us. Attending this AEDS

convention is a good example of how we can keep

ourselves abreast of latest developments. For
in depth training in new methods, we should attend
specialized workshops and seminars. Another way,

sometimes ignored, is reviewing technical publica-
tions, most of which are obtain.ble at no cost.

Yo,,, we can do the things - if we recognize
our deficiencies! But what happens to those of

us who are busy in our own little worlds, feeling
that our present methods and techniques are the

ultimate? There's an old saying down south that
goes, "It ain't the things you don't know that
get :pati in trouble; it's the things you know for

sure that ain't so!" At one time or another, we

have all been guilty of falling into this trap.
Certitication and an examination program, like the
CDP, could prevent such things from happening.

What better way is there to recognize our
deficiencies than to take an examination on what
we think we know? A wise man once said, "It's
strange how much you've got to know before you
know how little you know." Testing to determine
knowledge is one of the mainstays of our educa-

tional system. Isn't this, then, what the CDP

examination is all about? It offers us an oppor-
tunity to discover what we actually know and what
we do not know. Passing the examination is a
great achievement indeed, but we can gain many
benefits even if we are not successful. The



preparation to take the exuaination, by itself,
forces the applicant to acquire useful information
about a wide range of technical areas that he or
she may not have come in direct contact with in

his or her day-to-day work environment. The ap-

plicant who is sincere cannot help but improve
his or her expertise by experiencing this prop:4ra-

tion.

Most of us like to think of ourselves as pro-
fessionals, irregardless of recent court decisions.

If this is the case, then we should be willing to
assume the responsibility of being a professional.
We have a responsibility to our employers, to our
students, to our public, and to ourselves to per-

form our services in the most efficient and in-
telligent way possible. Before this can be done,

we must satisfy ourselves that we have the person-
al ability to perform in such a manner. With more

and more emphasis being placed on privacy of data,
security of equipment and data files, and account-
ibility, the data processor is faced with greater
demands for a tua<ti level of competency and exper-

tise than ever before. It is up to u., to equip

ourselves to meet these demands!

Let's look at the importance of certification
from the administrator's point of view. To the

administrator, the certification program (and in
particular the CDP examination) is important in
that he or she now has a "yardstick" with which
to measure the level of competency of personnel or
of applicants for data processing positions. He

or she no longer has to take a shot in the dark
when hiring these people. Certification sets a

standard by which the administrator can make vital
personnel decisions with some degree of certainty

that they are the right decisions. The impor-

tance of certification standards and the useful-

ness of the examination will increase as the pro-
gram is perfected and expanded to include a wider
range of test areas, aspects of which are current-

ly under development by the ICCP. As a member

society, ADS is making a oirect contribution to

this development.

Included in the expansion of the examination
program are the eventual development of a series
of examinations testing skill levels and a stan-

dardized set of Job requirements upon which such
examinations can be based. Hero again, ADDS will

have the opportunity to make an important contri-
bution to tn activity that will effect all of us

in one way or another.

There is still another benefit derived from
our membership in the ICCP. With our membership

in the ICCP, and in AFIPS, we have the opportuni-

ty to speak out on behalf of our members and the
educational community on issues of deep concern.
You may be saying to yourself that AEDS could
always speak out, whether or not it was a member

of the ICCP. That's true, but now this associa-

tion, through such affiliations, has assurance

that it's words will be heard! AEDS is now able

to participate in activities far beyond our capa-
bilities if attempted alone, and the certifica-

tion program is only one example. Through our

officers and representatives and their meetings
with the representatives of other member socie-
ties, AEDS has been able to make a significant
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man" for all of educational computer technology.
I

make a large contribution toward the development

when there will exist a specialized examination

both technicians and instructors. AEDS will be

greatest boost when it was publicly recognized by

much greater forum available to you.

able to use its influence as the representative

of such an examination.

groups, played a big part in bringing this public

will eventually becoMe an authoritative source of

pro-

gram to this association. If I had to condense

which to meet those needs, AEDS is able to reap
more benefits for its members and contribute more

bored into the apple- you can accomplish much
more on the inside!

member societies with a forum for the exchange of

will permit AEDS to certify individuals in the

with related organizations in order to better mon-

itor

of the reliable professional role of the
educational data processing specialist and high

sin-

cerely believe that this is only the beginning,

society of the educational data systems field to

AFIPS as the certification group. I am i.roud to

and the importance of a certification program with

assistance to the educational community by taking
an active pars in the development and maintenance
of such activities. Or as the worm said as he

relationship between professional organizations in

ideas. In turn, you as members of AEDS have a

Specifically, this organization has committed it-
self

and install an organizational mechanism which

sharing of ideas with other organizations, to work

educational data processing, and to promote recog-
nition

on the data proce-ssing community. I sin-

for we are fast becoming accepted as the "spokes-

foresee the time, in the not too dfstant future,

for practitioners in educational data systems,

the influence and status the.ICCP itself. The

status of the Institute has been continually on

say that AEDS, being a member society of both

recognition about. With its elevated status and
its increased influence in the field, the ICCP

practitioners, and public officirls.

these words into only a few, I think I could say

the principal purpose of this organization - to
provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and

sys-

tems. This purpose is also applicable to the

serious need when we adopted our present set of

self to the pursuit of the following, objectives
relevant to certification and the ICCP: to devel-
op

and coordinate those activities which affect

ties for us to bear in mind, and that concerns

the rise since its inception, but it received its

information and expertise for employers, educators,

that realizing the need for qualified personnel

that groups like the ICCP and AFIPS provide their

long-range goals and objectives two years ago.

field of educational data systems, to promote the

level of competence required for this role.

Importance of the ICCP and the certification pro-

techniques in the field of educational data sys-

Here we have our own goals and objectives, and

There is another aspect of the ICCP's activi-

ties

words have been used to point out the

The officers and members of AEDS realized this

In conclusion, I would like to remind you of

X. 0



aJ I mentioned before, we are committed to pursue

these goals and objectives. Our membership in the

ICCP and our support of the certification activi-
tieo are significant milestones in their eventual
lohievment!

Before I sit down, I'd like to pass tIonis a

bit of philosophy that I ran across recently and

thought very appropriate. The author is unknown,

ts.* it sounds like something anyone of us might

bo

"fl, who knows not and knows not he knows not,

he is fool - shun him; he who knows not and
knows he knows not, he is simple - teach him; he
who knows and knows not he knows, he is asleep -

wake him; ho who knows and knows he knows, he is

wise - follow him!" My wish for each of you is

tilat you know - and know you know!

Thank 7^A,.
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INSTITUTE FOR CERTIFICATION OF COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

Paul M. Pair, Secretary
Institute for, Certification of Computer Professionals

The Institute for Certification of Computer Professionals was incorporated in August 1973 as a non-profit,
professional organization by eight sotieties in the field of data processing and information management.
At that time the Institute assumed all responsibility for the Certification Program initiated by the Data
Processing Management Association in 19e2. Hence, the Institute "inherited" the more than 14,000 persons
who had earned the CDP (Certified Data Processor) Certificate.

CHARTER MEMBER SOCIETIES

ACM Association for Computing Machinery
ACPA Association of Computer Programmers and

Analysts
AEDS Association for Educational Data Systems

AlA Automation One Associatinn
CIPS Canadian Information Processing Society
DPMA Data Processing Management Association
IEEE Computer Society of the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers
()CDP Society of Certified Data Processors

The membership of the eight charter societies
represents more than 65,000 professionals in
this field. Each society selects its two rep-
resentatis,es to serve on the ICCP board. The

two AEDS Directors are:

Dr. Philip J. Gensler
Department Head, School of Business
West Texas State University
Canyon, Texas

Paul M. Pair
Senior Education Consultant
Control Data Institute
430 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Following the incorporation of the Institute,
the sixteen Directors elected officers and
established working committees. Their first
responsibility was to issue a brochure de-
scribing tne Institute's purpose, programs and
structure, as follows:

PURPOSE

ICCP is a non-profit organization established
for the purpose of testing and certifying knowl-
edge and skills of computing personnel. It is a

coordinated, cooperative, industry-wide effort.

A primary objective is the pooling of resources
of constituent societies so that the full atten-
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tion of the information processing industry will
be focused on the vital tasks of development and
recognition of qualified personnel.

The Institute will foster, promote and encourage
development and improvement of standards of per-
formance and of good practice. It will become

an authoritative source of information for
employers, educators, practitioners and public
officials.

PROGRAMS

ICCP serves as the focal point for its constitu-
ent societies which sponsor :elated programs so
that the results of their activities may be
incorporated into that or the Institute. In

addition to testing and certification, ICCP
planned programs include job definitions,
curricula, continuing education, self-assessment,

and codes of ethics.

During its initial stages, the Institute's high-
est priority is the improvement of existing
programs and the establishment of new examina-
tions for various specialties. A framework for
a broad spectrum of tests, and the relationship
of these tests to job functions and curricula is
under development.

In parallel with the creation of new examina-
tions the Institute is also concentrating on
self-assessment programs.

The Institute acquired in early 1974 tho testing
and certification programs of the Data Processing
Management Association (DPMA), including the
Registered Business Programmer (RBP) and the
Certificate in Data Processing (LOP). The latter
is offered annually in test centers in colleges
and universities in the U.S.A. and Canada.



STRUCTURE
The Institute is governed by a Board of Direc-

tors to which each constituent society desig-
nates two directors. The Board of Directors
elect officers who serve as an Executive
Committee to act for the Board between meetings.

Standing Committees that provide advice to the
Board and assist in the management of the
Institute are: (1) Program, (2) Public Informa-
tion, and (3) Budget and Finance. As programs

are initiated by the Institute, Councils will be
established to oversee them and to provide the
necessary guidelines to assure the highest

standards. Initially, there is one Council--the

Certification Council--which has jurisdiction

over the COP examination program.

CODE OF ETHICS FOR HOLDERS OF THE CERTIFICATE IN

DATA PROCESSING

"The holder of the Certificate in Data Process-
ing, consistent with his obligatior to the public
at large, should promote the unders Anding of
data processing methods and procedures usina
very resource at his command.

"The holder of the Certificate in Data Process-
ing has an obligation to his profession to uphold
the high ideals and the level of personal knowl=
edge certified by the Certificate. He should

also encourage the dissemination of knowledge
pertaining to the development of data processing.

"Tne holder of the Certificate in Data Process-
ing has an obligation to serve the interests of

his employer and clients loyally, diligently,

and honestly."

THE CERTIFICATION COUNCIL

Responsibility for policy-making, planning and
directing the COP Program As vested in tne
"Certification Council" which was created in

1963. To insure that the COP program is repre-

sentative of the entire data processing profes-
sion, the members of the Council have continu-
ously been selected for diversity, as well as
depth, in their knowledge of data processing.
Five members, elected by the Council from
acknowledged leaders in the field, serve over-

lapping terms. The Chairman is appointed by

the ICCP Directors. The current Chairman is

Professor William Horne, Boston College.

The responsibilities of the Certification

Council include: establishing the rules govern-

ing academic, experience, and character require-
ments for candidates; determining the scope of

the COP examination; and, annually, approving
the contents of the examination. They are

responsible for continuously updating the
content and subject matter of the examination.

THE C D P EXAMINATION

The COP Examination is offered once a year
(currently the third Saturday in February) in
over 90 locations in the U.S. and Canada. It

consists of five major sections as follows:
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Data Processing Equipment
Computer Programmina and Software
Principals of Management

Quantitative Methods
Systems Analysis and Design

Each section consists of 60 questions.

I C C P: CREATING A NEW IMAGE

As Corporate Secretary I included in my annual

report, January, 1974: "The incorporation of

ICCP as a non-profit, vofessional organization
appears to have created a broad appeal to new
segments of our data processing professionals.
The response has indicated that MANY persons and
organizations are in agreement with our objec-

tives and programs. It is especially gratifying

to note the response from the academic community
as we answer our telephone calls and read our

correspondence. Inquiries from business and

industry also tell us there is a search for a
professional association which will aid "Mr.
Employer" in determining who is qualified for

employment in his computing organization.
Comments and inquiries are literally coming from

"all over the free world."

ICCP SIGNS ,AGREEMENT WITH THE PSYCHOLOGICAL

CORPORATION

Following are excerpts from the Newsrelease
announcing this important decision: "ICCP and

The Psychological Corporation have signed a long-

term agreement for the conduct of testing and
related programs for personnel in the industry.
Under the agreement The Corporation will provide
ICCP with psychometric consuitation and services
and administrative support for ICCP's testing
programs, particularly the COP Program. Equally

important, the agreement provides for cooperative
efforts in the expansion of ICCP's programs to
provide broader, more effective certification
test coverage for personnel in the computing

industry.

"The Professional Examinations Division of The
Psychological Corporation designs, develops, and
administers tests and testing programs for pro-
fessional groups and organizations, for business
and industry, for educational institutions, and
for private and public agencies. It provides

complete services for entrance and admissions
examination programs, as well as licensure,

qualifying and certifying examinations. It also

offers test scoring, processing, data analysis,
and related services, in relation to its own or
others' tests, questionnaires, surveys, and
other measurement instruments."

CHARTER MEMBER SOCIETIES COOPERATIVE EFFORTS

One of the major programs of the ICCP Directors
is PROJECT ICCP in which it prepares ample and
pertinent information for the use of each of the

eight charter member societies. It has been

most gratifying to note that each society, in
its own management of promotion activities with

its own members, has been highly cooperative.
Each is to be highly commended.



Pertinent to the above, it is pointed out that

the number of applicants for the 1975 CDP exami-
nation increased from the previous year by 12%

or 2363 applicants. In a recent Newsrelease it

was announced that the number of applicants for

the 1976 examination increased about 17% to

2876 applicants.

AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE

The ICCP Directors announced after the 1975
examination that an AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE would

be made to: (1) The person making the highest

score on the entire examination of five parts,
and (2) to the person who made the highest score

on EACH of the five parts of the examination.
This recognition resulted in the creation of
great interest on the part of employers as well

as all those whr sat for the examination.

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING

SOCIETIES

Four of the eight charter member societies are
also members of AFIPS (ACM, AEDS, DPMA and IEEE).

This is significant because it provides ICCP with
another opportunity to cooperate with the 16
constituent societies of AFIPS whose membership

represents more than 200,000 professionalS in
our field of data processing and information

management.

CONCLUSION

It is becoming increasingly evident that the
original concept of establishing a non-profit
professional organization was sound. The breadth

and depth of ICCP programs and policies appear to
have produced high credibility. The positive

response from both the academic community AND

from career-minded young men and women in the
field indicates they are, indeed, interested in

professional advancement.

CERTIFICATION has become a synonym for many

persons interested in achievement recognition in

many occupational classifications. Just a few

examples indicate the trend and the urgency of

action:

CPA Certified

CDP Certified

CLU Certified

CPCU Certified

CAM Certified
CPS Certified

CPM Certified

Public Accountant
Data Processor
Life Underwriter
Property Casualty Underwriter

Administrative Manager
Professional Secretary

Property Manager

The increasing demand for well-trained profes-
sionals in our field is evidenced by the survey

produced by "e U. S. Department of Labor:

ESTIMATED DEMAND FOR COMPUTER-RELATED
EMPLOYEES

Programmers
Systems Analysts
Computer Operations

In 1968 In 1980

175K 400K

150K 425K

175E 400K

108
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An editorial in the March 1976 INFOSYSTEMS maga-
zine entitled, INFOWORKERS OUTNUMBER ALL OTHERS,

Robert Diamond states, "The importance of effec-

tive, economical information handling, storage
and processing systems, cannot be overemphasized
if you are to believe the findings of a Stanford
University researcher whose report, 'The Informa-
tion Sector of the Economy' was presented at the

Paris Conference on Computer/Telecommunications
Policies last year."

"According to Edwin Parker of Stanford's Center

for Interdisciplinary Research, information
workers, as a group, now outnumber all other

workers."

The above illustrate the timeliness and, hope-
fully, the effectiveness, of the Institute's
on-going programs to provide "Mr. Employer" with

a uniform yardstick (the CDP examination) as

he/she requires more well-trained personnel in
this ever-expanding field of data processing and

information management.
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, itn nises as part of programs
offered by mathematics or computer science
departments in some schools. in keeping
with current trends, a distinct shift away
from the computer science flavor of programs
was announced by Harvard and the University
of PAiusvIvania in early 19-S. these
schools have developed informations systems
programs in an attempt to close the gap be-
tween the needs of business data processing
and the courses offered in traditional
computer science programs (Holmes).

other schools have been working in this
direction for some time. In MS The Amer-
ican University's Center for technology and
\dministration began with course offerings
leading to graduate degrees that followed
traditional computer science paths. these
programs hate evoled into very sophisti-
k tted .lid carefully balanced curricula
leading to the Bachelor of Science and to
the Master of science in technology of Man-
agement. these programs are more pragmatic
than they were at the outset. Changes have
been directed by the forces of the market-
place, the needs of the students themselves,
and the needs of the potential employers of
the graduates (Bassler F, Kennevanj. But
these changes have generally been academi-
cally oriented for the rank-and-file em-
ployee. Lqually important considerations
should be the educational needs of the DP
manager and an examination of how educa-
tional institutions can respond to these
needs.

h1111 MA\\GIRS Sit. AS
IHL DIRICIION 01 tHL vitorEssioN

the authors of this paper examined the
marketplace by sending out questionnaires
to 1,ouil information processing managers
and asking them to respond to a structured
set of questions and to comment on their
management functions Basslerl.
:her thirty percent responded with usable
material.

In the structured portion of the ques-
tionnare (figure 11, respondents identified
the relative importance of the work they
are doing and predicted the importance
of these activities five to ten years into
the . rho tabulated respoises are
shown in ligure 2.

PIIRPoSiS 01 I111 SURVIN

one purpose of the survey was to de-
termine what subject matter should be in-
cluded in the authors' new book, 'n.,;!*,,./

published in early 19-o.
\no her purpose was to look for disparities

Puhli,hed h t,ollege Reading -, Ink,

P.o. Box 11244
Ale\andria, Iirginia 22312

QUESTIONNAIRE ON OATA PPOCESSING MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
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Trends in Information Processing Functions
Importance

Present Future
Functional Organization very ,,orr, tit alit nut Acquisition

Importance
Present Future

very some not very come not

; " 44 1' ¶2 71 It3 3 Hardware 29 44 24 31 49 17

63 28 8 6' 24 7 Software 27 53 17 46 43 8

Pr ,*,-t n+ tr,lgerrent 43 39 16 ct 37 tO Altero,nwes 23 52 21 43 41 12

t 26 50 30 52 13 Methodology 16 53 28 33 .19 14

User Relationships Floanorg 21 38 37 `31 41 25)

17 6 3 2 n s Operations Optimization
18 46 30 42 41 14 Downtime 33 38 25 47 26 22

,ir, 16 42 36 33 38 26 Intelligent terminals 18 42 37 60 28 9
8 35 5R 33 39 24 Bottlenecks 32 46 18 35 45 16

t , r' 8 36 -2 31 39 27 Hardware software monitors 12 37 46 33 38 23

).' (1U 9 39 49 18 49 30 Cost performance tradeoffs 30 50 17 59 31 6
C,,r( vr; 23 48 :7 20 53 25 Operating costs 47 .4'1 8 64 29 4

Plans and Finance Muffs- vendor shop 8 34 51 31 35 26

36 42 20 56 31 10 Physical Plant
earl, 38 51 12 69 26 4 Env tronment 20 49 28 32 49 16

.14 38 16 73 21 3 Support systems 20 52 25 38 47 12

Peopleware Software
,r iii, it r 50 37 10 67 27 4 Maintenance 38 44 16 41 41 17

t .t.,
r.

32
3

58
16

5

7t,,

6
13

45
35

7

47
Docunkintahon
Database systems

41
30

43
44

36
24

63
71

29
20

8
7

30 50 19 49 40 9 Programmer productivity 33 44 20 54 '30 13

S1,111a 32 53 1.1 42 49 7 Progrorn delivery 30 12 23 45 37 13

34 5t1 14 ;"-i8 33 Advanced techniques 20 47 30 52 31 13

Systems Design Security
15, n, 32 45 21 74 20 4 fraud 13 33 50 37 35 24

51 43 6 61 '33 Data seciirity 20 47 24 64 20 7

,++tiirr 36 49 14 55 36 H Intornitl 23 42 33 53 3fi 10

33 44 22 6', 2g 5 On 26 42 29 66 26 7

C (imputor i.br,try 18 43 36 40 40 16

P. r, , r 1,1. , ;,, 100' o.

th 1,,ana;ers' perception of their
tnttar 1,1' and the .chools' olleling, in

rioc--,In: course,. X third reason
La, to e%aluate not onl> the p-ogiv,, of
III cour,e offerings undel emplo%er
1+on,01.4 educational prorams, hut the
1,2t1 tat tal.en art tmplo\ee in

mole- .ioral enlialik(ment progianiti.
Alt to5:1th iel,on ua to detimine uhat the
pi ictitionei, of the art are conceined with
toll\ tnd to ekaluate hots the,.e concerns

,/11 .-Linye in the future. 1-Nuih inlicated
- 4)11 d .-ontrivatsI be re!Ietted in

tit / as t11a In meet t he need- 01 t he Ind
and ti,r ii enl of ers.

PA,1 1,1 P0R110% ml '1111t1I1

1t,o1,1inc, to the response,, ,everal
t, i fand out a, area, of ,pei. IJI concein,
,,th 11111. 'So the years ahead, of tho,e,

t is I add! f 1 . , 'io 1 t

if e, Ind i';. tat loll- opt fitt7,at ft/n.

1 161111 2
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Security

Lvery subcategory under Security shot.,
.1 significant increase in the number of re
vondents uho thought these topic, Asould
become "xery Important" parts of thell man-
agement functions in the future (see Seen-
ill!. tabulation in ligure 2). tiff a feu

colleges and universities are currently
offering specific courses about fraud, in-

ternal audit, on-line systems security, and
computer library protection (four of the
subtopics). Numerous institutes on these
subjects have been offered mostl by pro-
prietary firms catering to the education of
computer professionals. Local chapter; of
national professional societies lime also
been offering intensive short courses on
Nome of these subjects. Certainly the
trade and professional literature ha, been
featuring' these topics in their recent
alticies, there are indication, that data

leceiving some attention too,
but usually as part of some other course.

ti,



It seems that .oute olferthgs should
include these subject, at least to the ex
tent that they arc adequately covered in
existing courses, if not in dedicated
couises. On the other hand, short courses
of the seminar type might protide the need-
ed cotelage of the subject matte), hitt:the)
for creJlt or not.

Ilthough these 1, a cleat distinction
between privacy and security, these two
subject, are often mentioned together. hith
all the attention given tc prIvace these
days, thi, might well be selected for a
course to be repeated every two Years or so
because the subject matter is so dynamic.
The relattonship of security to pritacy, as
a method of guaranteeing the right of the
individual, evokes all sorts of ideas re-
lated to hardware, software, and policy'
topic,. III of these are interrelated, and
cannot be separated from each other in the
oterall subject of Security.

Software

Programming, a basic subject, is cover-
ed adequately in most academic curricula.
The more advanced and complex areas of
Software, due for greater future attention,
consist of database systems, programmer
productivitt, program delivery, and ad-
vanced progLammIng techniques. (here is
etidence that some of these subjects are
receiving the attention the) deserve at
the universtty and college level. Some of
them are offered at community colleges.
I number of these subjects can he adequate
ly catered bt greater emphasis in existing
course,. Others, such as database systems
and advanced sefthare techniques, are cer-
tainly worthy of Independent course-1 and,
to sortie cases, of several courses at dif-

ferent levels or complexity. Seminars and
institute, offered be proprietary group,
are providing thorough coterage of these
iubject. A look at ligure 2 will shots
that there is considerable concern on the
part of management about all the topics
unJel iolthare.

Multi-tendor shops and cost/performance
trade-offs appear to be items of increasing
interest. 1111, suggests a course combining
the selection of computer systems from a
standpoint of technical characteristics and
of related financial and managerial factor,.
Practices that consider only technological
capabilities are no longer suitable. Sih,.

few UP students are cognizant of the sari
ous financial factors of the coMputer market-
place, a course covering the business as-
pects of this would he suitable for compute-
people as hell as for business studeqts.

OTHER OBSLRVATIONS

As interesting as they may seem, those
findings already discussed are what man-
agement is most concerned with. the real
area in which PP managers need education did
not come thriugh in the structured portion
of the questionnaire, but was made very clear
in comments about the importance of their
daily functions in managing.

Many respondents did express their opin-
ions. Some did so in great detail, providing
greater insight into their concerns than
could be obtained from only a tabulation of
the items in the structured portion of the
questionnaire.

The following are some of the comments
receited. see if you get the same message
as we gtt:

ctiotton, optanm

significant sill Its in management's con-
cerns appear in this category. Igain, most
of the subjects are covered to some extent
in existing courses. but it appears that
the emphasis is going to be such that some
of these subtopics can no longer be relegated
to a minor role hitilin a course. lake the
,lbytt of intelligent terminals. This ap-
pears to he a minor item, but in the context
ot the future use of computers, it can be-
come a major one. hidespread use of inlet-
iltlent terminals is suggested in

by Rein turn. He also discusses
rainy technlogical advances and related con.
,ern, 01 nanagvMent that paiallel this
,tudt flurnl, 0
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the most important lesson I'te learned in my
twenty years in data processing is to take the

time to make sure I understand what my customers

and managers want and need, and to make sure
they understand what I can deliver.

One of the problem areas is in the understand-
tng of the purposes of information for manage-
ment, particularly top management. This is a

problem not only with computer people, but with
top management itself. There seems to be some

blind acceptance by the computer people tha
management knows what it wants and needs.
there has to be more dialogue concerning the
kinds of decisions that management ha. to make,
how often, and the impact of these decisions,
rather than the almost automatic supplying of

any data requested.

In my company, we spend too much time preparing
for and presenting proposals to top management.
Too often, follow-up presentations are required.
Too much emphasis is placed on where we are in
the project and reporting it. Project manage-

ment is required, but the Win oblectite should
completing the project, not reporting its status



tar too many applications, techniques, etc.,
tail simply because top management failed to
adequately involve themselve-, in operations.

I do not suggest that the President of Westing-
house involve himself with every application,
but it the application being considered is an

41'4 application, and he 1,1 going to be a prin-

cipal user of the system, then his involvement
1, mandatory.

ILe most Important and continually pressing
problem I experience is the lack of understand-

ing of the data processing environment and the
need for training tof users) and understanding
on their part of the expense involved in
changing current systems to meet their inter-

mediate needs.

1 full chargeback of costs to the ultimate
u.er of computer processing provides the con-
trol at the right level. the user determines

hi, need,, and justifies his costs. this tends

to inhibit such advancements as data base con-
,tt., but does control shat sas an ever-

Met, 1,Ing ,omputer processing budget.

lo us, those six quotations, and one
hundred others like them, pointed to one
rrincipil problem human communications.
kini human communications is a problem to be
met at the university level. But can you
think ot a single computer-oriented course
that 1-; really directed toward this chal-

lenging communications problem? Before he

can educate DP managers, we must educate
ourselves about their needs.
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NEW TECHNIQUES IN ESTABLISHING

BILLING RATES FOR

COMPUTING SERVICES

By
Russell S. Schouest

and
George E. May

ABSTRACT: During the development of a new computer center billing system at Clemson
rhicoWity, the authors found that procedures generally employed for rate calculations
did not provide the degree of equitable cost allocation or repeatability of charges
desired. The design criteria, costing philosophy, and selected rate calculations of
the new system are discussed to illustrate the more interesting and unusual of the
techniques employed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the many problems of the seven-
ties with which College and University
Business Officers have had to cope, per-
haps the most frustrating have accom-
panied the growth of campus computing
facilities. Next to the library, the
computer center has become the major
central academic support facility at
many institutions. One of the problems,
which of course is not unique to com-
puters, is finding the funds to pay
for what seems to he never ending re-
quests for newer, faster, larger, and
hopefully better, equipment. Unlike
the library's new books, which augment
rather than displace existing stocks,
computers appear to become obsolete in
frightening short periods. One recent
study concluded that the expected lice
of the typical college computing system
was three years: When this is compared
with typical rental or lease-purchase
contracts of five or six years, one
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appreciates the on-going nature of
the problem. While such financing
problems resulting from technological
obsolescence and escalating demand
will probably continue, there are other
areas of growing importance of which
improved computer costing and billing
systems is one.

Whether the approval body for com-
puter funding be University Administra-
tion, Trustees or Regents, all will
want some assurance that the appropria-
tion is justified in the first place,
and with increasing frequency, that a
mechanism exists for equitable alloca-
tion of the resources and their costs
on an on-going basis. If computing
facilities are utilized in sponsored
research projects, whether in federal
government contracts or by other third
parties, a comprehensive and zuditable
computer billing system becomes a
necessity rather than a nicety. In
fact, full'and timely reimbursement
for services may soon depdnd upon it.



While the Federal government does
not yet prescribe the precise method to
be employed in the direct costing of
computer facilities usage, one require-
ment is that any method used provides
for full cost recovery and be non-dis-
criminatory, that is, the government
pay no more than other users. There
are strong indications that in the not
too distant future, government auditors
will be giving computer rates an even
closer scrutiny and review, once gov-
ernment expertise in this area becomes
established.

II. DESIGN CRITERIA

We mentioned above that a computer
billing system should be equitable to all
users, comprehensive in scope, and audit-
able. In addition, it should not be so
complex or esoteric that it requires
special training in mathematics to com-
prehend; in other words, it must be
understandable to the users and to the
accounting staff and not just to special-
ists in the computer center. Finally,
the system must retain sufficient flex-
ibility to permit subsequent adjustments
as changes in resources or utilization
may dictate. On multiprogrammed and
multiprocessing systems, where resource
utilization such as the CPU time to exe-
cute a program varies with the job mix,
the additional requirement of repeat-
ability must be included.

To summarize, the ideal computer us-
age costing system should satisfy six
design criteria:

A. Comprehensive

The cost system, to be comprehensive,
should consider all Computer Center re-
sources which a user may require, whether
owned or leased by the center. Computer
resources not owned or leased by the
center, such as RJE equipment or ter-
minals owned or leased by Administrative
or Academic departments, should not be
included in center resources.

B. Repeatable

Users should not be liable to signi-
ficant shifts in charges unrelated to
the nature of the user's job. In a
multiprogramming, virtual storage
environment, it is difficult to obtain
perfect repeatability. However, the
user who reruns an identical job should
be assessed essentially the same charge,
irrespective of the job stream mix.

C. Equitable

Charges to users should reasonably
reflect the costs of resources employed.
Charging users for the consumption of
Computer Center resources actually re-

quired encourages users to manage their
demands and to design applications for
efficient operation.

Ideally, the usage of every resource
is measured, and a cost is assigned.
This, however, could be very expensive
and accordingly usage is generally
measured for the more significant re-
sources only.

D. Understandable

The method of costing services
rendered should be simple and straight-
forward to encourage user acceptance and
comprehension. 'Although the center may
use complex formulae to compute charging
units, the user should be presented with
the number of units of resource used, the
cost per unit, and the total charge.

It is essential that users receive
sufficient information to satisfy them as
to the justification for their charges
and to permit them to make modifications
which could reduce their charges in the
future.

E. Flexible

The system should be flexible enough
to permit the center to change rates and
to establish special rates, if required,
without extensive reprogramming.

F. Audi table

Sufficient data must be available to
allow a user or others to investigate the
validity of charges.

Before describing how the new system
was developed at Clemson University, it
might be lseful to point out that these
criteria are to some degree interdepen-
dent, that is, there are trade-offs
among them, so that emphasizing one fac-
tor will tend to diminish the impact of
one or more of the others.

For example, greater equitability can
only be gained at the expense of under-
standability, since greater equitability
requires that a greater number of rates
be employed and understood. The most
flexible system is at the same time one
which has been generalized to the degree
where the history of past usage and rates
can become quite difficult to audit.
Thus, flexibility and auditability are
conflicting criteria as well. A few
examples should make this clearer.

The oldest and most commonly utilized
computer costing system emplOys CPU time
as the sole unit of measure. It is easily
understood and highly auditable. A more
recent and somewhat more sophisticated
approach employs five or six computer
usage or resource units, which equate

us
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costs to additional measurable units of
resource consumption such as memory occu-
pancy time, tape and disk use, and punch-
ed card and printing volumes. It is
certainly more equitable than the "CPU
time only" method, but sacrifices sim-
plicity and understandability in the
process. The design goal then becomes
some ideal trade-offs between pairs of
compensating factors. We have yet to
find anyone clever enough, however, to
determine in advance just where the
optimum point lies.

OBJECTIVES AND METHODS OF THE
STUDY

At Clemson,"it was agreed at a pro-
beet kick-off meeting that all six of
these design criteria would be considered.
A task force comprising members of the
University's Business Administration
staff, Computer getiter Management and
management consultants from Alexander
Grant & Company specializing in Uni-
versity computing and cost studies, was
formed. At this point the Center had
been using a CPU time only approach, but
had been investigating a five-resource
usage method, but on an experimental
basis only and with no bills sent to
users. Some questions, howeve,, had
been raised by Center personnel, Busi-
ness Office personnel and by the cost
specialists in Alexander Grant & Company
as to the completeness and validity of
this method as compared with alternatives.
Fur example, Center personnel doubted if
the five-resource method would provide
that much greater repeatability and
equitability than the CPU only method.
The University's contract accounting
staff expressed reservations with re-
spect to auditability and Alexander
Grant personnel were concerned with
both the flexibility and auditability
of the contemplated system.

It was agreed therefore that the
task force should adopt a study plan
which would identify all possible re-
source cost centers and prepare "ten-
tative" billing rates for each, recog-
nizing at the same time that some
combining of these "lowest level"
rates into a smaller number of
"composite" rates would most likely
be necessary in the interest of under-
standability. In addition, the cost
of measuring and billing a resource
should not exceed the costs recovered.

Cost data for all equipment, per-
sonnel, supplies and allocated Univer-
sity expenses was collected and analyzed.
Estimates of utilization for approxi-
mately thirty separate facilities/
resources were developed. Subsequent
analysis and feedback eventually re-
duced the list to seventeen rates,
which were consolidated into four groups.

In the remainder of this article we
shall discuss some of the more inter-
esting conclusions reached during the
study and which we believe would be of
interest to other institutions.

The Clemson Computer Center uses an
IBM 370'158 with 3330 and 3333 disk
storage and 3 megabytes of core, and is
running under the OS/VS 2 operating
system. HASP and the TSO option are
also employed.

IV. COSTING PHILOSOPHY

A, Time-Sharing Versus Batch Users

For many classes of problems, the
academic community may access the com-
puter via either time-shared terminals
or batched input at the Center or re-
motely. To maximize system utilization,
the University encourages the use of
time-sharing and therefore a costing
system which would discriminate against
time-sharing users was deemed undesir-
able.

We considered two alternatives: (1)
charging both groups for Center resources
used for input and output and (2) not
charging either group. We concluded that
both groups should be charged.

B. Rate Setting

Rates may be applied either on a
fluctuating basis to recover all costs
actually incurred (generally monthly) or
at a predetermined levels based on bud-
geted levels of cost and utilization.

1. Fluctuating Rate

This method uses a rate which is
calculated relatively often to ensure
that the total costs for the period are

'recovered. Unfortunately, such rates
will change frequently reflecting fluc-
tuations in demand. Rates during a
period of lower demand, such as the
summer, could be much higher than rates
during periods of high demand.
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2. Predetermined Rates

This method charges users a rate
which does not fluctuate over an esta-
blished period, usually one year. The
rate would be established at the begin-
ning of a budget year using total Center
costs and forecasted demand.

This method has the advantage of not
having rates fluctuate because of demand
fluctuations.

It, however, also has disadvantages:



rates will not change to reflect
changes during the budget year
unless the changes are allowed for
when the rate is established;

it is often difficult to forecast
demand for a twelve month period;
and

at the end of the year, there will
be variances reflecting changes in
resource costs or demand variances.

3. Conclusions

We concluded that the use of prede-
termined rates which would be reevaluated
once per quarter was preferable. A quar-
terly reevaluation has been recommended
by HEW for costs of similar facilities.
At the end of each quarter, the actual
volumes and costs would be computed on
an annualized basis and actual rates
calculated. If the rates vary signi-
ficantly (in excess of 10%) from the
rates in effect, the rates would be
changed to recover (by the end of the
fiscal year) the total costs of the cen-
ter.

V. COSTING METHODS AND RATE CALCULATIONS

A. Use Charge

A use charge for fixed assets was
employed and was calculated at 6-2/3% per
year of the acquisition cost of usable
equipment. This is allowed by Federal
Management Circular (FMC) 73-8 -- "Cost
Principles for Educational Institutions."
A use charge, unlike depreciation, does
not expire after a period of years, but
continues as long as the fixed assets
are usable.

Although the use charge method has
been adopted for the purpose of prepar-
ing rates, the University could apply
in the future to use the depreciation
method. The depreciation method gen-
erally allows a write-off of the cost
of fixed assets, net of salvage value,
over their usefdl life; resulting in
higher rates than the use charge
method. However, the use of the de-
preciation method would require that
the University significantly modify
its fixed asset recordkeeping system.

B. General Procedures

Development of all rates entailed
the following procedural sequence:

The determination of the total
costs to be allocated.

The allocation of fixed asset
costs to each resource, and the
assignment of all other costs
Dither directly to a resource

or, if not assignable to a resource,
to an overhead cost pool.

The calculation of an overhead rate
and its application to all rates.

The estimation of utilization vol-
umes for each resource.

The computation of rates.

The development of composite rates
by combining costs for card read-
ing, card punching, and printing.

All costs and utilization figures
were monthly. All rate calculations, of
course, follow the general calculation
of Cost Volume Rate.

VI. SELECTED RATE CALCULATIONS

A. Introduction

We have selected from the rate calcu-
lations, those where the approach and
methodology should be of special interest
to Centers with IBM 370/145 through 370/
168 systems running under virtual storage
operating systems, although many of the
techniques employed would be applicable
to the systems of other vendors as well.
The selected utilization methods, to the
authors' knowledge, have not previously
been employed. They were designed to
achieve a degree of equitability and
repeatability previous approaches did not
provide.

It was important that the chosen
billing units also be a good yardstick
for measuring the availability of the
commodity which the resource is intended
to provide. For example, it would be
improper to recover the cost of resources
made available for time-sharing through
real time, since real,time has no rela-
tionship to the physical limits of the
resources to provide time-sharing, For
each rate, the single best indicator of
the physical limits of the resource was
used as the billing unit.

It should be noted that the system
employs direct machine measurement of
utilization wherever possible and does
not rely upon manual recordkeeping or
calculation.

The remainder of this article will
describe some of the more interesting and
unusual rate calculations.

The complete rate schedule precedes
the discussion of the selected rates.

B. Rate Schedule

The following table reflects the Com-
puter Center rates by resource/service,
billing unit, and unit rate.



RATE SCHEDULE

RESOURCE/SERVICE
BILLING
UNIT RATE

1. Processor

CPU One CPU Hour $94.00
I/O 1,000 I/O's .13

Core Storage 100K Hour 24.00

2. Peripherals

Tape 1 Allccation Hour 7.46

Card Reading 1,000 Cards 1.94

Card Punching 1,000 Cards 4.24

Printing 1,000 Lines .75

Special Forms Per Job 1.92

Supplies Per Unit At Cost
Digital Plotter One Real Time Hour 24.79

3. Time-Sharing

TCAM Subsystem
Messages 1,000 Messages 2.72

Dedicated Polling One CPU Hour 94.00

Public Dial Lines One Connect Hour 1.05

TSO Subsystem 100 Carriage Returns 1.69

4. Fixed

3705 Front End
Dedicated Ports One Port Per Month

9600 BAUD 41.11

4800 BAUD 36.39

2400 BAUD 34.03

1200 BAUD 21.74

Dedicated Disk 1 Track/Month .07

Date Base Manage-
ment System Per User per Month 57.00
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C. CPU Time and General I '0 Rates

1. Costs

CPU use charge, maintenance charge,
and applied overhead cost.

Since IBM did not break out costs for
the CPU between the CPU itself, core, the
3 block multiplexor channels or the 4650
ISC (Integrated Storage Control) unit, we
calculated these costs as proportional to
the purchase price of the components.
This seems appropriate since these units
are all electronic and contain no mech-

anical components. Only CPU cost was
used for this rate.

2. Utilization

cpr hours were projected from his-
torical data, excluding that con-
sumed by the center for internal
use.

CPU hours for lrAm and dedicated
polling were extracted from SMF or
uTF data.

An I'0 constant of 5 milliseconds
was used as best representing the
impact which an I/O operation was
felt to have on the system.

110 time was then estimated at 83
hours (60 million 110's at 5 milli-
seconds each) per month.

The 5 millisecond constant used
for I'0 was also intuitively
"right" and supported by histor-
ical data which indicated that CPU
processor costs had accounted for
about 2/3 and I/0 processor costs
about 1'3 of the total.

3. Rate Calculation

CPU hourly rate was calculated by
dividing the total cost by the sum
of CPC and I/0 hours.

The rate per 1,000 110's was
determined by multiplying the
CPU hourly rate by the estimated
I "0 hours and dividing this by the
estimated number of I'O's.

4. Comments/Rationale

It was concluded that this approach,
which employs separate CPU time rates and
one for l'O operations generally, is more
reflective of actual resource utilization
than a composite or general CPU time rate
alone.

P. ('ore Storage Rate

1. Costs

Core use charge, maintenance charge,
and applied overhead cost allocation.

Clemson purchased their CPU with 1.5
MB of core from IBM. The cost of the
core, however, is not broken out by IBM.
In addition, Clemson purchased an addi-
tional 1.5 MB from anot'aer supplier. It

was necessary, therefore, to calculate
the cost of the IBM core and subtract it
from the IBM CPU cost. This was done by
looking up the costs of 370/158's with
various core capacities from IBM price
lists, determining the incremental cost
for 0.5 MB, and multiplying by 3 to get
the cost for 1.5 MB. This was added to
the cost of the 1.5 MB obtained from the
other supplier to get the cost of 3 MB.
Of this total, .375 MB is dedicated to
TS0 and .125 MB to TCAM. The remaining
2.5 MB cost was allocated to the core
storage resource.

It is not critical that the precise
amount of storage used by TS0 and by TCAM
be recovered through each subsystem.
Rather, because of the changing nature of
those systems, it is more important that
a good estimate be used in combination
with intent. For example, at Clemson, an
additional 0.5 MB of storage was acquired
to implement time-sharing. Since the
storage was acquired to implement time-
sharing, its cost was most appropriately
charged to time-sharing users.

2. Utilization

Metered CPU use in hours times the
number of 100K virtual storage regions
requested by the user was determined to
be the most appropriate figure to employ.
Metered use is the CPU time plus I/O
time as estimated in the CPU time and I/O
rate calculations (c above).

3. Rate Calculation

The cost of 2.5 MB of core was di-
vided by the estimated product of metered
use in CPU hours times the estimated
number of 100K regions which will be re-
quested.

4. Comments/Rationale

The employment of the metered use
hours as well as using a net storage
figure for core available to users seems
preferable to the simplistic but commonly
employed gross CPU time/gross core usage
methods usually employed.



E. Dedicated Disk Rate

1. Costs

Equipment use charge, maintenance
charge,\and applied overhead cost allo-
cation.

IBM's prices do not break out the
cost of the 3333 disk control unit from
the disk drives as they do with the 3330
units. It was necessary, therefore, to
calculate this cost.

It was also necessary to separate the
disk storage and costs dedicated to
system overhead and which is not avail-
able to users from that which is. Of the
14 drives, 4 are dedicated to system
overhead and utility work space, leaving
10 for users.

In addition, it was necessary to cal-
culate the cost of the block multiplexor
channels assigned to disks, since this
was not supplied by IBM. This was done
by averaging the costs of the priced
third and fourth channels to get the cost
of the unpriced first and second channels.

2. Utilization

It was estimated that users would
occupy 76,000 tracks for one month in a
dedicated fashion (as contrasted with
temporary use). The track/month was
deemed the most appropriate billing unit.

3. Rate Calculation

The monthly cost was divided by the
estimated utilization to derive the rate
for a track/month.

4. Comments/Rationale

The rate utilized for dedicated disk
storage is preferable to that employed
elsewhere where no distinction is made
between dedicated and transient storage
or where no calculation of systems over-
head occupancy is included.

F. Card Reading, Punching and
Printing Rates

1. Costs

There are three card readers, two
printers, and one card punch in Clemson's
configuration. One card reader is part
of an RJE terminal as is one of the
printers. The punch 1.3 part of a 2540
read/punch unit in the center which also
has a 2501 card reader and two 1403
printers. The costs utilized in devel-
oping these rates included not only the
equipment use charges, maintenance
charges, rentals and ,pplied overhead
cost allocations, but also handling
charges which are the costs of the per-
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sonnel assigned to operate these devices.

Several allocations were required.
First, an allocation of the cost of the
2821 control unit between printing and
card operations was made based upon the
relative rentals of the controlled units.
Second, an allocation of the processor,
storage, and communications costs of the
RJE terminal was made to reading and
printing based upon the cost, of the
respective read and print components.,.
Third, the cost of keypunches exclusively
associated with card readers was included
in the cost of those reader functions.

Finally, a weight was assigned to the
personnel time (4nd cost) associated with
the functions at each location.

2. Utilization

Utilization volumes (in 1,000 cards
or 1,000 lines) were developed from his-
torical data for each function at each
location.

3. Rate Calculations

Seven rates were developed for each
of the seven function/locations by di-
viding the associated costs by the esti-
mated utilization.

4. Comments/Rationale

It was necessary to determine indi-
vidual rates for all locations initially
to ascertain the reasonability and trade-
offs possible in combinations. Three
composite rates were then calculated as
illustrated on the following page.



COMPOSITE RATE SCHEDULE

Unit
Cost

Total
Cost

MR CARD READING, PUNCHING AND PRINTING

Resource/Service Volume

CARD READING

2540 Computer Center 850M $ .38 $ 327
2501 Front Office 1,504M .13 198
Martin Hall 832M .27 225

Composite Rate 3 186M .24 750

Handling

Operations 1.632
Front Office

Personnel 2540 Reader
(2000 Jobs) 1,140

Equipment 291
Martin Hall

Personnel 1,103
Equipment 1,260

Total Handling 5,426

Total Composite Card Reading 3,186M $ 1.94 $ 6,176

CARD PUNCHING

2540 Computer Center 331M $ 2.32 $ 768
Handling 636

Total Composite Card Punching
_

331M $ 4.24 $ 1,404

PRINTING

Computer Center 13,500M $ .16 $ 2.192
Martin Hall 2,153M .40 861

Composite Rate 15,653M .20 3,053

Handling

1403 Personnel (12,759 Jobs) 7,273

Martin Hall 1 1--365

Total Handling

-
8,638

Total Composite Printing 15,653M...---- $ .75 $LUM

1-
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G. TS0 (Time-Sharing) Rates

L.. Costs
-77-r

Equipment use charges, maintenance,
and applied overhead for the following
were determined to be dedicated to
interactive computing:

one ISC path
one Block Multiplexor Channel
one 3333 Disk Control Unit
.375 MB of core

In addition, the cost of one
systems programmer, whose time is
dedicated to this area, was assigned.

2. Utilization

To avoid penalizing the faster device
user: and the "thinkers," it was conclud-
ed that the number of carriage returns,
or their equivalent on a CRT terminal,
was the fairest unit of measure to em-

ploy here for the consumption of the
resource. The billing unit was equated
to 100 carriage returns.

3. Rate Calculation

The costs were divided by the esti-
mated utilization to develop a rate per
100 carriage returns.

4. Comments/Rationale

The cimmonly employed billing units
of characters or connect time, or some
combination of these, could penalize or
reward users to a greater extent than
the method employed here.

H. 3705 Front End Rates

The calculation of rates for the
3705 front end consists of,two rates:
(1) the monthly use of a port for a
given line speed*and (2) a rate per
public dial line connect hour,

1. Costs

The costs of the dedicated ports are
the equipment cost and overhead, The
costs of public dial lines are the
modems, phone, overhead, and the cost
of,10 ASYNC lines,

For dedicated ports, the cost of the
3705 and overhead is allocated between
its components: processor and storage,
scanners, and ports, based on IBM price

lists. The cost of each of these three
components for each type of line was
calculated based upon rated capacities.
A composite cost of each type line was
determined by adding the processor,
scanner, and port costs.
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2. Utilization

The number of ports used and the num-
ber of hours of use of dial-up lines was
based upon historical usage.

3. Rate Calculation

The costs divided by utilization
determined the rates for the four dedi-
cated port line speeds, The dial-up
hourly rate was developed by dividing the
costs by an estimated 1,000 total hours
of monthly use.

4. Comments/Rationale

The dedicated port rates used take
into account the allocation of 3705 com-
ponent costs according to the line speed
required. The dial-up rates include mo-
dem, phone, and overhead as well as the
cost of the lines themselves. A maximum
degree of equitability has been obtained.

Tape Rates

1. Costs

The costs are equipment, maintenance,
and overhead. If an entire drive is
dedicated to a user, its cost would be
deducted, The costing unit is the number
of drives used, multiplied by a calcu-
lated allocation time per drive. The cal-
culated allocation time per drive is an
estimate of the time the drive would be
on-line if there were no other jobs in
the job stream. This is estimated as the
sum of the job's SMF-measured CPU time,
plus the number of EXCP's for all devices
times 50 milliseconds.

2, Utilization

The total number of hours per month
of tape usage for all drives was based
upon SMF data.

3.. Rate Calculation

Total tape costs were divided by the
utilization hours to determine an hourly
rate.

4. Comments/Rationale

The use of a calculated allocation
time per drive based upon CPU time, all
I/O time and assuming a 50 rillisecond
per I/O execution gives an excellent
measure of the actual tape utilization.

VII, CONCLUSION

By employing a multi-disciplinary
approach in developing rates for computer
center services, the rate structure will
reflect the needs and desires of both the
users and suppliers to a much greater ex-
tent than less cooperative efforts. At



Clemson University, the joint efforts
of computer center, business office,
and outside consultant personnel re-
sulted in a system which has proven to
be equitable, comprehensive, and audit-
able. The special expertise contributed
by each group are essential ingredients
for proper design.

2'
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kliSTRACT: User involvement is a critical factor in the development of information
systems. ('his paper discusses factors that determine the degree of user involvement in
th..) systems effort. The findings are based upon data collected through interviews with
systems personnel and uith users in six major organizations that are heavily involved
in systems development.

INIRODUClION

\ widely accepted principle in effec-
tive information systems development is
the need for user involvement. Systems
practitioners recognize user involvement
as a necessity. John Wagner (1), a manag-
er for Peat, Marwick, Mitchell ti Co.,
stated in 19 "2 that, "Considering the many
ingredients which comprise a management
information system, and being asked to
quantify and list those ingredients in
order of importance," he would place user
involvement at or near the top of that
list. formal research findings point to
the need for user involvement. Dickson -

and Powers 121 concluded from their study,
"User participation is crucial to the
success of the MIS project.... Successful
systems are developed whenever users and
systems personnel work meaningful!): as a
unit."

Ina study recently completed of
critical factors in information systems
development, the author and two of his
colleagues 13) determined user involve-
ment to he a critical factor in systems
work, one of several study outcomes.
Other critical factors cited in that re-
search effort were planning and control,
systems expertise, and attitudes.

Even on a broader front, research
studies in various areas of decisions for
change indicate the importance of employee
participation in creating acceptance of
change. (4, 5) Thus, involvement is not
peculiar to information systems develop-
ment only.

Various project management schemes
have been designed to more effectively
bring about user involvement; for example,
utilization of a steering committee, in-
volvement of the user or user representa-

tive as an intimate, working member of
the project team, establishment of a user
liaison, etc. These techniques have been
successful in several cases. Lucas (0)
found that involvement ratings were high-
er in those companies utilizing steering
committees. Howeter, even with the use
of various management techniques, user
involvement in some systems efforts has
not been at a desired level for maximum
effectiveness.

The question addressed by this paper
is: What factors determine the degree of
user involvement in the systems effort?
If managerial structures do not insure
user participation, what factors do
determine the level of involvement?

PROCTDURTS

Data to assist in answering these
questions were collected from systems
analysts and user personnel at six organ-
izations that are heavily involved in
systems developmental efforts at various
levels of systems sophistication.

Participants were interviewed to ob-
tain their definition and perception of
involvement an! to collect data for analy-
sis of factors contributing to effective
user involvement. The factors indicated
by the interviewees are listed in Table I

and are discussed in the following para-
graphs. No ranking of the factors was
determined. The inherit danger in ranking
would have been that the lower ranked
factors might appear to be of much less
or negligible value. The absence in a
.particular system effort of even a very
low ranked factor may have a detrimental
effect upon accomplishing a satisfactory
level of user involvement.
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tommunication Effectiveness between
User and Svstems Personnel

ixtent of User Involvement Desired

fan,tional 1-xpertise of Ilse:

How the Analyst and Vsei Define
Involvement

Impact of System upon User Activities

Management Support for the System
Mort

Managerial Philosophy within II,er
Department

Persistence of Inyolted Personnel

Physical Proximity of User to
Svstem-Effort Activities

Prior involvement of User in
iomputer-Related Itforts

Rapport Lstablished between User and
Systems Personnel

User's Perceived Benefit from System
Mort
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Factor 1. Communication Iffective-
Bess between User and '11,,,ztems leisonnel.

overcoming the technical jargon bar-
rier is a problem faced by any discipline
in attempting to communicate with person-
nel outside that discipline. In informa-
tion systems efforts, the communication
harrier is one of double jeopardy. Not

only must the analyst translate computer
utilization into a language understandable
to the user, but also, the analyst must
understand the functional language of the
user.

the .4eAtems manager for a malor oil
company stated recently in in interview,
"our pioblem is a user problem -a commun-
ikation problem. he have to say it in
basic Inglish. If it isn't said in plain

we need to tiv again; make
another attempt at communicating."

Vactor 2. lxtent 01 User Involve-
ment Desired.

In the crude, some analysts indi-
cated they did not want as much user
involvement in their systems work as
that desired by other analysts. Vari-

ations in the amount of involvement
desired seemed to be determined by
(l) type of system being developed,
(2) personalities of the involved
individuals, Li) training and experi-
ence of the analyst, and II) background
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of the user. Ilser ,;arkfaction with the
sy,tem short appeared to be closely relat-
ed to the degree of user involvement
desired by the analyst. As R. N. Kashvap
(), a principal in R. N. Kashyap 4 Assoc-
iates, indicated, ". . . managers (need
to) have a major say in the development
of information systems and . . . the tech-
nical interests of the systems specialist
(should not he) allowed to dictate the
type of systems to be developed. . . ."

!actor 3. Managerial Philosophy
within the User Department.

User involvement, particularly at
the operational level, is partially deter-
mined by the managerial philosophy in the
user department. The philosophy may be
one of open access to departmental person-
nel and information, or it may be one
that erects protective barriers so that
involvement of the operational user is
difficult to obtain. Some analysts indi-
cated in the study that operational user
involvement was almost impossible to ob-
tain in some departments because of the
attitude of management toward involving
his/her people in the system effort. In

the study, management practice varied from
departments that were totally open (the
analyst was free to talk to anyone within
the department and was not required to
have specific management approval) to
those in which all interviews, documenta-
tion, and recommendations had to be
cleared by the departmental manager. fine

departmental manager did all of the com-
municating with the analyst in a particu-
lar system effort; the analyst was not
allowed to talk with any other department-
al personnel.

fr.ctor I. Persistence of Involved
Personnel.

Persistence or the systems personnel
in soliciting and obtaining user involve-
ment and persistence of user personnel in
being involved are two additional aspezts
of user involvement. Generally, the im-
petus for user involvement comes from the
analyst; however, instances were noted in
the study where she user was involved due
mainly to his own insistence and his desire
to contribute to the system effort.
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Factor 5. Physical Proximity of the
Ike:- to System-Effort Activities.

Physical distance is frequently a
barrier to user involvement. Communica-
tions, rapport, dam collection, training,
etc., are more difficult to bring about if

distance between user personnel and systems
staff must be overcome. (Inc systems de-
partment resolved the distance problem in
one system effort by physically moving the



analyst to the (1%ei location. hhen physi-
cal distance becomes a problem, user
participation may be based upon a sampling
process and be effective.

facto' o. Prior Involvement of User
in Computer-Related Eiforts.

Prior experiences of the user in com-
puter-related activities has a major effect
upon his attitude toward involvement in a
given system effort. If pfist experiences
hive benefited the user, he hill be more
receptive to involvement in present or
Liter systems activities. loo often
analyst assume, and frequently an improper
assumption, that the user will look favor-
ably upon new systems efforts, or at least
he will not be antagonistic toward those
el forts. In the critical factors study
tonducfed by the author and his colleagues,
one 411,11V;t indicated that it' the systems
department in that firm had known the type
of experiences had in previous systems
efforts, the approach to a particular
,vstem in whiLli they were currently en-
gaged would hav,., been quite different. In

particular, he stated that t%e time frame
would have been lengthened to allow for
overcoming problems created by the users'
experiences with other systems.

lactoi ". Rapport Established between
user ind '-;ystemsPersonnel.

one successful analyst spent several
hours with the user to achieve this one ob-
iective--establishing a desirable rapport
with users. He stated that his purpose was
to develop within the user the feeling that
this was his system, that he would he the
mato' benefactor of it (directly or in-
Airectlyt, that the analyst was there to
help him achieve his aspirations, and that
the analyst should not he tonsideled
threit to those aspirations. 1111,, factor
ha,. been well set forth in professional
literature; vet, in practice, too many
analysts issume an effective r..pport with-
out devoting sufficient effort to its
e-ztablishmeat.

I ictor S. User': Perceived Benealt
from the System litort.

the question is not one of whether
or not the user will receive any benefit
from the new system, but rather is one of
whether or not the user thinks he will
benetit from the new system.

Lido( 1, functional Lxpertise of
the Ocer.

If the knet, 1 is/11,1 lob

hi; involvement has solicited more heavily
than if the user was inexperienced or, for

various reasons, did not funs ,ion well at
his tasks.

factor 10. How the Analyst and User,
Pt tine "Nor involvement. '

the definition of use! involvement
varied among analysts and among users. for
example, one analyst believed he had ac-
complished user involvement upon Lompletion
of a one-month observation period in the
user's department. However, the manager
in that user department did not consider
such activity at all as involvement. lo
be effective, user involvement should be
at the decision-making level. One manager
stated, "1 should be able to specify my
inputs and desired outputs; he (the anal-
ysts can figure out the processing." Ob-
servation of user activities does not
constitute involvement.

Factor II. Management Support for
the System Mort.

Management support is critical to
effective use' involvement. Management
must provide financial resources and dis-
play its enthusiasm for the system effort
if the potential for involvement is to be
fully reali:ed. Not only is financial and
moral support of management a determinant
of user involvement, but physical support
must be included also. Management's part-
icipation in system decision-making activ-
ities, in particular in planning for the
system effort and later in arbitrating
user differences and conflicting user
needs, is a requisite for involvement.

Factor 12. Impact of the System upon
User Activities.

Users generally were more eager for
involvement in those systems impacting
their activities; that is, the greater the
impact, the greater the user's desire to
become involved. However, the impact must
not only be a possibility, it also must he
perceived by the user. A problem arises
in attempting to define the degree of im-
pact. \ partial solution is found in the
proper definition of prime users.

MIASURLMIAI 01 1151 It INVOLVFMINI

measurement of user involvement
is difficult to achieve for several
reasons:

(1) That criteria should be used to re-
flect effective user involvement?

(2) Can quantitative measures be used; if
they can, which measures and what
instruments would be the most desir-
able?

12E)
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f;i Are qualitative measures more import-
ant than qaantitative; that is, can
one be concerned with only numbers of
meetingg.-conferences, interviews,

-for the quality 0' in,ut thit
occur' in those communications is of
prime consideration.

Cill k KJ 1 SI 01 11l ION')

A checklist of the twelve subfactors
is shown -it the right and could be used to
elicit the perceptions of users and anal-
ysts as to the level at which the factors
appear to be opeating in a given system
effort. Other checklis7s could be devel-
oped, using Lickert and fhurstone formats,
for evimple. the illustrated checklist
his not been tested.

Miny victors contribute to the level
at user involvement: the organizational
structure of the projeLt, the twelve
factors discussed in this paper, and other
factors not previously mentioned in this
piper, such as the effect of the system
upon the parer structure, recognition
given to users' suggestions, user under-
standing of system definition and objec-
tives, etc. trhe "etc." is necessary,
for no list of factors can he Ion per
cent complete.) Further research is
needed particularly in the measurement of
involvement and in determining desirable
levels of involvement.
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CHECKLIS1
USLR INVOLVEMENr

Directions: Indicate on a 1-10 scale the
level at which you perceive the following
subfactors exist in the
system effort. A "1" indicates no or mini-
mal existence of the factor; a "10" rating
indicates that the factor is being met with
a high degree of satisfaction.

I S 10

. Management support '

for this system it

rhe rapport estab-
lished between user
and systems person-
nel is

Impact of the sys-
tem upon user act-

3.

ivities is

. Benefit of system
to its major users
is

Analysts may pur-
sue the systems
study with minimal
interference

6 . Communication
channels between
systems personnel
and users are

Users and analysts
agree as to what
constitutes user
involvement

Desirable level of
user involvement is'

Satisfying experi-
ences of user in
prior systems ef-
fort is

Ni Analysts' and us-
ers' persistence in
becoming and re-
maining involved is'

11 Level at uhich us-
ers knew their lobs
is

12 the detrimental ef-
fect of physical
distance is

Psychology, 35:1s2-180.

6 Henry C. Lucas, Jr., "Systems Quality,
User Reactions and the Use of Information
Systems," Management Informatics (Changed
to Management Data), 3:207, August, 1974.

R. N. Kashyap, "Introducing Management
Information Systems for Corporate Planning
and Control," ioDs Range Planning, March,
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tli',1 1. t,, t tol de%elopment seems to have gained more attention re-
cynt1),, ptoblhh Jut to tIghtaA budgets as unposed b Boards of iducat ion and related gov-
etnoyntal agencle,. In the past, maw. data processing functions could command a substan-
tit", Imureas, III re,ouice, ,Imp 1'). because of the computer "halo" effect or hith a state-
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to-t. litt papet deal, 1.fth ulalttial technIques used to determine the cost of the pie-
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co t henefit in11).-1- Ind lot budget justification for deelopment effort.
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Ihi, ,eyminglf, unlimited demand
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diffIcu1i to define. for example, if a neh
registiation system reduces the student tune
spent in lines; what are the savings? the
total student hours saved at x dollars per
hours or perhaps the net, process hill en
(outage more students to register foe more
courses. In either case, the computation
Is complicated and may he difficult to
determine in specific dollar savings. that
does not mean that improving registration
is not a horthhhile project, but in a tight
fiscal situation student time savings may
not be a reasonable objtctive for the dol-
lars expended.

A clear statement of benefits may be
more reasonable for management decision
making than a complex dollar computation
for benefits. 1 sample request form pith
the cost benefit analysis is included in
1ppendix A.

1n additional pitfall for cost analysis
is the problem of '.ost savings versus cost
avoidame. A cost savings is an out-of-
pockt saings that can be spent on some
thing else. rho sa%ings must be in terms
of mone that has been budgeted, plefrably
ID the present fiscal year. A cost avoid
ana,., is the elimination of cost factors
that loll not he incurred ir the recom-
mended system is implemented. Both are
legitimate factors in a cost analysis, but
cost ,aIngs are much more easily presented
and appreciated. Cost avoidance, on the
other hand, depends on the anal).st's ability
to define and pret110 a logical pattern of
ko,t factors and then determine the



rationale for the new syNtem atoidance of
such costs. the distinction between cost
sakinils and cost avoidance i, not always
cletr but don't try to spend that cost
avoldince money.

the final product of a sv-tem tort anal-
y-1- will be a tost between what
is cutiently being done and whit must be
done versus alternate hays of satii.fting
the system objectives. It's important that
the systems objectives are considered in
terms of the oyeiall organizational objec-
tives. It's possible that the system you're
studying has intended to do something that
no longer needs to be done either in hhole
or in part. If the system is to be rede-
signed or the objectites and hence the pro
tossing .ystem iedefined or eliminated,
thole still remains the knofty question of
flow milk does "what we're doing" cost.
Al don't he slit about recommending that
the -,t,-11) objectives can be satisfied bet-
toi MADOAI1V it indeed that is the case.

ha-'tally the cost of a system can he
ditided into three major tategories; people
01 laboi-ielated tosts, supply and equip-
ment cost and facIlities cost. lack of
these major cost elements can he furthel
ditided into a mytiad of elements. Labol,
for example, can he ditided into full time
rail time, oyertime, or training. !quip
ment And supplies can be ditided into cap-
ital outlay, maintenance, forms, paper,
etc. taIlities hill include tapital con-
stiuttion, heat, light, utilities and so
forth.

toitunately, most cost elements ire re
fated to the operating unit in even the
most rudimentary accounting and budgeting
systems. An exception to this is facili-
ties, but more about that problem latex.
the tabor, equipment and supplies, al-
though usually related to an operating unit,
must be further broken down into system-
ielatcJ tunttions,

111. 1\\1.1:,1S 01 IABoR COSIs

the most txpensiye e.ost element in

neatly all admini-tratite type systems
will be the labor or people cost. Onfor
tunatlt, for cost analysis, employee time
is rirely tompletcly devoted to a single
proyess or system. Therefore it is net-
e.,,rt to analyze the duties of each employ
ee directly associated with the sv,tem to
determine how much of hi, time is spent
on the system under study. In large sys
ten.-. an (-Yen more basic consideration may
be to deteimine what organizational units
are involved in the process. Consequently,
the ili,t stop is to determine what em
ployec or group, of employees should be
surveyed hith regard to task analysis.

this is not usually a major problem
since oxganization charts, protedvie man-
uals, and custom giye you a pretty good
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title as to who does whit to whom. At any
rate, once you begin the study you can track
down any loose ends you have missed.

once the gioup is identified, their po-
tential should be surveyed via a Tack De-
description Sheet (Appendix B). the rask
Description Sheet simply asks the employee
to list his duties and an estimated per-
centage of time for each duty. A word of
caution is in order. You must be certain
to notify the top administrators in each
survey area of your intentions and approach.
In fact, the requests as well ac the em-
ployee completed task lists should be re-
layed through the supervisor/administrator.
An alternative to the task lists may be the
personnel files if the personnel office
maintains up-to-date job description that
includes duties and time percentages. If

you gain access to thi's material and it is

up-to-date, the task lists may be dispensed
with.

Once the task lists have been completed
and retiehed by the supertisor, the systems
develc,pment staff can begin interviewing.
Lich employee should he interviewed and
particular attention paid to those duties
that are directly related to the system.
the interviewing hill protide an important
source of toformation for the final system
design. Important products of the inter-
yiehing process may include flow charts,
procedures, organization charts, data ele-
ment notit.. and a work distribution chart.
The work distribution chart (Appendix C) is

especially important for the cost analysis.
Ibis chart is a summary of the task lists
after the duties and pertentages have been
verified in the inteiview. This chart will
enable the analyst to determine employee
time devoted to specific system tasks. The
isolation of spvcifit tasks with employee
time makes it possible to determine the
approximate Lost of eat!' major system func-
tion currently being performed.

the cost computation hill require the
translating of the work distribution chart
percentage into hours and then into dollars.
!or Lonyersion to hours, multiply the per-
centage from the work distribution chart
times the hours in a work year which for
eight-hour days will he 2080. The 2080
houis constitutes a full vork year and does
not make any direct allowances for sick
leave, vatations, holidays, etc. The 'ab-
sent' hours arc simply viewed as overhead
to the work year. rums when you compute a
function at x hour, that x total includes
i factor for the missing or lost hours since
the total work yea' is accounted for in the
percentage totals. Similarly, I never re-
teived a task list that indicated time spent
On toffee breaks, late start, or early quits,
etc. these items are simply overhead costs
to the employee hoik year.

Aftei the hours are determined it is

Petessary to air ivy at an hourly rate for



the emplo%ee time. it is possible to com-
pute the costs tor each employee but such
a computation is time consuming and may
breash confidentialit% requirements. kti

iltyrnative 1, to determine an aveiage dol-
lar rite foi the organi:atton as a hholy.
this tattot can he determined b% divtding
the total salaries for clerical or "elect-
ed emplo%ey, b% the !mbel of clelical
emPlo've-o lhvli P. .:11S0 Col hours in tilt

to administrative rate a, hell
as the let It a 1 rate should be determined.
the admintsttatite rate 1, determined in
the satin, manner as the clerical rate ex-
cept for a dtfferent group of employees.
\n boort% faktor for fringe benefits can
also be added into the rate. beep In mind
that the hourl% rate is for a base year
ana that prolettions of system cost, of a

%t it pettod hill require the addi-
tt-n ot tost of liking and merit increases
to the ,at it' structure. flat percentage
applita to the total cost figure should be
sutft, wit. this hill, however, he a com
pound cooleoltion for the year, to he pro-
te,tt'd,

'-onte labor 1, u,uall% the mo-=t expen-
,Ile ,o,t item, it 1 broken John tnto the
folloutng subelements:

%.

it

P.

o. ,tent, analt,is and de-ign
ProgrammIng
tlelital and administiati%e
orientation and trainIng

Ibis hreakdohn favors the data systems func-
ti,n but 1, ustful as a planning guide since
It forte- the de.elopment of time e,t1-
mate- that ate neeessr fot proper ,thed

)f deft Iopmei .t l%0 it tthin the data
tenter.

I -sh I (Mid plot fide toll itith a !Hit',

Itt it eq11,1t 1,,n for predit t tug hots long each
of these items should take. iwneiall%, the
project, ire lettehed and the more comple\
,,,, di , kith the programmers and an
o is elide. h. and large this tech-
Iii at ha- plated leasonably atturate pith
a slight time stet run of approximatel%
01 on 110-.t plotetts. One 01 the pro
j,t, tool ,lightl% less time and at
lea,t on- pioiett took thite a, long as

Iiniied. out a that dif I

itt Ina t Wk tat le t IN(' than e t iraltua
acre in o.tt. to ne, user app rot% a I paltt.
ulaIL. %len polit% quetions here in-
t, h, J and in OH prepatation of ,%stem,
ond pregtammtne documentation process,
It I- tripe rat ire that loeurnentat ion be
,ompleted is i b%ptoduct of the ,tep, in
the ploto- Ana not as the la,t step.

.1.0A estimate tequtre that Individuals
lartiltir kith ,t.tems and ptogtamming Are
pteparing or rel.iehing the
ltythleage of the hotk patterns at the
.yntel and eten tilt inditiatial ,apabil
stir, of tilt anal% .t, and progiammel,
e..ential. ile %let, manheek, and manhouts

as complete!} intetthangeable is spuiou,
logic that tan C,1110 serious problem,.

the tlerital and administrati%e element
is the result of the employee stud% men-
tioned earlier at least for the present
system costs. rhe proposed systems costs
for this item are arrived at by reviewing
the hork di,tribution chart and determining
those functions that hould be supplanted by
the automated or revised system. It is im-

portant that the eogni:ant admintstlator for
the study area be consulted in this deter-
mination.

rhis type of analysis of labor costs is
intended for a Large system development
effort in%olving a major system design and
implementation. rot small or one-time type
requests an estimate of employee time sat-
ings from the requester may be sufficient
for employee time savings. The amount of
analytical time spent must be hetghted
against the si:e of the request itself.

IV. EQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES COSTS, CONSUL-
L1N1 SERVICES

The major equIpment costs hill normally
be fox -Data Processing at the computer cen-
ter. ro arrive at a rate for this element,
the total yearl% hardware costs plus the
salary cost of the operation staff here
divided by the hours of utilisation per
year. the rate utilized thus Included the
staff overhead as part of the hardware hour-
ly cost figure.

Present utilization records are retained
so that the present system costs %idle not
too difficult to determine. The prOjected
costs are much more difficult and are ar
tived at by reviewing the system design and
making certain preliminary decisions re-
garding frequency of run, sire of reports,
potential pedal runs and so forth.

Data preparation includes keypunching,
verification and any special equipment. such
as optical scanning devices. Foi the key-
punch rate the rate used by local ke%punch-
'nit contract firms is reasonable and easily
obtained. clue Input volume has estimated
and then the rate has applied. Similarly
if the input data has entered via a ter
mina! detice, the labor costs of, the using
agenc% hould be included in this element.
Ihis element could be a labor element cost
if the punthing and %erifying hill be done
In house.

Data terminal,, modems and trnsmi,ston
,,osts %%mild also be included for on-line
"%stems.

k. Iwirtrirs COST

the fattlities cost is the most difficult
to delinc. the most rea,onable apploath
may be to Intlude an) major modificatIons
to buildings 01 fixed equipment netessitated



by the proposed system. Phis is not a usu-
al consideration for a new system; however,
the implementation of on-line terminal ac-
cess systems may make modifications to exis-
ting building structures desirable - sound-
proofing, additional service bays, under-
ground cable installation, etc.

\ more frequent consideiition may be in
the or avoidance of nets facilities by
eliminating new positions. If the system
eliminates positions or defers new posi-
tions, the facilities cost may be'a legit-
imate cost saving/avoidance. The use of
cost saving for facilities will depend to
a large degree on the particular situation
at your institution. Occasionally the
costs may be readily apparent especially
it the system is for a new project that re-
guiles neu staff and facilities. Obvious-
ly the elimination of a position provides
a direct and legitimate facilities cost
savings. The savings can be computed on a
square toot basis since most institutions
have some guidelines for the square feet
allocated to each position. Facilities
cost per square foot should also be avail-
able from the facilities or finance depart-
ments.

At any rate the cooperation of the orga-
nization unit responsible for facilities
planning should be secured before a facil-
ities savings is applied. This is essen-
tial to preserve the integrity of the cost
analysis,'

Depending on your particular environ-
ment, the cost analysis could he omitted
for overhead facility costs without seri-
ously distorting the cost picture.

VI. COST ANALYSIS AND THE DECISION
PROCESS

After the requested data processing
services have been analyzed some means
must be provided to assign priorities to
the requests, In many organizations this
task is assigned to a steering committee
usually made up of representative com-
puter services users. Ideally this group
should revieu the computer services re-

' quests t%lth the cost benefit analysis in
concert with the budgeting process so
that any budget requests for additional
development staff can be tied directly to
the services. If the positions are not
funded the services will not be provided.
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Appendix A

INTERAGENCY DATA PROCESSING AUTHORITY

Request For Data Processing
Services

INSTRUCTIONS'
1 Complete top portion
2 Forward White and Yellow copy to Director, IDPA
3. Retain Pink copy for file
4 Yellow copy will be returned after coat analysts

REQUESTED BY

R. Jones

EXT. 1 AGENCY/DEPT.

1

1 Regatrat_

PRIORITY
OF

1 1

TODAYS
DATE

DATE
REQUIRED

9-5-76
DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST (Attach Additional Sheets as required)

Provide an early registration capability that can be accomplished by mail-
ing registration forms to students. The forms can be mailed back to the
,registrar so that a "bull pen" type of registration is not required for
early registration. The student schedule and an invoice would be prepared
based on the student's requested sections.

BENEFITS (Attach Additional Sheets as required) 1. Reduce peak work loads. Early reg-
istration can be spread over a much longer time span.
2. Consolidate student records. The same registration record will be used
by all college organizations. No college office will maintain separate
registration records.
3. Improve service to the student. The mailing feature will eliminate the
'n'eed to stand in line for section selection.
'4. Consolidate student billing. A single billing record will be created
for each student regardless of campus. A student will be charged for total(
hours and all deliquency will be shown on the invoice.

EMPLOYEE HOURS SAVED NON-EMPLOYEE SAVINGS ADDITIONAL EMPLOYEE HOURS
PER YEAR (DOLLARS PER YEAR) REQUIRED IF REQUEST IS

NOT APPROVED (PER YEAR)

....L_.

THE SECTION BELOW WILL BE COMPLETFD BY IDPA STAFF

ESTIMATED COSTS
COST ELEMENTS DEVELOPMENT 1 ANNUAL

I PRESENT PROPOSED PRESENT PROPOSED

i
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS DOLLARS

KS
, 61g80 I 540 1,080

MAN WEE

PROGRAMMING DOLLARS 7p0 560
MAN WEEKS

SUPPLIES and EQUIPMENT
1

1 DATA PROCESSING

CLERICAL and ADMINISTRATIVE

INPUT PREPARATION
POSTAGE

TOTALS

REQUESTER

480

320

110

3,000 3,600

28,740 22,110

1,650 4,800
1,200

5 YEAR LIFE CYCLE
PRESENT PROPOSED

2,700

15,000

143,700

8,250
.

11,80C

10,080

18,48

110,87

24,11
6,00

14,670

APPROVALS

33,930 33'350 169,650 181,420

DATE DIRECTOR OF DATA PROCESSING DATE

IDPA 1 8/75

3 E
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APMV.PF.: B

230) ;

- -.1_,.... Cxat es
I

Clerk Regis.112X

P1:P11:: (1 1:',:::. 171,1 )

VOLW
OF

RECORD" Trr!

Original Check-out of Graduates 600 32

Final Check-out of Candidates for Graduation 500 10

Determine Eligibility for Student Benefits
Trom7Social Security:77711 Service Retirement
and Railroad Retirement Assist Students. 250 10

Certify Athletic Eligibility 210 2

Determine Selective Service Eligibility and
4000 20StudenET5iTerences

Employment References and Confidential Re-
ports for Transfer Students 600

Preparation of Two Final Examination Schedules
and Summer Exam 3020

---Th 5Prepare Budget for Registrar's Office

Research Prospective Candidates for Honors
at Graduation for Depts. 600

Confer with Systems Analyst on New
Program Needs

'i.
Two Mid-Semester Exam Schedules a Yeax 150

unlimited

1

1

3

TYRInes and Acadeilire17ffriftions

Registration and Setting Pees

Advising Students of Rights by telephone and

Letter. Certify Attendance of Foreign
Students witleteiTrassy.

Supervise Processing of transcripts and
Telephone Connected-with Same 4500

Assist in Clarifying Situations That Come
to Otiice with Newer Start

1DPA-6(11.75)

3u
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; A:A AUTHORITY

".ARYT.AND

'.41-.T.NT Registrar's Office

WORK DISTRIBUTION CHART

PREPARED BY R Ratnnhaell

APPENDIX C

DATE 12-9-70

'.1 Y

-. ' L:r6

Clerk
Tyr!!

Secre
tary

Adm
('lk ITypIlrypI4

lerk Clk Adm
Aide

Clk
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Clk Reg
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''pc, ill t1c4.' ilead,;trt 9 9

13Roc m --11e211 Ling

'Iodate Q,Ilednle -
S

-lettinc Fee," 1 3

',Ien'l Filing, Mail,
t I inc., \rpointrientq 1 25 9 9 11 6 64

liaruzo or \ddre,; 1 1 2

C,ItIntvr Work

1

6 15 15 70 106

Nit; 'telephone 2 10 15 1 28

PR Card
Tile Maintenan,:t 9 5 , 16

Process - Grade
LabLLL:LL22.-1.1111a----

Ynrrcct PR rari

R
8

9 9

Pr.)ce' Gradttatton-1 'it) 1
; S 82

(,tyydoni Potic` f It ; 141 10

ititletic fligibiliiv 1

-' .-1...-illo 'lervice
,0 I

0 20

I X11,1 (:_:C110:11! I t!, ( \I 1 ) 6 2
I

8

Research Cand. for
Honors., Grad. 1 1

Prepare Rndgot 'S 5 S

1:oreiqn Students 1 1

Grade Processing 10 10 10 30

Isstst [acuity 10 10 8 4 ".,._
(,uperviston 2- 25 27

Idm. Student Delp 5 S

'I ran 4- r 1 nt,:
15 !

10

':efteral =t 1 ll 1 7,
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AN ALTERNATE APPROACH

TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN

(MIGRATED, UNIVERSITY INFORMAT:ON SYSTEM

Lynn Bellamy

Assistant Vice President
for Computer Services

Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona 85281

1lis1RA(I: An integrated, university information system may be viewed as three separate,

functional components:
11 transaction or operating systems,
21 statistical reporting systems and
31 planning and budgeting systems.

Iraditionally the.transaction systems have been designed and imp:emented without focusing

on the ancillary statistical and planning systems. An alternate approach, which does
locus on the remaining components, consists of a survey of projected user needs for sta-

tistical and planning information (i.e. the ''wish list"). Another alternative is to con-

ceptually incorporate the entire WU data clement dictionary into the overall design.

A fourth alternative is recommended wlach,involves the use of existing, packaged systems
for statistical reporting (e.g. IIEPS) and p.l,anning (e.g. CAMPUS VIII). The packaged sys-

tems can be used to develop the specificatiorrequired for adequate statistical report-
ing and planning information (e.g. data elements, report content and operating procedures,

et, .
the transaction systems can then be designed with due regard for future components

ii.e. statistical reporting and planning). In fact, the packaged systems can be modified
and used as the statistical and planning components during some specified interim period.

the use of previously installed, tested systems for developing specifications should be

more cost effective than the other alternatives.
* * * * * *

INTRODUCTION

over the past decade a great deal of atten-

tion has been focused upon the development of
management uifomnation systems (MIS) for uni-

versities (Ref. 1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11). The advan.

tages and disadvantages as well as the uses and

misuses of an MIS at universities was reviewed

recently by Driscoll (Ref. 3, 4). The reviei,

hutcver, was from the vantage point of a major

state university president.

In a recent article Mowbray and Levine
(Ref. 9, indicated that the MIS is alive, well

and ready for academia. They also state that the

plobiem; associated with developing and instal-

ling an MIS in a university are "social" rather

tnan "technical". lhey continue with the state-

ment that the MIS "begins in the hearts and minds

of educational managers."

Driscoll states that an MIS exists at a
ninber of institutions and is being developed
or implemented at many more as a result of the

recent demands for "accountability" in public

institutions. As an aside he also states that
private institutions will feel the same pressure

if they require public funds for survival (i.e.,
yardsticks which serve as operational common
denominators for all institutions are an integral

part of an MIS development effort). Several

other cognent issues are also addressed from the

viewpoint of the president. In particular, the

need for internal information as opposed to the
Nand by external agencies for information, the
.ear that the computer will make the decision as

opposed to the computer irovTaIE information upon

which to base the decision an malty contribu-

tion of an MIS to the historical conflict between
the "bean counters" and the "academicians." The
administrative data processing (ADP) department
at most universities has and will continue to be
impacted by developments in this area.

All of the issues above should concern the
manager or director of ADP at any institution of

higher education. Unfortunately, the recent lit-

erature has not addressed the development of an

MIS from the vantage point of the director or

manager of APP. It is almost impossible to refute

the statement that, or whatever reason,-MIS is

either "here" or "co Ming soon". The relevant

question, from the vaktage point of the manager
or director of ADP, is '"What impact will this have

on me and my organization ?"

Recently, several technical approaches to

the problem have been reported in the literature

(WS. 8, 9). The author report: progress in ex-

plaining data base to university administrators,
developing the conceptual design for a university
data base and proposing a structure for dealing
with the policy questions which naturally arise

from such an effort. Even in this case, it is
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high!) piobabh that the unmet ,it). .hiministiation
1- more ahale of the "technical" aspects of the
laohlem ti.v. the data ha,' managertnt ,-Asttrm
than the ale of the "social" aspect- of the pro
lien ii.e. the fear, Ind hi,tolisal conflict:).

one mu -t also ask the uhf sou- question, "Pia 11A
MI" st it f oll,ihatk the tuthol and OA \ill

,1,14,, ol aid It !-','.:It in the hkatt- and mind- ,ti
the edutational managers::

Gmen that MIS Is inetitable, the teal problem
1, hots doe- the \DP manager or director plan in le
,ond to the ntc.1 in a reasonable time frame and at
toasenable co-t. 1 pragmatic approach to the pio

hltm hill be addressed in this hoh-
etet , it I-opt-late to del' Inc MN in the con
text of an institution of higher education.

* * *

1111 NIHI'\11 11, MR I ILSI1) I \3012M110% si

it 31.tionall., the manages or director of ADP
ha, teiT, a, shoun on the loher part of
figure I. hidh fch exceptions, each system has
characteilzed a, a Iinancial st,tem, a student
,\--ten 01 .1 planning system. Recenth, Mohbrat
and letine )111 hate developed scheme for cla,
-1 ft trig ads) t at me -A stems Ouch Is rsu C

',tent hith the MIS or !Ids, the% propose that
311 administiatilx ststems he scpatated into duce
functiondl fica,:

* timr-attion or opelating systems,
* statistical reporting systems and

* Oanning and budgeting systems.
'mentor) of curient s)-terns published in the

oliginal papei is reproduced In! igules 2, 3 1.

Certain!) , t bete is no disagreement inioiig managet
or director, of ADP that tran,actional '-t stems ore
essential to the daily operation of the tilversitv.
Itith fee exceptions, most major uniteisitic, ale in
the proses, of deteloping of hate all of the ttans
action 'Astern, li,ted In I IgUic 2. the statistical
leporting in ligure 3 a, hell a, the plan-
mg and budgeting -y stem, in liguie 1, hohetei, ale
another matter entire!). Statistical reporting
:Astern, can defoutel) he found in public unitersi-
tie, there' state ieporting 1, mouited Its the lc,os-
latUic of the Poald of Regent,. the' are lets uni-
\cisme-, hohetel, hhich hate a complthen,Ite plan-
ning and budgeting system.

the plopo,ed ,c1Arne for classit)ih administra
t ve s stens ha 1141 ue lot' the trattaget of
director of 11w. )401.... ',Tull ant hohet , Is the
-structure illicit ha, proposed 1,), tiohhi, ma pet use.

Ta. struaure 1, reproduced in figure 3. Note that
a fourth functional component of OA of 1111s is

proposed hhich is the output etaluat ion and goal,
revieh. 11,o note the inDunation ma-.let

plan at the base of the structuie. PecentIN laige
-talc, multt unitelstv effort on output etaluatlon
and goal, levity ha, been initiated bt the Iducation-
al testing Sert ice and IdUCation konomit tit - ,tern.

ti.e. proeCt H111\1.

SDL in tot onto ha, developed a eomplehensive

planning and budgeting ,ystem called CAMPUS \III.
1 dm, ion 4 I k,onomu. t ha stet eloped I

pitilen:,1; 'tat 1,1 teal report ing cal led lif N.

Si I , INi olz.MAI it *1 anti a number 01 ol bet. nil, hive
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del.eloped basic transactional s)stems in the
student and finance aiea". thus, both Driscoll
and Levine me coirect in stating that IN is
dive, hell and :eddy for academia. Xt the heart
of the proposed structule, hohevei, is the infor-
mation st"tm master plan hhich must be dcicloped
IA the institution. Note that in figure :; data
Idols and/oi is aggregated from the bottom to the
top (i.e. data is collected by the transaction
systems, aggregated to prepare statisttcal report",
the "tattstical reports then provide basic data
for the planning and budgeting systems, etc.). it

is also important to note that external data is
added to prepare both the statistical leport, and
the planning and budgeting reports. thus it is

essential that the design of the basic tiansaction-
al systems focus on future components ii.e. the

statistical reporting system as hell as the plan-
ning and budget system). !he relatite cost of the
development and implementation of the vallons com-
ponents versus the benefits derived from their
hnplementation has also been addressed by Nk)hbray
and letine. Fheir commits are reproduced bolo).

"One of the ironies of MISplanning and
development in higher education ha, been
the inverse relationship hetheen costs
Incurred and benefits derived. Large
sum, have been spent on computer ized trans-
act Tonal s)sti."4" uht re the educat tonal p,o,

off is least. Moderate sin:, hale gone in-
to statistical reporting there the benefit,
are modest. Little has been spent on inte-
grated planning, budgeting and futurities
hhere the payoff is very great. Almost no
ssternatic effort has been detoted to con-
,:cientioa etaluation and goal, retieh %here
the costs are relatite small and the poten-
tial benefits astronomical."

Given that all majOr public in,,titlition, hill
,,0011 he faced hith the implementation of at least

the three basic components of the TUN, the mana-
get of director of 'DP must ask himself,"Hou can 1
best prepare for the onslaught?" Nohbra) and Le-
tine deal hith the philosophical issue of delelnp
ing the information system master plan hhich ha,
been lefelied to in the piesent holt, a "hi,h
list". they also note that the "social" problem
le"ult, from the diffitult) that most people have
in trying to explain in detail them intomition
requ retrent, durtherIOn.,, MIS or Idly 1111> not

bate "begun in the hearts and minds of the educa-
tional managers" at the in,titUtiOn. In other
holds, from the tanGve point of the direttol of
manav,er Ili!', ht. I l ad t it lona 1 is (sit list'

it - ti,e .1 , Jet e 1 opmen t
and unplementatIon tool iepfcsent, an Idealistic
lathei than a plagWatbc approach to the ploblm.
Iht next section deal, huh a more pragmatic ap-
moat 1i to the development and implement at 11111 Alt
the 11115 compo111.11 t

*

\ PRAGNIAI :WNW I (0 1111 II 1111

I 11 1 S

it1.'1 01 e Ai 1 Ittr the' rciommeliticd tit
DIN development, a tort of harnIng I, in order.



Under no circumstances should the manager or dir-

ector of ADP become involved in thenontedinical
aspects of the decision to iimplemeae ior not to
implement) the remaining components of the IUIS.

the recommended approach is based upon the

premises listed below:

1. All four of the components of the IUIS
will be reconinended for installation at

the institution within three to five

years.

2. Transaction systems are more unique to a
given institution than statistical re-
porting systems and statistical report-
ing systems are more unique to an institu-
tion than planning and budgeting systems,

etc.

3. the design of the IUIS should be from the
"top down" while the construction must he
from the "bottom up" (see figure 6 ).

. .,libstantial savings can be realized if the

data elements, report content, operating
procedures, etc. for the statistical re-
porting component as uelI as for the plan-

ning and budgeting component are specified
and considered in the design and construc-
tion of the transaction or operating sys-

tems.

.WP must be able to respond within a reason-
able time frame and at a reasonable cost to
an administrative decision to implement the
remaining components of the IUIS.

Given the above, the recommended approach is

rather simple (acquire the statistical reporting

component as well as the planning and budgeting
component from institutions where these components
have been developed in a evolutionary process). The
components can also be acquired from vendors (e.g.
HLPS from kducation 4 Economic Systems and CAMPUS

VIII from Systems Dimensions Ltd.).

Llecting to acquire the "package" components
from a sister institution or from a commercial ven-
dor depends upon the available funding and/or the

institutional structure. Individual modules of the

"package" components can then he implemented as re-

sources and basic data become available. More im-

portant, however, is the fact that the data elements,

report content and operating procedures (which are
an integral part of these components) can be used

to replace the user survey or "wish list" recom-
mended in the traditional approach. Rather than

depend upon a single user at the institution, one
can benefit from the experience of many users at
other institutions and the evolutionary process
which led to the development of the "package" com-

ponents.

Once the transactional systems have been con-
.

structed (including the data elements, report con-
tent and operating procedures for the statistical
and planning components), the institution can elect

to utilize the "" package"" components, to modify the
"package" components or to proceed with the evolu-
tionary development of unique components. from a

review of the statistical and planning "package"
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components, the administration will also gain an

awareness of the policy questions which arise
as a result of the IUIS (e.g. the use of contact

versus credit hours, calculating faculty loads,
evaluating and measuring public service and re-

search activities, etc.). In fact, the implemen-

tation and/or review of the "package" components

can be an educational experience in itself.

The marginal cost to the institution for this
approach will range from $50,000 to $150,000 de-
pending upon the selection of "packaged" components.
The costs associated with the evolutionary develop-
ment of comparable systems is one or more order
of magnitude greater than this marginal cost.
Furthermore, if the "off the shelf", modular imple-
mentation approach is taken, the response time on
the part of ADP will be minimized. Obviously, the

reports will not precisely satisfy the need of the

users at every institution. One should expect,
however, a high degree of commonality in the sta-
tistical and planning reporting areas. Thus even

with additionpl modification costs, the approach

should he cost effective.

In closing, anot:,er statement of Mbubray and

Levine should be reiterated. They indicate that

people must understand that every college and
univeristy has the kind of information system it
deserves. In a later article, bride (Ref.2) indicates
that the computer system is only a "mirror" of the
institution and that it reflects our ability' to

think. He further states that people often blame
the "mirror" (i.e. the computer ) when in fact it
is the reflected entity (i.e. the institution) that

is at fault.
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FIGURE 2

TRANSACTIONAL (OPERATING) SYSTEMS

MISSION
APPLICATION
EVALUATION
CONFIMIATION

FINANCIAL AID

APPLICATION
EVALUATION
CONYIRMATION

RESIDENCE

PREPARATION
APPLICATION
CONFIRMATION
REGISTRATION

'RLGISTRATIOd

MASTER SCHEDULE
PREPARATION
PREREGISTRATION
REGISTRATION (in person)
REGISTRATION CHANGE

HEALTH SERVICE

STUDENT RECORD

PREPARATION
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EVALUATION
TRANSCRIPTS

DEVELOPMENT
GRADUATE FOLLOW-UP
FUND RAISING - FILE PREPARATION
FUND RAISING - SOLICITATION
t' J) RAISING - DONATIONS
luizrroLto - TRANSACTIONS
PORTFOLIO - VALUATION

STAFF

POSITION FILE
HIRING
ASSIGNMENT
TERMINATION
UPDATE
PAYROLL

PURCHASING

PURCHASE ORDER PREPARATION
PURCHASE ORDER
UPDATE
QUALITY CONTROL

ACCOUNTING

TYPES 01 ACCOUNTS
IDENTIFICATION
AGGREGATION
ACCOUNT FORMAT
ChART OF ACCOUNTS - PRINTOUT
CNA% OF ACCOUNTS
AGENCV FILE
ACCOUI:r MASTER FILE.
ENCULBRANCE
ADVANCES
INVOICES LIQUIDATION
PAYROLL
FINANCIAL AID
BILLING
BUDGETARY CONTROL
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TRIAL BALANCE
PERSONAL ACCOUNTS
CLOSING THE BOORS

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

INVENTORY
UTII'PATION

e TAL n".TECTS

TAKEN MAC. LEVE1E, JACK B. and GEORGE (BRAY. "Specifications for a Ilanagatent Information

Systan" , EDUCATIONAL CatIENE/1,974, The University as a System (R, T. Sandie, Editor/College of

Education, University of Toledo, Publisher) .
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FIGURE 7.)
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A PUBLIC SCHOOL CONVERTS FROM BATCH TO AN ON-LINE ENVIRONMENT
IMPACT ON VARIOUS USERS

D. I. Nasoni, W. O. Drum, L. S. Hargis, D. H. Miller, E. M. Roselle
Tucson Public Schools

ABSTRACT

In a School District comprised of 61,000 students in grades KG - 12, the decision to convert

from a batch-oriented system to an on-line environment carried with it fundamental implica-
tions for all types of long-standing users. The Purchasing Department now uses CRTs to
capture P.O. transactions while checking computations and providing accurate vendor infor-

mation. A Business Education data processing configuration was converted from a small stand-

alone computer system to an RJE station connected to the large central computer. All nine high

school Mathematics Departments are using NDEA grant money to acquire equipment to provide
extensive and varied on-line services within their schools. Their Registrar's Offices are

planning to be on-line this Fall to the central Student Data Base of 120,000 records and to

their own course registration and mini-Data Base files.

Tucson Public Schools had offered 12 years

of basic data processing services to its schools
in a straight batch environment. Each new com-

puter system installed afforded slightly more
speed and capacity for slightly more money.
Gradually, tighter school budgets, more variety
in curriculums and individualized approaches to
teaching made the standard batch approach appear
both cumbersome and outmoded. An analysis of
existing applications indicated that many were
batch not by nature, but by necessity.

Pressures on management demanded quicker
response to special information requests. At

the same time inflation gave computer purchase
a new air of respectability.

Responding to those factors, the District
let a bid for a responsive, growth-oriented com-

puter system. After extensive evaluation of
proposals, a time-sharing system was chosen.
Since the existing data processing staff was
batch oriented, design for on-line systems prior
to installation was inadvisable, and a period of
orientation to the new environment was necessary
to assure a non-trivial approach to systems de-
sign.

However, two large questions remained to be

tested: 1) Could the new computer with its
totally new approach to work really accomplish
the existing load with time to spare, and 2) was
conversion of programs and data as easy as ad-

vertised? The 128K word DEC System-10 arrived
early in January. We planned that the old ma-
chine would remain six months until we could be
assured the transition would be smooth. It was

accomplished ahead of schedule and the next
phase started which was to prepare the Business
Education remote job entry station for the

opening of school.
Here we learned our first hard lesson in co-

ordinating efforts of the computer vendor, the
phone company and an independent modem manufac-

turer. Mr. Bill Drum and his first period class

took the brunt of the problem.

I. Business Education, W. O. Drum, Rincon High

School
The Business Education program must respond

to the changes taking place in the business world
where more and more companies are becoming in-
creasingly involved with a variety of computers
in all phases of operation. First, secondary

school educators must be aware of those changes
taking place and relate them effectively to the
curriculum working to find better ways to teach
the common vocational skills of communication and
computation. Second, central school management
must respond by attempting to provide the neces-
sary tools for instruction.

The pilot configuration for Business Educa-
tion classes consists of a 300 1pm printer, a 300
cpm card reader, and a teletype console. In ad-

dition there is a cathode ray tube multiplexed
through the PDP-8 computer at the remote site.
This system allows for simulation of stand-alone
computer operation and both batch and interactive
programming in COBOL, FORTRAN or BASIC.

In addition, the school's registrar is
served by the ability to obtain several basic
reports and labels from their small private stu-
dent data bases, which can be refreshed from the
central site as needed.

This system is also being used to teach
Junior College courses in the evening and for our
own District mathematics inservice courses in the



late afternoon.

II. Administrative Business Applications, D. H.
Miller, Data Processing

The first on-line application was access to
the budget by many combinations of the basic
elements of the budget key, that is digtrict,
fund, function, account code, department, course.

Requisition information is entered via
cathode ray tubes, using a conversational method
where the computer does the extensions, taxes,
looks up the vendor's address, and captures the
order transaction. In the afternoon tile pur-
chase orders are printed out on a hard-copy
terminal. As a result, purchasing can process
25 to 50 per cent more orders than before. The

next budget phase will include a method whereby
payments can be posted to an on-line pending
file.

Work is currently proceeding on a new pro-
perty control system to replace the large card
file system now employed. The main inventory
file will reside on tape and be updated once a
week with transactions captured at the cathode

ray tube. A totally new classification system
employing major and minor category codes is
being developed by our property control people
for use in this system. File maintenance and
new item information will be captured from the
purchase order system with additional coding
being added by the property control personnel.

III. Mathematics Education, E. M. Roselle,

Sabino High School
Several math teachers had been involved

with using and teaching about computers for
several years. When the new central system
arrived, enormous possibilities presented them-
selves, so planning began. Built around the

central concept of "computer literacy" a pro-
posal took shape. It was presented first to
District central personnel and finally to the
Federal government under NDEA Title III. The

grant awarded was of sufficient size to place
at least two terminals at each of nine high
schools. In addition to obtaining a cathode
ray tube and a hard-copy terminal, four high
schools are going to use a 120 cps card reader
which will make more computer power available
to more students each class period.

Interactive COBOL, FORTRAN and BASIC are
available at all nine sites, each with file
spaces large enough to save significant amounts
of data. The registrar's mini-data bases can be
accessed here also, so that the school
administrative office can use the hard-copy
terminal for a printer after school.

This year, several sections of math in-
service course teaching the use of the new com-
puter have been offered so that teachers can
prepare for the installations at their schools.

IV. School Administrative Applications, L. S.

Hargis, Data Processing
Plans for the next fiscal year include the

possibility of c.r.t. terminals in the regis-
trars' offices at ten high schools.

The terminals will help considerably in
determining at the point of enrollment into
school whether or not a student has been in the
District before by means of an efficient search
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of an alphabetic cross reference to our 120,000
student records. Registrars can then determine
for a returning student when and where he dropped
from school and whether or not he was a dropout.

A new application which has course changes
as its first phase is currently being developed
for implementation this fall. Drops, adds, and
changes to course sections and individual stu-
dent schedules will provide up-to-the-minute
course totals, and ethnic balances for each sec-
tion. Scheduling of courses for the next quarter
can begin the second day of the prior quarter to
the extent that school administration can start
to supply some master schedule information.
Placement of students into the master schedule
and development of the schedule itself can pro-
ceed simultaneously for the coming quarter.

V. Conclusion
The first year of change has given those

who are working closely with the new system the
ability to control the application with which
they are involved.

The central Data Processing staff is no
exception. Programmers each work interactively

to program, test, and debug their programs. No

keypunching of programs is necessary. A program
can be written, compiled and tested in a few
days' time where previously it took a few weeks.
Programmers are able to produce at least twice
or more than previously.

User and programmer satisfaction are both
up this first year. We expect even better
things next year.
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SECURITY AND RISK ASSESSMENT IN THE UNIVERSITY'S
ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEM

Leslie D. Ball

College of Business Administration
Arizona State University

ABSiRAci. A. privacy legislation is passed, as more administrative applications are computerized, and as
more people develop computer expertise, the security problems of a university's administrative computer
center change. Fire bombing has become less of a problem relative to toe modification or disclosure of
.tuaent and financial records. This paper presents a discussion of those changing problems and how best
to ..opt with them. Included are risk assessment procedures used to develop a viable security plan, a
discussion ot.theresponsibilitiesof the university community to make the security plan work, and a pre-
sentation or the costs of an inadequate securi,ty plan to the university.

I. iNfRdDLciloN: computers are assuming an in-

creasing level ot responsbility in colleges and
universitic-- As, a varied university populus

gained access and knowledge of computing sys-
tem characteristics, the opportunity to inter-
rogate, diseminate or destroy confidential and
public information must raise concern in the
minds of those charged with the responsbility
of managing the information processing facili-
tvks). l%e have now developed the capability to
create and maintain concentrated information sys-
tems. This expertise presents a new and broad
spectrum of dilemmas to those conversant with the
.omputer system and information intimacies.

Single facility environments (such as that

at Arizona State University), present particu-
larly perplexing problems as both administrative
and academic' computing are supported by the same

computer system. Physical damage to the facil-
it. impairs all ph....es of campus administration,
instruction, and research. Information misuse

is viable as academic users and administrative
technicians both have knowledge of system spe-
cifics and, therefore, the opportunity to cross

di,cipline boundaries in their interrogation or
manipulation of information. Multiple facility
systems that effectively separate administrative
and academic computing chores (such as that at
the lniversity of Massachusetts), still pose se-
curlt,. breach and information misuse dilemmas

the users and staff of each facility.
Academic computing environments typically

contain both public and proprietary software
packages, data sets and research results. Ad-
ministrative processing tasks require the main-
tenance of student, personnel, finance, and
facilities' records. The unauthorized or neg-
ligent misuse of any of these elements repre-
sents the potential for significant losses of
time; money, credibility and could, conceivably,

violate federal laws.

II. siktRIIY AND PRIVA(,Y: Security and pri-
V4tV problems have evolved through advances
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in information processing technology. The ability
to concentrate, access, and process large amounts
of information has created the opportunity for
knowledgable persons to misuse the power of the
information system; the ability to uncover fraud
or the illegal dissemination of computer resident
information has not grown commensurately. Donn

Parker of the Stanford Research Institute indi-
cates that no technological solutions to these
problems are at hand and that none are expected
for several years) Information residence and
processing concentrations have also increased the
potential damage from Acts of God, such as fire
and flood, and other unintentional acts, such as
operator error.

Several security and privacy breaches have
already occurred in universities. Examples in-

clude:

1. a university parking slot allocation pro-
gram was sabotaged by a programmer;

2. grades were altered by an employee of the
registrar's office to maintain tilt eligibility of
her football player boyfriend;

3. wirecutting and acid were used to destroy

an IBM computer;
4. students took over a university computer;,

and

5. a university computer center was bombed.2
Computer security, employed to prevent these

events from occurring, is best defined as the pro-
tection of the computer, the data it contains, and
the programs that direct Its actions from acci-
dental or deliberate destruction, modification or
disclosure) To implement an effective security
plan, various techniques must be applied which
range from Installing locks on the data center
door to the Installation of sophisticated soft-
ware encipherment techniques for the protection
of data transmission.

Coupled with the installation of security
procedures, universities must also be concerned
with the issue of privacy. Although privacy is
not guaranteed by our constitution, or mentioned
in the Bill of Rights, the civil liberties tradi-



tion has been that sensitive personal information
collected by government agencies for 'a specific

purpose mandated by law should not be given to
otner agencies, or individuals.'' This tradition
has been incorporated into the Privacy Act of 1974,
the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act ache
so-called "Buckley Amendment"), pending legisla-
tion, and state and local privacy laws which re-

quire that universities include privacy consider-
ations into security plans.

AS an example, in January, Massachusetts en-
acted the fair Information Act. This law requires
that state agencies, including universities, that
maintain personnel information about individuals
report to the Individual., involved what ihforma-
ion is maintained and the reasons for maintaining

the tile. In addition, they must maintain a rec-
ord or whu accessed the information and file cer-
tAin r,iorts with the Secretary of State each year.
Iris law applies to manual systems as well as auto-
rated .,,tc1-1..;..

Law, similar to the one in Massachusetts have
been ena,ted in three other states. It Is only a

matter +,1 time before a majority of other states
enact privacy laws which, according to Capt. Grace
hopper, head vt the Navy's Programming Languages
ar tion, could triple the cost ot maintaining per-
,enal (luta tiles.' As 1984 approaches and the
goy ernment grows In power, It can be expected that

Individuals wIll remand more privacy protection.
It i these problems ot security and privacy

that an Adequate security plan will attempt to

ittack. in this paper we will discuss why secur-

Ity problems diner In various environments, the
criterion necessary to develop a viable security

p1 n, and hew a university might plan and imple-
rent security proposals.

III. slyt.I.SilY IN DIFFERING ENVIRONMENTS: As each
.nmputer in7Eirlati711771Tilerent, it is nut 1;)s-
,tbit" to develop one security plan for all compu-

ter envirunc.ents. Ihese differences are a result
t various types ot processing applications and
Ivel- at equipment sophistication.

+Nice clearly, businesses have a wide variety
ot security needs. Banks have security needs that
difter trot: manutacturers. Large companies have
security needs that differ from small companies.
these ditterences can be enumerated along organi-
zational lines or processing lines.

Even within universities, great differences
,ire present. As previously mentioned, the most
common ditterence is the use of a single facility

Jr a multi-tacility ter admInisti ion, research,

and teaching needs. When a university elects to
employ a single Lacility, physical damage will im-

pair its use by .11 users. In additivn, the pos-
stility ot information misuse is grealy in-
creased as large numbers of faculty, stall, and
students acquire the ability to access information
not intended for their use.

In i multi-tacility environment, security

problems are different. In fact, separate secur-

itv ;'14113 must be developed for each tacility.
lash ot three plans will have different objec-
tives depending on the facility's use.

In either type of installation it is quite

likely that operatUng personnel are former stu-
dents who have extensive computer programming

Ihi, practice of employing operator
oith programming abilities creates a substan-

tial potential for information misuse.
Unlike many businesses, usera of the computer

systems in a university, such as financial aid,
housing, and others, have been tound to be unaware

of the value of the information within their con-
trol.' This lack of awareness can lead to signif-

i ant security problems.
Universities are also more likely to experi-

ence firebombings, take-overs, and other violent
acts than other types of lomputer installations.
However, in recent years, very few violent acts
have occurred and universities must look at secur-
ity problems that are more likely to occur.'

These differences are clear. Unfortunately,
adequate research has, as yet, not been performed

to identify all of the significant differences that
should be known if we are to develop sufficient
security'plans for universities.

IV. DESIGN CRITEXIA: When a security plan is es-

tablished, whether it be for a single facility en-
vironment or for a multi - facility environment,

four design criteria must be met. They arc:

1) effectiveness, 2) economy, 3) simplicity, and

4) reliability.°
To be effective, the plan must not allow data

to be modified, destroyed, or disclosed either in-
tentionally or accidently as it goes into the com-
puter, while ,:cored in the computer, or as data

results come from the computer.° An effective

system will monitor the operation of the computer
system to determine when, and lf, any of these un-
fortunate events occur. Simply stated, the com-
puter output should be what was expected from the

computer input and the program that processed the

data.
Liven that it is never possible to develop a

security plan that offers 100 percent protection,
it is necessary to include economy as one of the

criterion. Security needs must be balanced with

the funds available. As funds are always a scarce
resource that must be shared with other demands'of
the computer system, economy becomes a very impor-

tant criterion.
When speaking of simplicity we mean operating

simplicity. For example, if a user at a remote
terminal must input his social security number, .

his mother's birthdate, today's date multiplied by
three plus two, and a user code, he is apt not to
use the system because of all the security bar-
riers that have been created. It must be remem-

bered that the computer is designed to provide a
service to the user and if we make that service
difficult to obtain, then users will be less like-

ly to fully utilize the computer.
Simplicity Mist also extend to the operation

of control procedures within the computer center,

the tape library, the backup storage facility, and

other operational centers. In the event that the
control procedures are not simple to operate, em-
ployees can be expected to bypass control proce-

dures. Without adequate control, security becomes
a myth.

As for reliability, it is quite evident that
the security plan must work continually to be ac-
ceptable. The computer system will be of little
value it the security plan is unreliable. Catch-
ing some of the Intruders some of the time should
be unacceptable to security' plan developers.

Lachot these criterion must be considered in
-The'development of a viable security plan. They



should be considered throughout the design and im-

plementation phase.

V. DESInNING AND IMPLEMENUNG SECURITY: The tirst

step to be performed in the development of a se-
curity plan is to select a securCtv team. A team

is necessary, rather than an individual, because
of the amount of work required and the wide vari-

ety of skills necessary.
team membership would be dirt rent when de-

veloping a security plan in a multi-facility en-

vironment as opposed to a single-facility environ-

ment. Here our assumption is that we are discus-
sing a single facility environment and are con-

cerned with the administrative computer facility.
Included should be representatives from the com-
puter tactiley management, large academic users,
the internal auditors, the legal staff and from
ea4h ot the functional areas (such as the bursar,
idcli,sion, office, scheduling, financial aId,

et, .1 teat currently use the computer or intend

to use it in the future. Each of these repro-
,entatiyes should have a clear understanding of

the intormation needs and responsibilities of the

gaup that talev represent. The auditors should

ne available to recommend proper control proce-
dures whae the legal representative should be re-
-sponsible for insuring that privacy laws are kX11-.

stied with.
Once that the team has been assembled, it

111 he necessary to assess the risk environment
that the floility and its users are operating in,

a- as an estimate made of probabilities that

these risks Lilt occur. This is'a laborious and
difficult task, but a very necessary function.

Each team member must attempt to enumerate all
p0-1,1bie risks that might occur in their depart-
Tont- and assess a probability rating to that

occurrence. to develop this list and its associ-
ated probability ratings, Tally different types of
luestions might be asked. Some examples are: 1)

!he,. ....any people have acce,s to the data tiles!;

2) U' these tiles contain monetary or personal in-

lormacion:; 01 what value ary these data

file, and programs to other":; and 4) Are corn-

puter-rosident data filet, and programs adequate-

iv hacked -up: buidelines for developing appro-
priate questions can be found in Van Tassel's
)orputer Security Management and Krauss' SAFE:
'+e(uritv Audit and Field Evaluation.

file risk analysis is also difficult be-

,ause there is no defined stopping point.
leariv, new risks will always be turning up.

It is necessary, then, to uncover as many risks

a- po.sible and to allow for future admendments

when new risks appear.
The estimation at occurrence probabilities

is "ery ditticult. liouever, it has been said

that extremely rough subjective estimates are
adequate when objective estimates are unavail-

able." A method for expressing these probabil-
ities is to determine how frequently the risk

might occur. Martin suggests a scale ranging

irom"virtualq impossible" to "might happen ton

IlMes a day." 1

Atter the term has uncovered all possible
risks and the occurrence probability associa-
ted with each risk, it is necessary to deter-

-An'' ,xponire costs, Lath risk has 4 cast

kia,J with it should the event occur; the uni-
versity will sultr some monetary damage and/or
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some other loss in terms or time or other inco..-
vience that should be convected into a dollar a-

mount.
These costs are then multiplied by the occur-

rence probability to determine an exposure cost for

each risk. Therefore, what has been developed is a
weighted cost for each possible risk. The exposure
costs will clarify which risks should be most im-
portant to protect against and will often surprise

you. For example, a fire that might cause 5250,000
damage could have a lower exposure cost than a data-
error that occurs ten times a day and costs five

dollars to correct.
These exposure costs should be rank ordered

with the highest exposure cost first. From this

list the security team can determine which secur-
ity measures to institute. However, each security
measure must be proven to be cost effective before

it is installed. In orher words, the cost of in-
stalling the measure must be less than the expo-

sure costs. In addition, a number of other consid-
erations must be included rather than just the se-
curity measure's cost-effectiveness.

First, most security measures do not reduce

the occurrence probability to zero. Therefore, it
is necessary to compare the reduction in exposure
cost, rather than the exposure cost, against the

installation costs of the securLy measure.

Secondly, many security measures will reduce
the occurrence probabilities of more than one risk.
While a particular measure might not be cost-effec-
tive for one risk, when the reductions in exposure
costs of all risks that this security measure af-
tects are summed, it could become cost-effective.

Thirdly, some security measures will have to
be installed regardless of cost considerations.
For example, privacy legislation, at both the state
and federal level as well as institutional poli-
cies might require that certain security measures
be installed. Failure to do so could result in a
violation of a law and, quite likely, significant
embarrassment to the institution.

Given the exposure costs and these considera-
tions, the security measures to be installed should
be selected. As a limited budget is likely to be
a:located to security, not all of the security
measures will be installed. The team should select
those security measures to be installed and proceed

with Cleir Installation.
Periodically, the plan should be reviewed.

The review should include surprise audits to deter-
mine if the security measures are working. In ad-

dition, each risk originally uncovered, but not
protected against, should be re-analyzed to deter-
mine if Its appropriate security measure is now
cost-effective or if additional funds have been
provided to increase the security level. Final,

due to changes in laws, applications, or equipment,
new risks might be uncovered which must be analyzes
to determine if security measures should be in-

stalled.

VI. CONCLUSIONS: Thin paper has presented a very
general overview of problems of security and pri-
vacy in universities and colleges. Volumes could
be written about security and privacy in education-
al environments. It has been the intention of this
paper, however, to identify the problem and oiler
general guidelines to aid in developing a solution
to ,ecu"ity and privacy problems.

The situation is intensifying. More people



who do not have computer backgrounds fear that the
computer is a tool for an invasion of their privacy
and this (ear appears to be increasing as we approach
1984.

rriversfties and colleges must not look lightly
at these problems. They must be willing to commit
significant resources to solving these problems or
the,: could find themselves in an embarrassing situ-

ation.
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1C-.CRAILD PWORI\TION mrcis IN EDUCATION:

STATE OF THE ART

Don E. Gardner
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona t3i281

ABSTRACT: This paper explores the concept ot integration in Administrative Data Processing in
Elqtati,)11. the various option; currently available for achieving integration are discussed, and a
"Jul.-bar iproae4 is proposed as the only method of attaining "true" integration. Both advantages
,11.! ii,alvamtage, ot the DBMS approach are presented.

The "I onutaollitv movement" in education
ha, re,q1tel ill ever-increasing lemands for
Letter "-lanag, writ iniormation" pertaining to
the operation i almost all type, of educational
institutions. Most,o1 these demand, have come
fro, outsile the institutions themselves; from
local governing boards, state coordinating
agen,le,, ant, ot course, the federal government.
At the sa,.e Lime, educational administrators
have been tacrl with increasingly difficult
internal rrsouree allocation questions and, in

cases, have turned to "molern management
techni Ile," for their solution. \s a result,

,here f a lanifust nee! for more and better
evaluative data to improve both the internal
operation ,t the institution and its capability
to respon! to intormation requests from ex-
ternal agencie,.

4 evtent, these pressures have
"ailed and abetted" by the availabilit..

of ever-more -01phisticated computerized tools
tor lanagelent. "MIS," "on-line svitems" and
"lama base" are all laminar phrases to the
tattoull alinistrator ot today. In manv

it weme as though the mere existence
,, 1pabllit v to produ,e large quantities
of computerized reports has been a more relevant
factor in the decision to implement a computer-
io,1 ,,,;tem, than the actual need for the

'IR to be prohr:e1. Whether rhi, is
trqv or not, at'- o.t all elib_ational adminis-

trator, tola, have had some experience with
electronic mama processing (it only Al a
t ru -.trate l user) and ,.omput erize I al

trat ve intornation systems.

rho i:onrept ot Integration

.there doe, the concept of "integration"
pilfer into the manage, ,ent intermation picture?

irm) a tiworeti,a1 ,tandpoint, the eon,_ept

A entral f ;,i1P in the application ot

IA044, lent their, to the problem, ot manugo-

",vnl in the rdwitinal setting. A recent
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article in the Chronicle of Higher Education

highlighted the emergence of such applications
in post-secondary institutions, beginning with
the statement that "sophisticated corporate
style management systems," using electronic
computers and "space age" data processing
techniques "are rapidly becom1 ing standard equip-
ment on the American campus. The "systems
approach" to management alluded to here is
based on a concept of the organization as a
"whole," with the relative importance of the
various sub-units being determined on the basis
of the functional relationships of each system
component to each other and to the whole.
Obviously, in a management approach based on
this type of theory integration is an essential
concept, as educational sub-systems arc viewed
not as separate and distinct from one another
but more in terms of their contribution to the
total well-being ot the institution.

From a practical standpoint, whether or
not the educational administrator is versed in
management theory, he is detinitele aware.of
the pressures that exist for data which cross
sub-system boundaries. Federal reports, pro-
gram evaluation data and information to support
internal cost - allocation. decisions, all require

integrated data at one level or another. For
example, analysis of instructional costs is
possible only it you can ettectively relate
information on students, faculty, programs and
monetary and physical resources.

Integration: The Alternatives

What are the alternatives for achieving
integration in administrative data systems?
At a broad, conceptual level, there appear;
to be four basic options (these will-almost
certainly overlap in actual practice): (1) a

default option, (2) the "coordinated tile"
oPtioni (I) the "distributed processing"
option, and (4) the "data base" option.
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ME "DEFAULT OPTION" FOR ACHIEVING INTEGRATION

The obvious "default" option is depicted

in Figure 1. This is the situation where
little or no integration exists between the
"operational," or "transaction oriented,"
data systems in the institution. Separate

processing and tile systems have evolved
for stndents,tinances, personnel and
physical plant, each one in virtual isolation

from the others. This means that the only

alternative that exist; for correlating
data from the different sub-systems is

"manual massage." Practical experience

from an adllnistrative point ot view
attirms that manual massage is "alive and
well" amt, to some degree, will undoubtedly
live on torever. For example, the Office
ot Institutional Studies at krizona State

University (1S1l) is currently laced with

the prospect 01 considerable manual effort
in bringing together (tor co,,t analysis
purposes) faculty data that are presently
Scattered among four basic systems:
"position control," the academic vice
presidents' faculty tile, the payroll
master tile, and the master course tile.
It is almost impossible to describe the
amount ot manual ettort that is some-
times required to pull together accurate,
timely data from tour separate '.ystems
which were each designed with a distinct
purpose in mind.

The basic option for achieving
inteeration In the lira procreang shop
t; the technique of "coordinated tile process-

ing" (see Figure 2). Here, integration is

ac,,omplished through "cross-walk programming,"

iS3
r. r,
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(Now-tnrecEloin
-OPSRATING SYSTEM RESULT

IN EXTENSIVE MANUAL MASSAGE)

the creation of "extract files" ot selected
data elements trom operational systems, and

other similar techniques. For example, as

a possible interim solution to the ASU faculty
data problem mentioned above, Administrative
Systems and Programming personnel may develop --
without changing the basic operational systems
in any way -- the necessary software to create
and maintain a new "personnel history file"
which extracts data from all four operational

systems. Unfortunately, data processing
technicians are well aware of the complexities
and problems associated with this type ot

Procedure, especially where standardized
assumptions and data element definitions are

lacking. Data /File Management System soft-

ware (not to be contused with Data Base
Management Systems, to be discussed later)
such as informatics' MARK IV, can go a tong
way toward facilLt.ting correlation ot data in

a basically non-integrated environment; how-

ever, standard "keys" for cross-referencing
data must be present in the existing files,
or added later -- perhaps at considerable

expense. Because this method of achieving
system integration is necessarily "alter the
tact," there will almost always bt deficiencies
of one type or another in the results.

A new bandwagon which offers an option
for integrating with a different twist is

"distributed processing." The development

ot economical intelligent terminals, com-
patible mini-computer systets, key-to-disc
hardware, and specialized "turn -Fey"
have already had substantial impact on
traditional systems design concepts. For
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ACHIEVING INTEGRATION TROUGH "COORDINATED FILE" TECHNIQUES

ea--,ple, a ,eotralicel fe,punch operation

1, on e the "rule" for data entry at 1SP.
foll;, ieYpunch machines have been replaced
with VNIM key -to -disc equipment, includ-
ing "listributed" 1-e_ stations for direct
input ot transactions in the university
purktia-auz department. Ilso, new equip-
ent has been purchased for university
.ashiers which includes a built-in mini-
0-,puter (and random access storage) that
will interlace with the main financial
ss,stem at the central site. The implication

, I. that, a, liscributed processing
st ,pt, heome tile,pread, a new level

ot "ardiare lepen1ent" integration will
be fe,ignel into specialized subsy,:temn

that "tilt to" or "teed" one another at
Wtereut levels of interaction (see
ti,.ure if.

The final option is the development ot
an "inieo-atel lata base" through the use
ot fats hise manament system (DBMS) solc-
.ar. ro merctally available DBMS packages
tu,14110 11)C11., IDMI, SYSTEM 2000, OMS 1100,

kl)1413, and [1S. Persons interested in
co-par4tive evaluations ot these package,
shonll refer to Dataprols "Buver's Guide
to Data Base Management Systems," and a
recent article by Ross. Essentially,
a DWil pa,,lage tacilitates non-redundant
"application-independent" data storage
,irk data elements linked together in
varier. of hierarchical or network

6hainet) relationships. To over-simpliti
in.tad ot lata inputs from different
tun(tional ire as ;l thin the institution

tiaz, fed into physically separate tape
. fnpi) . from the
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various departments are funneled through care-
fully controlled maintenance procedures into
a single mass storage "tile" (see Figure 4).
Theoretically, the data elements stored in
the resulting centralized data base may be
linked in an infinite variety 0! ways to
produce required reports.

It is the opinion ot the author that the
DBMS approach to information systems develop-
ment, represents the only "true" integrated
approach to adminiStrative data processing.
Integrated systems based on the coordinated
tile or distributed processing approaches
are much more likely to result is systems
that are too "application oriented" (i.e.,
developed without regard to an overall
design for the organization as a whole) and
integrated alter the fact, it at all.

The centralized data base approach has
been considered by many in the past to be too
expensive and complicated to be able to
implement effectively. However, sottware

sales statistics indicate that more and more
organizations are turning to DBMS for the
solution to their management information
problems and Datanro reports a\generally
high degree of user satisfaction with the
various "major" packages. Software with DBMS
capabilities is already available for some of
the medium size hardware systems, and the
trade journals report that work is progrssing
on packages that will make this capability
available to mini-computer based configurations.
In the words ot one writer, the current interest
in the DBMS approach represents "perhaps the
groundswell ot a new era in which the standard
method of codiputation will be data based data
proce.qing."
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intormatLon necessary for an educational
organization to pursue its purposes
successfully. The total intornation
system required for such an organization
necessarily involves much more than
just those few aspects that can be
relegated to numbers or alphanumeric,
descriptors. The qualitative aspects,

including the feelings, intuitions, and
emotions that are quite relevant to the
activity ot any organization of man,
are not discussed -- not because they
are unnecessary, but because they are
beyond the scope ot this treatise. It

is important for the reader to recognize,
therefore, that the information system
as described herein is merely a part of
the total requisite information systems
for an organization. . .Furthermore,

the information system will use only
some aspects of the recorded data base
documentation commonly bound in an
organization. It will confine itself

to the collection, manipulation, and
use of information that Ls amenable
to processing via automated systems."

The main cost disadvantages of a DBMS
based system are generally related to: (1) the

cost ot the package itself, (2) the fact that

such syitems are mass storage based and (3) in-

creased processing overhead (e.g., increased
CPU -time consumed and CORE storage require-

ments). Unfortunately, it is very difficult
to derive any useful generalizations for cost-
evaluation purposes because system contigur-
ations, expertise and needs vary so much from
organization to organization. For example,

the cost ot the various DBMS packages might
seem relatively simple to compare; in actuality,

differences in individual capabilities and
pricing options makes this a very difficult
area to evaluate. On the other hand, at
1St" (since the central computer is a UNIVAC
1110 ani UNIVNC provides its software "tree"
as part ot a "bundled" agreement) DXS-1100
vas acquired without any direct cost for the
;ott-are it;e1t.

The tact that a DBMS sAtem is generally mass
storage-based and may make increased processing
demands is also a difficult area to evaluate.
For one thing, there almost certainly will he
cost tradeoifi if a new system is designed rt.

replace older, more inefticient systems. Also,

it is very difficult to obtain realiftic
performance data for purposes of cost comparison
(even it some type ot benchmark testing is
done) because a good approximation of the final

iystem in operation is pragmatically impossible
to achieve. Because ot the difficulties
enumerated here, the final decision as to
whether a DBMS approach will be cost-
etdective in a particular situation will
probably be based on a "best-guess" estimate
of incremental cost (i.e., "how much more will

it cost over tither possible alternatives" --
including maintaining, the slants quo) vs. how

much the expected benefits to be derived are
likely to be worth to the inctitution.

The tiaal disadvantage of a DBMS-based
integrated information system centers around the
tact that development of such a system constitutes
a commitment to a radically different philosophy
of data processing than the one to which people
have generally become accustomed. As was noted
earlier, standard data definitions are required.
This means that administrators and user personnel
with different expectations of flow the system
should ultimately serve their needs must come
to agreement on mutually useful data definitions.
Similarly, individual sub-systems cannot be
developed in isolation of one another and still
benefit from the advantages of the data base
approach. Programmers must adjust to a new
environment in which programs are "data
independent" and must adhere to established
standards which they may consider to be rigid
and constricting.

Conclusion

Of course, the ultimate goal of integrated
information system development regardless of the
approachtaken is to improve the capability of
data processing to serve the information needs
of administrators. As always, this requires
that system development proceed in a user

oriented (as opposed to "technology oriented")
mode for the effort to be successful. This is
especially true in the integrated system
environment where programmers and analysts must
be certain that data elements are defined,
collected, stored, maintained and accessed in
such a way that the needs of a variety of users
(at a variety of levels within the organization)

. may be met through the, use of the same basic
resource. The development of a "truly
integrated" administrative system will be a
challenging and in many cases frustrating,
experience. Houever, the increased responsive-
ness which can result if the effort is successful
should be well worth the time and effort.
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A SIMPLE AND COST EFFECTIVE LIBRARY CIRCULATION SYSTEM

Raymond E. Boche
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, California 93407

and

Peter A. Scovill
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ABSTRACT: A very successful library circulation system has been implemented without
equipment and with negligible conversion costs. The only machine readable data

elements required are patron files and Library of Congress call numbers which are
collected as circulation takes place thus spreading conversion over time and focusing
on the most active part of the collection first. Patron files require only I.D. number,
name and address. Even minonal batch configurations can support daily circulation rates
ranging tt,m 200 to 2,000 t-ansactions. Measures of success include cost information,
benetits trum circulation statistics, and patron acceptance as suggested by a sudden
circulation increase.

Automated circulation systems for
college libraries do not necessarily
require the expenditure of huge sums of
money. The Library at California Poly-
technic State University, San Luis Obispo,
has implemented a powerful yet simple and
vary cost effective computer-based circu-
lation system. It allows for the quick
and easy checking out of books while still
capturing all the information required to
handle overdue processing and to generate
management reports which reveal the usage
patterns of library patrons and other
usetul data. it was implemented without
purchasing special equipment and without
the massive conversion effort se often
required for sophisticated referencing
and extensive automated circulation
?steins.

PRoB EM DEFINIT1oN

When this system was conceived in
lite 1970, the circulation of books was
a growing problem. There were about
ton thousand students It the university
it that time, and circulation figures
were approaching fifteen thousand cir-
culations per month. With the necessity
for recording the charge out and return
of each book plus the special handling
assorited with more than five percent
reporing overdue processing, considerably
in ot thirty thousand transactions
per month were required. (lrowth of the
university was continuing (we are approach -
in; titteen thousand students now), and
we wo, anxious to improve the efficiency
ot our circulation procedures.

At the time, our circulation proce-
dures were entirely manual. Borrowers
were asked to print their name and address.
The book's Library of Congress (L.C.)
number, the author, and title of the book
and sign for it. All of this was recorded
for each book checked out on a McBee card.
Thy cards were accumulated and notched
to indicate due date, talleyed by major
classification to provide minimal circu-
lation statistics and filed in L.C. number
sequence. Book returns involved searching
the card file for the charge card, remov-
ing the card, and reshelving the book.

Periodically the files of McBee cards
were "needled" to locate overdue books.
The shelves were searched for any suspectqd
overdue books to avoid sending erroneous
overdue notices. For those not located,
the McBee cards were Xeroxed, the name
and address was typed on envelopes and the
Xerox copy of the McBee card mailed as an
overdue notice. The original card was
notched again to indicate that the notice
had been sent and refiled. If it was
subsequently noted during the processing
that two previous notices had been sent,
a bill was prepared and mailed to the user.

This was a very standard system and
some varient of that system continues in
use at a great many libraries. While
improved efficiency was clearly one of
our goals, there were others of equal
importance. The amount of information
the borrower was required to record was
fairly extensive and quite time-consuming.
Students needing several books for a short
time, perhaps only over night, were



frustrated with the need to record so
much repetitive information and inevitably
neatness and readability suffered by the
time they reached the fourth or titth
card. This was, of course, the reason
for typing name and address on ebvelopes
!or overlie notification. Reducing the
user effort, was considered an important
;oat for improving user relations. Another
goal was to improve the circulation sta-
tistics. This was particularly important
because we are a somewhat specialized
polytechnic university in a large state
uniersity system. A great many plans
for statewide library systems could have
serious impact on the nature of our
collections, and reliable circulation
information in considerable detail was
required to evaluate the effectiveness
of these plans.

IAIA

At tr.. beainning, it was clear that
all et tlic identifyina information used
in the cirulation of books already
exi :tea in .1firne form. The number of
data elements actually required is quite
sr iii. we needed only the users idcritr-
ticitin, the book identification and the
bit. late. With the earlier system, the
11:.r WA' relUired to record both his own
and th b oo s IdentifIcation for each
b -ok borrowed. The library verified that
information by reference to the book
itself and the user's I.D. card and

led the tue late. In more than 90
perceut d the circulations, the identi-
ying information Was never used! It

was ,nly uuel when overdue notices had
to be sent. Ideally, then, we should
nive only recorded identifying informa-
tion it books which would become overdue.
thrortiuottely, of course, we had no way
to pre.lict which books those would be.
It did point out, however, that in

plinninu a diti ba,,e 'or implementation
" t j cent- ions, we

wald wint to avoid recording all rden-
fityin; information for each transaction
and substitute key Instead. We needed
rely a ant N, code key for each book and
each librtry p itron.

were regaired hi show an
Identriocition card during the checkout
proc-s. That card contained, in our
oise, i ;;ocral Security Number which
servel I., a unilue identification key fur
riealty, staff, and students. The
eirlier "permanent student number" was

icceptablo as long as It was
"1,1,0, Ind keyed to files providing a
mu clete identification of the
bur, ,r. .iach i r le s with records
,nt 11Nrog Nam and addres were already

in machine readable form It
computvr eenter. In order to ellie

Is in e::,ract 0 the !tuAent
'7 1-11. 17,71 Pn.i'

n 'ollt tilling On l ',;; g y
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information for the mailing of overdue
notices. This information can be com-
pacted Into 40 characters or less and
even a fairly good-sized college or
university should be able to fit the
entire patron tile into a small segment
of a disk pack or tape. Available files
usually contain additional information
such as class level, major, age, sex,
and grade point average. While we were
very interested in using these data
elements to gain insight into library
circulation patterns, we elected not to,
include them in the patron file since
reference for statistical study would be
rather infrequent. Our intention was to
search the patron file using borrower
identification number as a key to obtain
only the information needed to prepare an
overdue notice.

The author and title and the Library
of Congress number are customarily used
for book identification. The L.C. number
is unique and makes the author and title
redundant although admittedly they are
a great convenience. Although it is a
very clumsy code from the standpoint of
data processing, L.C. number was already
available on practically every book in
the collection, and of special importance
was the fact that its use required no
retraining of library personnel. If your
library uses an ascension number (a
sequential number incremented whenever
a new book is purchased) it may be used
in place of the L.C. number. It is easier
from a computer processing point of view,
but you may lose the statistical data
concerning the subject areas of the cir-
culated books. The onl requirement for
the book identification key is that it be
unique and tie back to a card catalog or
shelf list description of the book, there-
fore, a Dewey Decimal System number could
also serve as the identifier.

our circulation file was to consist of only
three elements. (A fourth element indi-
cating borrower status, i.e. faculty, staff,
or student, via a single dieit code was
also included toaccommodate policy differ-
ences in overdue processing.) The user
I.D. number was available from the user's
I.D. card at the time of circulation and
when needed, the rest ot the identification
could be located in the machine readable
files already available using this access
key. The due date was determined at the
time of core.ulation and could be added to
the transaction record by any convenient
means. The book identification was avail-
able on the boor but no machine readable
file consisting of the book identification
itself or the more descriptive author and
title information was ivailable. Our
next problem was to find a means for estab-
lishing such a descriptive ult. or alter-
natively to find a way to get along without
it.



A oorIDINTIAPICATIoN FILE

How much time and how much cost would
be involved if we were to start from
scratch and develop a machine readable
biok identification file? The circulat-
in; collection was in excess of one quarter
million volumes, and we knew intuitively
that capturing even a minimal amount of
descriptive information on that many
holdings would be a monumental task. At
that point, we turned to the literature
in search of library conversion cost
ei,timates. DeGennaro (1) noted in 1970
that:

"While experience has shown mass
conversion (of shelf list) to be
technically feasible at this time,
it has also demonstrated that the
e0,0 is extremely high -- in a
/ el le of one to two dollars per
entry."

Ali either work edited by Rather (2)
in 1).9 indicated more specifically that:

"The total cost per entry of the
tour alternatives ranged from a high

$1.R7 to a low of $1.51. . .

with 94 percent of the cost ascrib-
able to manpower and six percent
to machine costs."

these standards contemplated the
captite of substantially more information
than would be needed for circulation
alum , Lt was very clear to us that the

were beyond our meager means. We
plored two uaditional ideas. The
tirst was simply to do without author and
title in machine readable form. The
.econd and real key to rapid implemen-
tation was the notion that collection of
L.C. number in machine readable form could
take pt-ire as the books in the collection
itually circulated. We chose as a media
for ollection a standard conputer card
to remain available with the book while
,r1 the shelf and to serve as a human
cevtdile transaction record while the
t. ,ok W,V; in circulation.

The absence of the author and title
information implied that a reference to
the library catalog file would be required
4hen Ind if this information was needed.
rortunately, this information can easily
he added to the system. When a computer
trdabl book file is available, it can
he searched in the same manner as the
Matron rile. That is, it can be searched
by L.C. number for author and title which
cin then be printed on overdue or recall
notis. If price information is on this
tile, then If can be used for the prepar-
Oo'n of bills. A printed list would
11 .0 be available for use at the circula-
,Ion desk eliminating tne need to go to
the card catalog or a shelf list.

we were c'oncerned that an
ox re all notice withotiL authors

ILA

or titles would cause difficulty, however,
our experience has shown that the stimula-
tion of memory triggered by an overdue
notice usually makes further description
unnecessary. The patron does have the
L.C. number and can determine which book
is being requested from that or from the
due date stamped in the book. It is a
rare exception when we have to refer to
the catalog for author or title.

The idea of maintaining circulation
files without author and title was a hey
item of contention in the decision whether
or not to implement this system. After
nearly five years of operation, it is
still an item of contention, but, as we
shall discuss further, it is an observable
fact that the system has operated success-
fully without such information.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE

The mechanics of the system are
extremely simple and closely parallel the
manual system it replaced. Since cards
containing L.C. number were prepared as
the collection circulated, there were two
situations depending on,whether or not the
book had been circulated previously under
the new system. Assuming it had, a card
containing the L.C. number was stored in
a pocket inside the book. The borrower
removes the card, writes his identifica-
tion number on it, and presents the card
and book to the circulation desk together
with his identification card. The clerk
verifies the L.C. number on the book card
by reference to the book, verifies the
user identification by reference to the
user's I.D. card, stamps the due date in
the book, and sets the card in a batch
with similar due dates to be processed at
the computer center.

The computer center keypunches the
user identification directly Intl the book
card. The book card was designed so that
user identification would be clearly
visible with the card in the punch station
of the keypunch. The keypunchin9 of nine
(or ten if borrower status is recorded)
numeric dtgits is very rapid. The cards
ore mechanically sorted by L.C. number
in preparacion for a computer run which
will merge a new book card with the old
and produce a circulation file containing
the three required data elements for each
book charged out. The pair of book cards
(one with the user identification number
and the due date and the other with only
the L.C. number) are interpreted and
returned to the library where they are
filed until the book is returned, renewed,
or recalled.

When the book is returned, the two
cards are removed from the file. The one
with the user's identification number is
sent to the computer center; the othei



Is placed in the book which is reshelved.
The computer center uses the returned cards
to purge records from the circulation file.
In this way, the circulation file contains
only records for books still in circula-
tion. If the bopk is returned late, the
card to be returned is batched separately
with others on which a "fine due" Is to
be noted. nether than retaining a cumula-
tive file for fines clue, reference is made
to the user file, and a notice similar to
an overdue notice is returned to the
library or retention or disposition.

When a book is renewed, the two
cards are removed from the file and the
user's number is written on the new card.
A renewal indicator is noted on the card
with a rubber stamp and both cards go to
the computer center.. The computer center
update, the due date and produces a new
book car 1. The renewal indicator is only
tot the benefit of circulation statistics.
A recall notice could be generated by

recall on both cards (again a
rubber 3tampi and sending the card with
the user's identification number to the
cemiatei center, but using a patron file
listing manually seemed more convenient
for LItts infrequent transaction.

Perirpllsally, the circulation file Is
searched by computer for overdue books.
it a record is found with a past due date,
the irogram Searches the user file for the
same identification number, uses the name
and address associated with IL, and pro-
duces an overdue notice or bill. A
listing of L.C. numbers of overdue books
for a shelf search is also produced.
The library staff, after verifying the
book's absence, malls the notice.

It a book had never circulated pre-
vrously under the systcm, no book card
would be ;,resent so an initial one is
prepared. Although the user could be
asked to do so, the field structure is a
hit te,o me;',7 with L.C. number so the
library clerical staff records the L.C.
number larint checkout. Samples of the
book calls are, shown as Ftgure 1.

Co.:;T AND IMPUUNTATIoNCON;;IMPATIoNS

The critical point with regard to
implementation is that no conversion of
the library holdings was required. To
beim, we needed only three thinqs:

1. The user file extract from
existIng student and faculty
:Iles,

the computer processing proarams,
and

The jnInted card- and mtscei-
I ineous suppl b.
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One of the authors prepared all of the
necessary computer programs including
those for the file extracts, prepared
user documentation, and trained library,
keypunch, and computer operations person-
nel all in less ,han two man-months.

Item one proved to be the most
difficult. A campus conversion to Social
Security number for student identifica-
tion was incomplete at the time. The
necessity for concatonating the several
different and moderately in-omptible
personnel files into a single patron file
was annoying rather than difficult. Addi-
tional preparation was needed to provide
Identifying records for courtesy card
holders, arrange for interlibrary loans,
and accommodate Internal transactions
such as temporary removal to the mendery
and the bindery. The file must be
restructured each quarter as students it
particular come and go. It is necessary
to defer preparation of the file until
after any changes of address detected
during the university's registration have
been processed and the flies updated.
However, this poses no serious delays
since books checked out by new students
would not be due for two weeks or more
anyway.

The programs in item two were very
simple. They were developed in an evolu-
tionary manner to a final state of reason-
able efficiency and refinement. For
implementation speed and simplicity,
sequential file structures were initially
used. From time to time various modifi-
cations transparent to the library have
been incorporated in the interests of
convenience and efficiency. Output
formats of overdue notices and circulation
lists printed occasionally on request
were refined considerably for mailing
convenience and aesthetic purposes after
the system was underway. Programs to
accumulate circulation statistics were
added shortly after initial Implementation
and a large file containing only the two
letter L.C. prefix was retained with user
I.D. and security precautions. This was
subsequently used for a preliminary circu-
lation study by extracting major, class
level, and similar information from the
student file, deleting I.D. number, com-
pressing, and cross - tabulating.

Item three encompassed the preprinting
of the cards illustrated, the purchase of
pockets and glue for inserting cards in
the books, and the acquisition and arrange-
ment of trays in the circulation area for
the card file. In our case, no pockets
were available in the book so they were
added on reshelvtnq following the fIrsL
circulation thus handling this mechanical
conversion in an evolutionary manner also.

None ot tlw above items was partLcu-
lardy costly. The printed computer cards
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Sample Circulation Cards (First Timu at Top)

FIGURE 1

cost 53.40 per thousand less than the
McBee cards previously used. Pockets and
glue are a one-time cost of minor magni-
tude and t.an be spread over several years.
Although the initial time expended for
programming costs was very small, the
evolutionary development and program main-
tenance has consumed approximately two
weeks per year of programmer time. Key-
punching of the first-time circulation
cards is slow and variable since the card
format with desirable L.C. number spacing
is inconvenient for keypunch. For the
first week or so nearly 100 percent of the
ciek.uiations were "first-time." One
month after start-up first-time circula-
tions were down to percent, and with
each succeeding month, it declined to
roughly 65 percent, 42 percent, 34 percent,
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on down toy under` ten percent within 18
months. In operation the short numeric
cards used in all circulations after the
first are punched at speeds exceeding
1,000 cards per hour average even by many
of our inexperi3nced student keypunch
operators. Sorting using a mechanical
card sorter is a bit tedious and the
operator must follow instructions for the
intermingled alphabetic fields. We must
also interpret the new book cards prepared.
While all of our calculations indicate that
the total time for 1,000 daily circulations
should be little more than one hour, in
practice, we find that it consumes nearly
two and one half hours per day. We hire
student assistants specifically for this
daily processing thus keeping our total
costs well under 5150 per month. At

6 8,



present, we are using an IBM 360/40 com-
puter system operating under OS. For the
entire fall quarter Just completed, our
processing time was under six hours or
less than one half hour per week. This
includes time necessary for patron fie
preparation and monthly circulation sta-
tistical reports.

Library circulation staff previously
used the equivalent of two full-time people
in the processing and handling of overdue
transactions alone. There were modest
savings as a result of the system described
here, but since the personnel involved
also had many other duties and total
circulation increased, no ma3or staff
savings in the library were clearly dis-
:ernable. There were minor savings in
- :applies and Xerox costs.

For a ,ibrary of such size, the costs
were ,,belously very low, but what about
benefits: The system was clearly an
everwhelmir,i success from the library
user's point of view. The previous
'rustrations of identification recording
were eliminated. There was a marked
increase in circulation statistics in the
weeks immediately fcllowing system imple-
mentation. We hesitate to attribute the
circulation increase to the system alone
since many confounding factors were active
simult,neously. User testimonial as noted
by the library circulation stiff was
overwhelmingly favorable. There were

__modest improvements in accuracy particu-
larly for the L.C. number recording, but
' ere was an offsetting loss of timeliness
in address changes for borrowers. Cir-
culation statistics were greatly improved,
and we have yet to use the full potential
of the'siatistical data accumulated as
a result of circulation automation.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

The system offers many modest advan-
tages in operation and enormous advantages
in implementation. Some particular
advantages are:

I. No library conversion of the
circulating collection is
required.

No special data collection
equipment is required in the
'library.

Very minimal computing equipment
including only facilities for
keypunch, sorting and interpreting
of cards is required together
with very modest computer file
handling capabilities. (The
authors determined that the
system could be easily implemen-
t-a by 1 c.ommuntty oollojo with
4,000 ,students and a small IBM
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1130 configuration.)

4. There are moderate reductions
in library circulation staff
time particularly for overdue
processing.

5. Operating expenses are extremely
low.

6. Accurate statistical Information
can be produced in a variety of
forms with very little effort.

7. There are acAitional opportunities
for evolutionary improvement of
the system 'oy incorporating, for
example, I.D. card readers and
author/title book files.

The only real disadvantage noted
is the imeortant one revolving around
the absence of author and title informa-
tion. One previous use of the information
was to correct errors in L.C. number
recording and that need has been v.rtually
eliminated. There have been a few other
minor inconveniences that appear i almost
any system. The only one that comes ;:o
mind is that the hand filing of the cards
is still required. Recently, we acquired
a surplus collator and considered merging
the outstanding circulation cards using
that machine, but some books had been in
circulation for very long periods of time
and the cards had become quite tattered.
An alternative merge procedure with a less
sensitive machine was subsequently imple-
mented. Temporary removal of the circu-
lation information from the library to
the computer center was an initial minor
disadvantage that was overcome with careful
scheduling of student personnel.

EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT

During the years the system has been
operational on our campus, we have moved
various components of Ole processing from
machine to machine as matters of internal
scheduling convenience. We initially
punched and merged the new cards resulting
from each circulation directly on our IBM
360/4C computer. That was the. only suit-
able machine available at the time and
certainly not ideally suited to the appli-
cation. We subsequently acquired d 360/20
usad primarily as a remote lob entry
system to an off-campus computer, and
transplanted the card punching and merging
to that machine, retaining only the file

' maintenance on the 360/40. We expect
to be making a total conversion of batch
systems in about two years and anticipate
no serious conversion difficulties tor
any typical batch system.

The most important area of evolution-
iry development relit 1 to the patron I.D.
cards. When the system was conceived, the

6 r.



campus was in the pf()(05:; of planning a
plastic photo - identification ard. We
implemented the system using only a paper
card that was in effect a registration
receipt. That proved wor able, but less
than ideal. In fact, we still use regis-
tration receipts for new student, prioi
to availability of their permarent I.D.
cards. We were able to f-outribute to the
design of the I.D. card and arranged for
embossed identification lettering and
Hollerith punching. It was our intent to
use an I.D. cardreader in conjunction with
the system. Once such a reader was
available, it would be possible to elim-
inate the second card, which would be a
major system improvement. We were
precluded from taking that step by massive
political problems. The problems stemmed
from well-intended plans to provide an
elaborate circulation system for statewide
use. Many years later, that system is
still on the drawing beards, but its
planning served to preclude our acquisi-
tion, even on a lease basis, of an I.D.
cardreader. others without th4t constraint
should find this system even more attrac-
tive. We did, however, make use of the
embossed I.D, card using an imprinter
similar to that typically used with
gasoline credit cards in service stations.
This device has greatly speeded checkout
and improved accuracy, and the cost is
in the neighborhood of $100 per checkout
station.

The remaining area for evolutionary
ae7el,pment is a dream of the library
stttl. It an author/title file became
available keyed in some way to the C.C.
number, that tile could be searched in
order to provide the missing information
for overdue processing. While we recog-
utze the convenience of this information
to the library, querying an additional
tile via an awkward code could add sub-
stantial computer time to the processing.
It we limited the increased searching to
overdue books and similar exceptions, it

mi ;ht not he too bad, but matching to the
tall circulation file when circulation
list3 are printed would add considerable
computer processing time. In view of our
,virrent experience, such additional time
warrants careful cost-et tectivenes
evaluation.

C 1 tN

While this system does not solve
all ot the school library problems, it

does provide a quick, inexpensive way
S:

Minimize circulation difficulties
for the patron,

Reduce the effort required in
circulation accountin.i,
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3. Minimize the manual effort
for overdue processina, and

4. Produce a wide variety ot .'11-
culation statistics.

Finally, it is failsafe. In the event
of computer failure, the process can be
done with tab equipment or, wi h some
additional effort, by hand. The_ power
simplicity and low cost of this system
can allow your school library to have
an operational circulation system while
the rest of the world is still floundering
in the struggle between total systems and
economic realities. We think the world
needs more simple systems that work!

11) DeGennaro, Richard, "A National
Bibliographic Data Base In Machine-
Readable Form: Progress and Pros-
pects", Library Trends, April 1970.

(2) Rather, J. C. ed., "Conversion of
Retrospective Catalog Records to
Machine Readable Form; A Study of
the Feasibility of a National
Bibliographic Service", RCCON
Working Task Force, Library or
Congress, Washington, D.C., 1969.
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ABSTRACT Operations research has been applied to primary and secondary educational
systems on a minimal basis. At the same time many school districts in the United States
are under severe stress to maximize their cost effectiveness.

To assist school districts in becoming cost effective in the major area of pupil
trinsportatton, IIT Research Institute (IITRI) has developed a methodology for assigning
,Audents to schools to minimize transportation costs while meeting a number of system
constraints.

A major part of the methodology involved is a computer software package consisting
of a set of computer programs. Central to this software package is an algorithm which
has for its objective function transportation distance (or cost). The function mini-
mizes transportation cost in a school system while meeting several constraints such as
school building capacities, grade ranges assigned to a building, maximum student walking
distance, socio-economic integration, ethnic desegregation, neighborhood groupings, etc.

This methodology is a direct "spin-off" from operations research work applied to
the manufacturing-distribution environment. Neighborhood, students, and schools are
analogous to factories, products, and warehouses. In the manufacturing sense, the pro-
blem involves distributing the products from a factory network to a warehouse network
while minimizing costs and satisfying constraints. In the educational sense, the problem
involves distributing students from a residential network to a school building network.

The methodology described here has been successfully used by more than 20 school
districts in 5 states. It has also served to unmask the O.R. role in the sociological
area.

Introduction

Many communities in the United States
are faced with a dilemma. In these com-
munities school children attend neighbor-
hood schools.

Minority groups are not evenly dis-
tributed among the community's residential
areas. Consequently, if children are as-
signed to the school located in their
neighborhood the schools will tend to be
segregated. The minority group children
will be over represented in their neigh-
borhood school and underrepresented in the
other schools in the community.

Changes in residential living pat-
terns may not take place at a suffi-
cient pace to achieve the desired de-
segregation in a neighborhood schools
system.

Therefore these communities will

have Co assign children to schools on a
basis which differs from the traditional
neighborhood school method in order to
achieve desegregation of their school sys-
tem. This can be a very difficult task
for a school district.

To help school districts with this
task IIT Research Institute has developed
a system involving the use of planning
techniques and computer technology which
greatly simplifies the school district's
job. The key features of this system are.

Objectivity - The computer is
completely objective (not prone
to outside pressure) in redistri-
buting students among schools to
achieve desegregation.

Minimum Transportation Impact -
The plan developed maximizes the
number of students who walk.



linioan if in.poilation tost the Planning Detail,
plan keep: 00 total tral,ei al-
tancv to , minimm, and conseqaenth Policl inf2rmat ion
minimizes the tranportation cost
to the school distlict. the school district meet, with protect

',tail nvnbers and plovide, inioimation
Viw.en Application It ha, !.t..(21i 4,/tk.v11111W, the school district's poi tcies
.accessiallv il,l'l IN ,eteral .chol on class size, transportation, glade levels
distlict.. in each school, and desired desegregation

!etchs in terms of a minimum and ma\imum
1\ailabilitv the ,,teN et i ,t ',. percentage of minority students which can
It doe not require a tilior deve- he assigned to a given ,4chool building.
lopment effort -- only minor modi-
ficItiows to .Idlest to a given
school li,trict.

Respon,iveness In accomplishing
it job the sv.tem produces re-
ailts in a short period of time.

tonveniencie Ill services from
oianizing the program to prodtie-
in resits are provided while
leliteviw,, the school board and
almini.trition of a large adminis-
trative task.

Ihi, paper describes in a straightforward
manner how a school di,tilct mav make use
of this powerful tool.

Plannino mvervi w

An organi,:ation meeting is held
itii the school district and key
school boaid members to determine
the school redistricting planning
proce,,.

the school li,trict supplies basic
information concernin.:

the location of thi schools

the location of the students

the minority 4r0Ap to which
the ,taient belongs

ci t In pat ley iRiorm It ton

ihi intorrnitIon is pat into form
whim can he read by the computer.

11 I tntl,rmation AD' programs are
computer pioces,e1.

outpats are reviewed to determine
compatibility with school dis-
triCt reqairements.

+?mputtr ;ener.ited plans are pro.
Ided to the chool district.
These are used to effectively as-

,Ittlent:,to schools to achieve
tit, d,Iled level of aesegrega-
tom.

-
fst

Ibb

School District

Discusses Policies With IITRI

1. High Orad
2. Low Grade

3. Class Size

4. Maximum Walking Distance

o. Desegregation Specifications

Describino the School District

Map Of Woodville, USA

Locate Schools

the present school district bounda.
rie. are shown on a map of the area as
shown above. -\ coordinate system using
any convenient distance unit )usually 1/3ths
of a mile) is established. The X axis is
the lower horizontal line and the Y axis
Is the left hand vertical line.

ihe Ilea on the map within the school



district boundaries is totally divided
into residential areas.

It is important to note that each of
these areas is ultimately assigned by the
computer to a particular school. The
students in these areas attend the school
to which their residential area has been
assigned.

Usually the task of establishing
residential areas is accomplished with
the assistance of one or two members of
the school board or school administration
who are knowledgeable with respect to the
general distribution of the students resi-
dences within the school district. Each
area should contain a reasonable number of
students (usually not more than 30 or so).
It is not necessary to count the number of
.;tridents in each neighborhood to precisely
determine their geographic distribution
before the residential area boundaries are
set.

The important thing is to draw the
boundaries according to a school official's
best judgment. If it develops that too
many students have been included in a resi-
dential area, the first computer output will
indicate this. Those areas with excessive
numbers of students can be further sub-
divided and new residential areas establish-
ed.

The approximate population center of
each residential area is represented at
the closest X and Y coordinate intersec-
tion within the residential area. Each
area is labelled with a number.

A list showing the X and Y coordi-
nates of each residential area is developed.

riesicimtiol Area List

Area No. X

1 23 17

2 i 23 12

3 22 10

4 22 a

1b7
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Describing the Schools

Each school is located on the map in
terms of its X and Y coordinates.

On a special coding form, the follow-
ing information is listed for each school.

School Code - a number assigned by
the school district. The computer
will recognize this number and iden-
tify it with this school.

Low Grade - the lowest grade in this
building being considered in this as-
signment. (The scnool building may
house different grade groupings, i.e.,
a junior high school and a senior
high school but only one grade group-
ing is considered for assignment at
one time).

High Grade - the highest grade in
this assignment.

No. of Rooms - the number of rooms in
the building assigned to the grades
between the low grade and the high
grade inclusive.

Capacity - the number of students
which can be accommodated in these
rooms. This is usually the number
of rooms multiplied by the maximum
class size specified for this grade
grouping.

X & Y Coordinates - the value of the
X and Y coordinate on the map which
represents the school.

School List

No. Name
Grade

Capacity X YHigh Low

1 Washington 8 4 230 8 16

2 Jefferson 8. 4 184 9 8

3 LihcoM 8 4 276 13 12

4 Wilson 6 4 230 17 9

---...

...--

Describing the Students

Additional special forms are provided
to record each student's name together
with his residential area, minority group,
and school grade.



Student List

Name
Residential

Area Grade
Ethnic
Group

Jones, A 5 4 1

Smith, J 16 5 0

Rogers, T 2 4 0

Processin, the Information

All information is put in machine
readable format The computer programs
are modified and all information is compu-
ter processed to produce the system outputs,

The Computer outputs

These can vary depending on the school
district's particular requirements but
the following typical outputs are usually
gupplied ro the school district.

RESrLTS OF ASSIGNING RESIDENTIAL
AREAS TO SCHOOL

For each school, this output lists
the nirnber of re,4idential areal assigned
to tlie ;,11001, A breakdown by trade of the

students, the percentage of students who
will walk to school and the number of mino-
rity group students who will attend that
school,

Results Of Assigninn Residontial Areas To Schools

School
No. of
RA's

Students
by Grade S

Walk
S

Minority
4 5 6

1. Washington 6 62 61 80 83 18

2. Jefferson 7 59 65 42 90 22

3. Lincoln 9 85 88 81 75 21_ -- -- ----
4.Wilson 8 60 66 61 72 17

Totals 30 266 280 264 81 20 .1

ASSIGNMENT OF RESIDENTIAL AREAS
TO SCHOOLS

For each school the number of the
residential areas assigned to *hat school
is listed.

Assignment Of Residential Areas To Schools

School Rosidential Areas

1 Washington 9 10 27 28
29 30

2 Jofferson 20 21 22 23
24 25 26

3.Ancoln 1 8 11 12

13 14 15 18
19

4ANilson 2 3 4 6
6 7 16 17

11,8
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ASSIGNMENT OF SCHOOLS TO RESIDEN-
TIAL AREAS

Each residential area is listed in
sequence together with the school to which
it is assigned, the number of students in
the residential area, the distance (in
eighths of a mile) between the residential
area and the school, and the travel mode
of the students in that residential area.



Aelognmont Of Schools To Residential Atone

RosArocioSchool StuNo nts Distance Trovol Mode

1___--
2

3

4

6

3 Lincoln 19 16 Bus

4 Wilson 24 9 Wolk

4 Wilson 21 6 Wolk
4 Wilson 23 8 Walk
4 Wilson 24 8 Welk

.-------",
4 Wilson 26 4 Wolk
------------------------,_

20 1 Washington 20 3 Welk
20 1 Viltistunoton 27 4 Wolk
30 1 Weshinnton 10 6 Wolk

RESIDENTIAL AREA DATA

For each residential area this docu-
ment the breakdown by grade and for
all grade,, the number of students by mi-
nority group (RI and RO). The total num-
ber of students in the residential area is
also listed.

Rnsidentiel Arne Ontn

Arire 4

RI NO Rt ni no RI

Tote!

1 no

7 6 0 O 19 0

2 6 2 20 4

3 6 2 5 4 4 14 7

4 6 5 4 3 6 0 16 6

6 3 6 3 6 4 4 10 14

0 6 3 0 2 20 6
1..,....,......."--...--^.-..-.---"--,^...,__......A........-

,r'...-^-',..,,......n-.........--......-,_,..."....----T--.....*4....,

26

79
Jo

Toter
Sh:Isom.

19

24

21

23

24

25

3 3 ' 0 6 7 2
1

10
t
' 10

1 4 : 8 1 7 0 22 6

e 0 8 0 0 t9 0

10

27

19

THE STVDENT ASSIGNMENT LIST

Each student in the district is alpha-
betically listed together with his residen-
tial area, school, grade, and ethnic group.

Student AssiOnment List

.----
Nemo Res

Area School Grotto.
Eth
u.rOuni P
"

Abbot 0
Armour 1
Grown .1
Byron T
Came A
Cu. R
Como R

3

27_ -
6

6

19
.

26

2?

4 Wilson
1 WnshinotOn
4 Wilson___
4 Vason

4

4

6---
6

0

1--- .-.....

0

3 Lincoln-
2 Jefferson
2 Jeffrmon

6

-- -

Vnrnhils P 14 3 lincom
Welsh 7 9 1 Wni/Itnuton
WiltOn J 30 1 Wes oton
--Wyroco F
Yule J

20
12

JtIlefo.
2 Jefferson

Zecone T 17 14 sJilson

1b9

CRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF THE
ASSIGNMENT OF RESIDENTIAL, AREAS
TO SCHOOLS

This picture is drawn by a computer.
The triangles represent residential areas
and the squares represent the schools A
line is drawn from each residential 0 to
its assigned school. This picture can be
superimposed on a school district map mak-
ing it possible to visualize in one glance
the way in which residential areas have
been assigned to schools.

r

Graphic Representation Of Assignment
Of Residential Areas To Schools

Modifying the Data

After the outputs from the computer
processing have been reviewed and verified
they are forwarded to the school district.

The results are discussed with the
school district. Based on these discussions
certain changes and modifications can be
made to resolve special problems. Among
the changes that can be made are.

Pre-assigning certain residential
areas to certain schools. This
may result in more than the mini-
mum transportation possible but it
may be desirable for other reasons.

Changing some policies and obtain-
ing a new assignment,

Making a finer breakdown of resi-
dential areas.

After these changes are made the data
are reprocessed to produce a new assignment,

Summary

A proven system has been described for
planning school desegregation with minimum
transportation. It provides for the effec-
tive application of school board 'cies,
taking into account the detailed facts
concerning the individual district. One
facet of a very sensitive issue can thus



be handled in a professional and objective
manner aL a modest cost.

This represents an application of
Operations Research Technology to a
sociological problem. To date the
results have been most gratifying. The
system has been successfully applied in
over 20 school districts by IIT Research
Institute.
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TRANSACTION PROCESSING USING SOURCE DATA ENTRY TERMINALS

June Hacker

carletl university, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT Carleton University uses a polled network of mark-sense reader/printer terminals to collect

registration and tuition data. Responsibility for transaction processing functions are shared by the

cperating system: polling and message assembly and the application program: transaction logic, editing,

updating and journalization. The resulting system concurrently supports pre-registration, regular

toeii,tteo,ao and fee payment activities. At the end of the four day fall registration session, the

co,Tuter tiles accurately reflect some 68,000 new course registrations and tuition payments

fr 17,C:0 students.

neSoite an/ technnloqtcal advances in the computer
industri, data entry methods still present a major

pr,hle, or data processing. Three years ago,

Carleton Jn,ersity implemented a highly successful

data entry systems. Our particular system is a

,tudent registration application. No other event

in the academic year is as traumatic as registration.
Al! member', of the university community get involved
and their perception of the registration system is

vet, important. Nothing els, will establish the

rage of the university administration in the eyes
of faculty and students quite so firmly as the

ahiliti teeto handle registration transactions.

The general problem of registration is to defuse

the e-otional imoact of the event itself, but the

particular problem for data processing is to
collect and process a large volume of data within

a t,riet ia,riod of tine and to do so with complete

accuracy. In the data processing environment,
data errors have a natural tendency to compound
themselves and jeopardize an entire system.
Student record systems are more dynamic than most.
';tudent records data is fluid and generally lacks

an, internal structure which might he used for

validit, checking once the data is on the computer

file. It is therefore important to develop a
registration system which places most of its

registration transactions

prnootly. The penalties for not doing so are rust

se/ere. It the registration system can not deliver

reliable data to the student record system, the
development of graduation and promotion systems is

precluded since the quality of the registration

data have already negated the results. Until

the registration system runs well, line managers

and system, analysts will find themselves perpetual-

1/ engaged in robing enhancements and changes to
the i,gistrition procedures and programs.

r,rther t.r ce,pound the problem, in Ontario, all
unLrer,i,e, are iublicallv financed according to
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a formula based on a count of student registration

approximately six weeks after registration. The

data on the university's student record file must
accurately reflect the university's actual
registration on the count day. It must reflect
not only the registration, but all of the
subsequent course changes and withdrawals and any

changes in academic programs. If the data is
either missing or inaccurate, the university will

lose money. As well, this data will later be

audited and it must be remembered that the audit
will be conducted from paper systems which have
the propensity to become more accurate over time.
In a system where the objective might otherwise
be to produce a transcript record by the end of
the academic year, the financial implications of
student enrollment have the effect of severely
compressing the processing schedule and of
re-emphasizing the need for accurate data early

in the academic year.

One of the popular solutions to a university's
registration problems has been the development

of a pre-registration system. Pre-registration
systems are normally implemented for one of the

following reasons. They can be used to flatten

the profile of registration by redistributing the

processing load or they may be developed to
provide student demand data for the university

planners. When pre-registration systems are

implemented for planning purposes, the data
processing problem still remains to collect large

volume data quickly and accurately. At Carleton

we have always had difficulty scheduling holidays

for the staff during the summer months because we

operate a very large summer school. We did not

find the addition of pre-registration processing
to an already heavy summer work load to be an

acceptable or attractive solution to our
registration problems. Although we are not very

interested in student demand data we do offer a
limited counselling and pre-registration service



for freshman students.

In the past, we have invested and wasted a lot
time and effort trying to develop our registration
system. The results were not successful because
the approach used was never the correct one. We

initially used traditional keypunching methods.
It took too long to prepare the data, and bolster-
ing the keypunch staff with part-tire employees

only increased the error rate. The detection of
errors occur far too late in the processing and
the operations staff were always faced with the
problem of trying to reconcile massive sequential
error reports with thousands of paper documents
which were in no particular order at that time in
the academic year. While the registration error

corrections went on and on, the course changes
piled up waiting for processing. The data

processing procedures create more problems than
they solve in this type of operation.

Later we developed a card picking operation, in
which name and course cards were prepared prior to
registration. A package of cards Jas selected for

each student in a post-office type of processing.
This was a vast improvement over the keypunching

method. The data could be prepared in much less
time and the method enabled us to detect certain
types of errors before the data was posted against

the computer file. However, we found it was a
severe strain on our human resources to produce
and interpret the thousands of cards required.
As well, this is a galley-slave type of operation,
where the success is closely tied to the manager's
aTillity to whip the -aarkers.

Three years ago, v.e implemented our current

registration system. It is a transaction
processing syste using a network of T-Scan

terminals. It permits us to collect our data on

a real-time basis and complete all the processing

during the registration period. The data is
excellent and as a result, we have been able to
extensively develop our student records system.
Best ot all, both the faculty and staff now display
a positive attitude towards student records in
Particular and computers in general which .ias

not pre, ;ously the case.

Two things can be identified which contribute to

the system's success. The first is transaction

processing which enables the staff to operate in
an efficient manner and the secer1 is the terminal
hardware Jhich enforces the transaction processing
and provides an efficient manner of operation as

well. It is necessary to discuss so,,e of the
characteristics of both the hardware and
transaction processing before describing the

application system.

T-Scan terminals are mark - sense reader/printer

terminals designed to process messages consisting
of a statement And a response. The statement can
be up to 340 characters which are read from a card
and the response consists of 17 lines of 22
characters which are printed back onto the sane

card. The use of the card for data entry allows

the user to prepare his data off-line and to
receive hard copy :onfirmation of the transaction.
Tt,e ten,inals Ire polled &vice% connecter! in

series on a co,munications line. Each terminal
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can be uniquely addressed and there can be up to
63 terminals in a network. In our installation,
the communications line is a 2400 baud time-

sharing line connected on a single port to our
communications controller.

Each T-Scan terminal looks rather like a are
toaster. Cards are dropped in for processing
and 'pop' when the processing is completed. A
T-Scan card is divided into three logical areas.

The input area is read by a mark-sense reader
capable of detecting pencil marks. There is a
24 bit T-line in the lower right corner of the
card. The T-line is optically read. Immediately

above the T-line is the area into which the
terminal prints 16 lines. The 17th line
is the T-lire. Normal print characters are not
used on the T-line, but the use of blanks and
l's permit the user to number each card uniquely
and thus identify a card with a particular
transaction should the card be re-entered into

the system. The two outside bits (..0 the T-line

cannot be printed on but may be used to identify
the card type if the application has more than

one.

Transaction processing could roughly be defined

to be the sending of a message over communications
lines to a computer, the occurrence of some
processing and the receipt of the results of the
processing by the original user. Messages are
non-physical items which appear when the thoughts
or activities of some individual must be made
known to the system for some purpose. Messages

should be logically complete in themselves, and
action oriented messages are normally called
transactions. The general objective of transaction
processing is to satisfy the data processing
requirements of an organization by queiying and
modifying a central data base as transactions
occur throughout the organization.

There are two important concepts in transaction
processing. The first is that both successful
and unsuccessful transactions elicit a reply.
A transaction to modify the data base which
cannot be permitted to update because an edit
check has failed is nontheless completed when the
original user has been informed of the detection
of an error. The second concept is that all
transactions must be logically complete. Therefore
edit checks are always applied to the entire
transaction and the implementation of this idea
prevents data re-entrancy problems from occuring
on the computer file.

Transaction processing must occur in an on-line
environment. On-line systems immediately ivercome
the basic problem, of batch processing systems.
While batch systems are very efficient in their
utilization of electronic equipment they do tend
to delay transactions and thus to conceal
information from the operational staff until such
time as is convenient to use a central processing
machine. As well computer output from batch
systems tend to overwhelm the operational user.
The presumption of the operating staff's ability
to deal with this overload is not a realistic
expectation.



Transaction processing perit., the people most
closely associated with the data to input it and

validate the results. This is more efficient than
the introduction of a highly skilled data input
i,perator, particularly in terms of data error
;.ortection. The introduction of a skilled operator

requires the re-cycle of errors to th!, original
user. The ensuing tire lost and the facilities
consuo.ied in such an error correcting operation

should be charged not to the system user but to
data processing .dsich does not permit the
operating staff ta., function in an efficient manner.

In a T-Scan application, the terminal operator
a e-ber of the operational staff concerned

,,ith the transaction being processed. The input

.ediu-, is Paper, the data is entered with a
Pencil and corrections are made by using an eraser.
These are tools with which the operational staff

ire very ta As well no special skills are
required ter-inal operation, anyone who can

aka hi; ..n toast can operate a T-Scan terminal.

Not unt, ies the card provide a comfortable
enr(4, tot for the staff, but as well it must
be credited .ith real economies in both processing

and sct are deeloprent time. T-Scan cards are

ye-printed to perform the prompting function
usualli associated with rare conventional terminals.
Data entry is performed off-line and no c.p.u. or

connect tri'e is wasted in entry-keying or printing

moerations. There is no one-to-one relationship
r-,t operator to terminal. The T-Scan terminal is

central)', located and an entire offide may share
one terminal.

!'tie of tne card reinforces the idea of logically

c,-plete transactions. The simplest clerk dealing
.1ith the -ost rndirentar i paper system will not

,no,ingly accept a partial transaction in the
nuise of an incomplete document. Yet many

sochistocated data processing systems are guilty
such behaviour due to the high costs of data

retry. When data items have been deleted or
def.tltnd in a transaction, not only is the
transaction itself logically incomplete but tie
correction process that follows is an example of

,re-entrant

data. In a T-Scan application, errors
ire corrected with an eraser and 0,0 corrected
card is reprocessed with no re-entt, costs. To

provide this facility with a key-driven system,
software would have to be developed to save the
invalid transactions and re-call them when the

snot wish to enter erior corrections.

when the computer is down, data entry operations
continue in the office and the cards are set aside
to he Processed when the computer is operational

once ore. Processed cards fulfill the function
of itfurnalization normally found in on-line

stems. I+ for some reason, the data base must
he restored from a backup file, all that is
required to bring the data base up to date is to

ce-Irt,p those cards which have been processed

since' the bacl,up was take.). When the cards are

no longer required to provide journalization
facilities, they can be filed in some meaningful

rder to provide an audit trail in which the

transiction and its result are forever tied

twlether, No software development was required
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to obtain the functions of both journalization
and audit, both are provided by the input medium

itself.

We did develop three pieces of software which
together idanage the .etwork of terminals and

process the transactions. The software for

polling the terminals and queueing and printing
messages is resident in tl,e operating system.

This provides the network management and
transaction queueing facilities normally provided
by a transaction processing package. Logical

transactions are processed by a cobol application
program. The cobol program is loaded with the
third piece of software, an interface through
which the terminal handler and the application
program communicate.

Cards in the terminals are decoded according to
a scheme of user defined tables so that the
cobol application programmer treats the network
in exactly the same manner as he would a card

reader and printer. When the application program
requests a terminal read, the network handler
begins polling terminals and sending print lines.
As soon as a card is detected in a terminal
control is returned to the application program.

fig. I Terminal Handler s view of network



Peg' rat us. at 1.1. t t it. l l,ir e vet a fair

day period during the fit a week in ;;eptembr.
There are two distinct phases to the registration
process, the first being the selection and approval
of the academic program and the second making
financial arrangement. with the university. The
;talent Lu.lit, Li ,trio a tinsel able and cuter-

ir his selection on a Registration and Pee
Cintract. This is a paper document used to
collect the student': year in program, expected
date of graduation and current address as well as
his course selections. After receiving program
approval from faculty and departmental advisors,
the student .omplets the second step, that of
making tuition arrangements with the Business
Office.

Capture of the registration and tuition data for
the computer file follows the same two steps.
Plr each step there is a corresponding card drop
ID t T-:;(an terminal. The first drop posts the
student's a!ademic data and assesses his fees.
The second drop transacts the financial data
associated with registration. At each step the
operating staff art able to check the accuracy
and Ampletenes; of the transaction as it occurs.
To ensure validity in the overall data, two global
checks are made. All tuition transactions are
entered with reference to a cash register batch
number and in a batch mode. When a batch is
completed, the computer batch totals for fee
assessment and cash receipt must agree with the
:ash register tape,, taken in the registration line.
Student addrt ..es which du nut have a high priority

for professing are sent- to keypunching. When they
ire added tu the computer file, eafh address must
be processed against a registered student.

The concept of two triniactions which approximate
the two steps in registration is important. The
system has only two rule.. There must be two
logical transactions for each student and the
academic transaction must occur first. Both
tianfactions are pru,e.,ed en the card. As a
result the introduction of the actual data coil-
e -tiun sydem into the fhy.ical registration

process is flexible and three basic configurations
are possible. To derive the greatest benefit, the
;ystem should be run on-line and in-line as a part
of the registration procedure for the student
In this configuration, the student fills out his
own card, enters the card in a terminal and checks
the printed results before carrying the card with
him to the Business Office. However, to process
a mail-in pre-pay registration, the same system
can be operated in the office by the registration
staff. To satisfy the requirements of a pre-
registration system, a combination configuration
permits the first drop to occur in an office
environment and the processed transaction is given
to the student for validation prior to his
completion of financial arrangements.

The best way to understand the system is to
examine a sample set of transactions. The shaded
area on the cards shown correspond to an 'office
use only' area on more familiar paper documents.
To enter data on the card, the student joins two
dots summing digits if necessary to achieve the
propor value in a column. This is an easy operation
which we all normally employ when making change

and students are able to complete their own cards
using sample posters for instruction. In Fig. 2
below, the student whose number is 84032 has
entered the course 49.100C on his T-Scan card.
The faculty under which his fees are to be assess-
ed has been marked in the shaded area by the
staff member who gave the student his card. The
same staff member entered the first initial of
the student's surname in the shaded area next to
the student number. The initial will be compared
to the one on the computer file for the student
number read. The course on the card will be
validated against the file of current courses
offered. If errors are detected, an error code
will be printed back on the card in one of the
boxes in the upper right corner. Although this
is a cryptic notation, it enables the system to
print error messages as often as is required
while still preserving the print area for when
the transaction is successfully processed.
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Figure 3 shows the ,_ompleted academic transaktion.
The computer system has confirmed the student's
identity by printing back his name as well as the

student number read. The academic program which
is recorded on the student records file is confirm-

ed as well. For eali course selection, the system
confirms not only the course number, but also the
department name, the course credit and when the

course will be offered. This additional course

information is printed to help the student detect

any errors. The total course credits and the fee
assessment are also printed.' Lastly the student
number is printed in binary notation on the T-line.
This will later be used by the system to ensure
no misreads of student number occur in subsequent

processing. As well the presence of printing on
the T-line confirms to the system that the acad-

emic data has been collected.

It an error is detected by either the student or
the staff, the transaction can be cancelled by
marking the position 'cane' in the shaded area of
the card and re-dropping the card in a terminal.

Fig. 3

The cancellation transaction is used to delete
transactions on the wrong student number and to

clean up the file after registration if students
fail to make arrangements with the Business Office.

The card can become an adjustment transaction by

ticking the 'adj. area. In processing this
transaction, the system expects to find courses
added and/or dropped from the card. Drops are

indicated by marking the delete position in the
shaded area beside the course to be dropped.
Adds require the new course to be added to the

card. All of the previous edit checks occur
when an adjustment transaction is dropped. When

printing confirmation of this transaction, the
system will cross over deleted courses and print
the new ones in available print positions. The

previous fee assessment is also struck and the
new course totals and assessment will be printed
on the second assessment linr on the card.
Figure 4 is an example of a card that has been

adjusted.
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I- .ur. i .how., the kompleted ttansattion. The

0111,,A! data has been added to the Lard
by the cashier's assistant in the registration
line. The (ard is paper clipped to the Business
Office copy of the Registration and Fee Contract.
At this point, the student is given his copy of
the LontraLt and the third and final copy sent to
the kevpunkh shop where address data collection
will take pitoy. After a cash register is
losed in the registration line and the cash

balanted, the paper documents, T-Scan cards, cash
register tapes and batch control sheets are sent
back to the otfi(e for I-Scan tuition data collec-
tion. A batch-open transaction is dropped to
notify the system, that a partikular batch of
business offiee transattions will now be dropped
in a partitular terminal. Business office trans-
Ittions are rocessed very quickly. At the end
f the batch, a batch-tlose transaction solicits

the computer's batch totals. If the computer
totals do not agree with those of the hatch
control sheet, the staff quickly locate the error
by tomparing individual T-Scan Card figures with
the cash register validation on the contract.
FaLh processed transaction now shows the amount
paid as well as the payment plan selected. As

with the assessment line, there Is room on the
rd to permit the confirmation of a correction
on the final drop.

In addition to the two bode transactions, and
the previously mentioned hatch open and close
transactions, the system also supports student
and course queries. Multiple student cards are
also supported to enable the system to
aceomodate up to 21 student. course selections

per student.

three years later, we are still pleased with the
performance of ol: 1-;, an system. As a bonus,
we learned a lo, about people and their inter-
attion with data proeessing systems. We strongly
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suggest that thoughtful consideration of the
concepts incorporated into the T-Scan terminal
design is a worthwhile exercise for all data
processing personnel.
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HOW-TO-DO-IT:
POINTS OF INTEREST FOR THE POTENTIAL. COMPUTER CUSTOMER

Bernard Sidman

Beverly Public Schools, Beverly, Massachusetts 31915

ABSTRACT: The purpose of this parer is to present informatton which should assist potential computft

customers in the proc..,, of getting into the computer age. There is no "one way" of getting into th

computer age., However, in preparing to utilize computer technology one should have at least a minimum

level of awareness of the following topics:

1. Develoeing the RFP (Request for Proposal).
2, Service bureau, in-house, time-Sharing ur consortium.

3. Fvallation and selection of hardware.

4. Evaluation and selection of software.

5. Financing: pu-chase, rental, third party lease, other.

r)eveloping the RFP

The RFP (request for proposal) is the lechoul

-orporation's vehicle of Communication between
themselvas and the computer companies. It is

"blueprint" fiy which the educational data pro-
cessing needs and Vequirements are described to

prospective Udders. In essence, it is quite

similar to a set of educational specifications
which would be prepared as the bidding document
for Aschot1 contruction project.

There can be many .afferent formats for the

RFP. However, it should ,antain at least the

following elements:

1. A .taterient of the types of functions expect-

ed of the system.
2. A statement of remitted vendor support

functions.
1. A proposal format.
4. Summary forms to be filled in by the vendor.

Forms should be detailed enough to provide
suffiient information for hardware and soft-

ware selection. Most importantly, let the

vendor extract the pertinent data from his

sales literature.
5. Policy matters, evaluatIon techniques and

standards should ;e available to vendors.

6. Terms and conditions.
7. Expected time frame for contract award and

debriefing should also be s -ated.

8. A firm dare beyond which rebids will not be
accepted.'

The forms provided in the RFP to obtain
techniaal and eolt information from the vendors

are extremely important. They will allow for a

comparison of item costs to be made between
various hitIders. Aoreover, the forms will also

show very clearly whether or not compaoy uses

"bundled" pricing. Lindenneyer contends that he

is better able to judge cost when all components
are "unbundled" i.e., costs for hardware, soft-
ware' field engineering, maintenance, etc., are

all separate. Whether costs are buddled or un-

bundled, it is quite imperative to have the amount
and type of field support thae comes with the
initial contract spelled out in detail.

Some other factors that should be included in

the RFP are: (1) a requ.rement for the vendor to

give reference accounts who are present1Nrusing
computer systems*similar, if dot iientical, in
configuration to that proposed for your installa-
tion and who have similar system requirements,2
X2) a requirement for successful running of
"benchmark" i.e., a demonstration that the computer
programs 'Ang proposed to do the school corpora-
tion's ellicipated workload can in fact satisfy
the school's requirements3 and (3) detailed plans

for conversion and also for future expansion.

The development of a meaningful RFP usually
requires having the services of a technically
qualified person (hopefully the EDP manager) to
assist in the preparation of the document and also
to help interpret the propdsals which it is

Service Bureau, in-House, Time-Sharing or Consor-

tium

Service bureau, in-house, time-sharing or
consortium all represent approaches that may be
taken to realize the advantages of utilizing com-
puter technology. The particular approach, or
combination of approached, taken usually depends
upon the needs and/or available funds of the
school corporation.

In order to discuss some of the advantages
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and disadvantages of each ut the above methods,
the following brief but concise working defini-
tions are necessary: (1) service bureau - a
company which either owns, leases or has access
to an electronic computer and proviles computer
services on its own premises to"the general pub-
lic for a predetermined fee,4 (2) in-house -
having a self-dependent computer system for the
school corporation located in one of the corpo-
ration's facilities, (3) time-sharing - a com-
puter technique in which numerous terminal
devices located in one or more school corpora-
tions can utilize a central computer concurrently
for input, processing and output functions5 and
(4) consortium - an agreement or union whereby
several school .orporations pool their resources
to jointly acquire a computer system to be housed
in a facility of one of the member corporati,. 5

but to be used by all of the school corporations
involved. From the above definitions we can see
th,4t belmiging to a consortium is,somewhat
similar to either using a service bureau or to
time-sharing for the member corporations except
the one that has the computer system in-house.

The proponents of obtaining the advantages
cf computerization through service bureaus use
the following justifications: (1) purclasing
your own computer equipment is too costly, (21
there is a problem in finding the adequate space
and environmental conditions for a computer
installation, (3) it is difficult and expensive
to employ a competent staff, (4) the low propor-

' tion oftavailable computer time needed to perform
the required applications makes the unutilized
time very expensive, (5) difficulties are found
in keeping up with the changes in equipment and
in methods and (6) the abilicy to obtain all the
advantages of EDP without employing any computer
specialists.6 The major disadvantages of using a
service bureau are the turn-around time i.e., the
amount of time elapsed between pick-up of input
and delivery of output,, the rigidity of the form
of the input which makes school corporation
unique variations either impossible or an adei-
tional expense, having to pay extra for each
application being performed and the lack of the
flexibility to experiment with new applications
or to utilize the full potential of computerized
decirion-science techniques.

All of the disadvantages of using a service
bureau become some of the advantages of acquiring
an in-house computer system. The only advantage
of a service bureau that might be a disadvantage
of a properly planned for and o.ganized in-house
system might be the overall co't of the latter.

Time-sharing Can result ir, a savings in both
equipment and'personnel while at the same time
providing almost all of the services of an in-
house system. The'extent to which time-sharing
satisfies the usehO needs is usually a function
of the size and application capability of the
system being hooked into. However, if ttie time-

sharing school has competent personnel and has
also been allotted sufficient stlrage space in
the main computer, it could then use the system
almost though tt were in-house.

The consortium approach towards utilizing
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computers, if carefully planned, will allow small-
er school distrizts to realize all the hardware
and software benefits of a large in-house system.7
This implies that: (1) the main computer is of
sufficient size to adequately service all of the
consortium members, (2) the professional/technical
staff responsible for the design, implementation
and operation of hardware and software are highly
competent and innovative people and (3) that a
time-sharing rather than a service bureau approach
is used by the participating members.

Evaluation and Selection of Hardware

Having solicited proposals for a computer
system via the RFP, the educational administrator
is now faced with the need to select the appro-
priate hardware to meet present and anticipated
data processing demands within a finite budget '

allocation.8 There are probably as many tech-
niques of evaluating proposed computer systems
as there are computer systems that have eventual-
ly been purchased. In other werthrrItere is no
one method of evaluation that has proven to be
applicable to all situations. About the only
physical factor that reaches near concensus is
that the computer Obtained be at least a third
generation model. The generation of a computer
is determined bythe technology employed in the
central processing unit (CPU) and in the memory
hardware e.g., first generation uses vacuum tubes,
second generation uses transistors and third
generation uses integrated circuits.9

befote beginning the task of assessing com-
puter equipment it is necessary to summarize what
data are available to be used in the evaluation
.precess. Miller, after studying various tech-
niques from both the industrial and governmental
sectors, decided that the following major data
classifications would be most useful: (1) cost
data, (2) performance data, (3) hardware
characteristics, (4) software support and (5)
miscellaneous data.10 Reading the following
complete list of items under each major. heading,
written in as nontechnical a manner as possible,
will more than likely reinforce the need, previ-
ously stated, to have a competent EDP manager
available to help interpret the incoming bids.

Cost Data

I

1. Total cost.
2. Individual component costs.
3' Estimated cost to perform each benchmark job

based on fixed hourly charge.
4. Maintenance costs,
5. Software costs (development, purchase, lease).
6. Educational and training costs.
7. Reprogramming costs (application programs).
S. Other discernible cost factors (transporta-

tion, installation, remodeling, buy -hack,
eta...).

Performance Data

1. Compilation time, by compiler, on benchmark
tasks.

2. Linkload or collector time, by compiler, on
benchmark tasks.

3. Execution 'time, by compiler, on benchmark



tasks.

4. lime needed to initiate operating system,
5. Sort timings (from sequential and random

access files).
6. Readability of printed output.
7. Number and kind of machine malfunctions.
M. Average number of machine instructions

generated per lina-of coding by each
compiler.

9. Response latency to demand proce sing as
a function of the number of active
terminals.

10. percent of CPU utilized during benchmark.
11. Proportion of "overhead" time out of total

processing time not accounted for during
benchmarking.

12. Convenience of operation.
11. Compatahtlity of existing programs (number of

,instructions added, deleted or changed).
14. Average number of job control parameters

net 4Ied.

Hardware Characteristics

1. Cull memory 4yele tim4 with and without
interleav1ng.

2. Average maohine instruction time.
1. Channel speed (total and per channel).
4, iota' storage -- fast memory.
1. Total storage -- slow memory.
h. Total storage -- random access.
7. Average access speed -- random access storage

for data.

8. Average acveas speed -- random atcess to
operating system modules.

9. Total memory available to single user program.
10. Floating point and decimal arithmetic hard-

ware.

11. Character coding,
12. Word size.
13. Multiprocessing capability.
14. Multiprogramming capability or batch jobs.
15. Time sharing and demand processing

capability.

16. Add, subtract, multiply and divide time in
single and double precision for floating
point and fixed point arithmetic machine
instructions.

I/. Real time and time of day clocke availabil-
ity:

18. Expandability of memory.
19. Virtual memory capability.
20. Total number of channels available to high

speed devices.

21. total number of remote terminals capable of
support with a response delay of le' than

three seconds.
22. Compatibility to coding other than internal

coding.
23. Maximum size of directly addressabie memory.
24. 'Maximum tape transaort transfer rate.
25. Maximum transfer rate from card reader.
2h. Maximum lines per minute (132 character

lines) for line printer.
27. Total storage per disk pack, if packs

available.

Compatibility to smaller or larger machine
models.

24. Total power requirement.
30. Total cubic feet of air conditioning needed

and 11/11 dissipated.
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31. Total floor space (square feet) required.
32. Memory protest features.

Software Su2port

1. Language availability and features.
2. Maintenance support and costs.
3. Application programs.
4. Conversion assistance.
5. Utility programs available and their

features.

6. Memory utilized by operating system.
7. Memory and file protect options.
8. Levels of priority permitted.
9. Machine utilization accounting routines

provided.

10. Inter language compatibility (e.g., ability
to write FORTRAN subroutines in COBOL using

a Common data area).
11. Debugging facilities of each language.

12. Automatic restart (recovery) procedures

available.
13. File management and identification proced-

ures.

14. Capability of system to continue processing
when system components fail.

15. Ease with which operating systems are

generated.

Miscellaneous Data

L. Delay before system may he delivered.
2. Proximity to other systems available for

backup support.

3. Compatibility to other agencies providing a
receiving date to or from the bid system.

4. Reputation of the vendor for technical and
maintenance support.

5. Availabilite of personnel trained on the
system.

F. Training programs offered by the vendor.
7. Cost and quality of supportive technical

manuals.

8. Availability of equipment from other manufac-
turers which interface to the bid system
without modification.

9. Availability of software developed by inde-
pendent software houses for the 1,1d system.

10. Expandability of the total system and
potential for use in systems with faster
processors.

11. Mean time between failure (MTBF) for each
system component.

12. Purchase *ions, long term lease arrange-
ments, guaranteed pricing for anticipated
life and other cost benefits.

The above ,lists do not exhaust all possible
relevant considerations. Most vendors have system
features unique to their equipment which cannot be
evaluated on all bids.11

Most school administrators would need the
assistance of a competent computer specialist to
interpret the meaning and significance of many of
the hardware characteristics. However, as long as
qualified professional assistance is available to
evaluate the hardware so that the best suited
equipment is obtained, the school administrator
can still effectively and efficiently utilize
computer technology without becoming a hatdware



expert.

Aside (tom not using a eomputer professional
to assist in the nardware selection process,
there are other errors made in evaluating both
the suppliers and the hardware. harf has de-

lineated the following:

ea.rorsin evaluating suppliers

I. Tendency to consider only one manufacturer
seriously.

2. Tendency-to look at what a manufacturer
offers vou, not what he has to offer.

3. Failure to define your own needA clearly
and in sufficient detail for the manufactur-
er.

4. Lack of real will to cooperate with other
potential partners in the fields of machine
use, application, development and specialized
staff.

4. lendem: to grossly underestimate costs.
h. Failure to evaluate the manufacturer as he

reall is and will be in your special
situation as 8pposed to his general

"reputation".
7. Lack of will to make extensive and systemat-

ieaIlv searching first hand contacts in

order to evaluate user experience AO
corresponding machines and manufaeturers.

S. Lack of relevant experience on the part of
those participating in the data processing
selection decision, especially as opposed
to the - manufacturer team which is both

trained And experienced in this particular

gltuatirn.
Failurc to recognize that your own personnel
may bring irrational thinking into the
eviloation for personal reasons.

10, Failure to recognize that the manufacturer
and ,ertaio of your own personnel will have
the same vested interest in empire building.

II. failure to analyze the half truths served
data processing salesmen.

L. 1 rk of will on the part 01 the manufacturer
to really learn about vou as a customer
he,ause he won't spend the time to find out
what Is really the situation.

13. londencv of the manufacturer sales teams to

t' specialized, in spite of the fact that
vaur organization may need interdis,iplinary
knowledge.

1+. Failure to realize that the data processing
salesman Las extremely strong short-term
motivation and weak long-term motivation.
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Typical errors in evaluating hardware

9.

I. Failure to go into depth regarding forms of
parallel operations.

2. -Failure to run actual tests.

3. Failure to take into account the effect of
software organization and selection on

hardware performance.
4. Failure to find out if the hardware is:°

presently supported, sufficiently supported
or supported under a particular software
vstem so that it can be utilized without

"do it yourself" software support.

5. Failure to calculate the marginal utility of
adding certain hardware.
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6. Failure to evaluate hardware costs in term
of other alternatives: "value analysis".

7. Tendency to evaluate in terms of old myths.

8. Failure to design an efficient system before
calculating need'd hardware capacity.

9. Failure to anticipate Parkinson's Law: the

tendency of users to expand needs so as to
fill the capacity of a new EDP facility
within unexpectedly short time.

10. Tendency to confuse traditional needs simply
.-use we have been unable to satisfy real

needs economically before.

11. Failure to give serious consideration to
independent peripheral suppliers, thus
forcing yourself to take the economic
consequences of the package deal even on the

hIrdware side.I2

Armed with the ready assistance of his com-
puter specialist to interpret and evaluate the
technical hardware specifications along with
being cognizant of the above typical errors in
evaluating suppliers and hardware, the school
administrator will be able to approach the pro-
cess of evaluating and selecting hardware in an
intelligent and meaningful manner.

Evaluation and Selection of Software

In tOs computer dictionary, Sippl defines
software as:

The internal programs or routines profes-
sionally prepared to simplify programming and

computer operations. These routines permit the
programmer to use hi, own language (English) or
mathematics (Algebra) in communicating with the

computer. Various programming aids that are
frequently supplied by the manufacturers to
facilitate the purchaser's efficient operation

of the equipment. Such software items include

various assemblers, generators, subroutine
libraries, compilers, operating systems and
industry -- application programs. Most types of

programs in the computer software library are
offered in several versions to run in systems
configurations of different sizes and composi-
tions.13

During the 1960's hardly anyone (especially
educators) considered using any software that
wasn't generated in-house or supplied "free" by
the computer manufacturer. But users are now
recognizing that software costs morey and that
"freebees", in most cases, aren't part of the

overall package any longer.14 Since computer
programs are not in general patentable or copy-
right-able, the computer companies protect their
software on the basis of the "trade secret" law,
This law defines a trade secret broadly as "any
formula, pattern, device or compilation of

information which is used in one's business, and
which gives him an opportunity to obtain an ad-
vantage over competitors who do not know or use

it."15 The computer .:ompanies have implemented

the trade secret protection for their computer
programs through a License-to-Use. This license

can specify either that the use Is for a speci-
fied period of time or that the use is forever.
For the first cave the financial arrangement is
usually a monthly fee and a paid-ur or full-pay-



ment lease in the second (ase.16

Contrary to popular opinion, lust because a
computer company has a*particular so*tware appli-
cation package, does not necessarily imply that

the package: (1) is completely debugged (will

run without errors), (2) will satisfy your re-
quirements or (3) will be written in a language
capable of being run on your equipment config-

uration. Fortunately, most proprietary software

is warranted. This means that the seller has the
responsibility to fix whatever bugs may be
noticed during the warranty period.17

Another factor to consider is that more
often than not, the company supplied software
package must be modified to suit the particular
user's needs. If, in this case, the modifications
will be extensive enough so that the resultant
software becomes quite user unique, then the
administrator should be concerned with: (1) will

there be an additional charge for the modifica-
tion effort, (2) is the resultant package still
considered to he proprietary software or is it

user owned software and (3) in either case is
the software still under warranty?

The school administrator in trying to evalu-

ate and select software should also be aware of
the following typical errors in this process

compiled by Scharf:

1. Failure to run actual tents on actual
machines and to ensure that the evaluation
team is trained and gives time to do this

(benchmarking).
2. failure to measure real performance.

3. Tendency to think in traditional ways.

4. Failure to comprehend all the complex
factors which affect software performance
on a given machine.

i. Failure to use experienced eXperts for
Independent software evaluation.

6. Failure to recognize and calculate the
amount of man effort on your own part which
is necessary in order to actually use cer-
tain software.

7. Failure to use the same standards for
comparative evaluation of different manu-

facturers' machines.
8. Tendency to evaluate on the basis of past

needs, not future needs.
9. Failure to evaluate the concept of security

in software.

10. Failure to evaluate the complexity of using
software efficiently on a day to day basis.

11. Failure to evaluate single software parts
in terms of the effect on the total
economics of the software system.I8

The preceding discussion has been primarily
concerned with selecting and evaluating software
application packages. The same factors also

apply to the various language processors that
should be capable of being run on your computer
system e.g., COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented
Language), FORTRAN (OORMula TRANslation), ALGOL
(ALGOrithmic Language), RPG (Report Program
Generau.on), PL/1 (Programming Language/one),
BASIC (Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction
Code), manufacturer unique assembly language,etc.

lel
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Financing: Purchase, Rentals Third

Party Leases Other

Purchase

If a school corporation could afford an out-
right purchase of a computer system, it would be
the least expensive method of payment. The re-

duced expense is a result of not having to pay
the interest that is required on a multi-year
purchase agreement and also because of the savings
realized from the educational discounts offered
by some companies on outright purchases.I9 How-

ever, if an outright purchase is made, the equip-
ment should be of the latest model to avoid run-

ning the risk of obsolescence. This obsolescence

may occur because of the introduction of better
equipment, because the equipment will not handle
the volume of work or because new systems concepts
requi:e a different kind of equipment configure-

tion.26 A reugh rule of thumb that has been
cited i; that a computer installation with a use-
ful lift of more than five years should be pur-
chased rather than rented. Although, in any

specific case, the breakeven point is dependent
on such factors as the number of shifts the
equipment is used and the types of present and

anticipated applications.21 Even with the out-
right purchase method of acquiring a computer
system there will still be the continual cost of
a maintenance contract, which definitely should

be acquired.

Rental

The major advantage of vendor rental agree-
ments are the capability to easily arrange for an
upgrade without the necessity and inconvenience of
having to dispose of existing equipment, and the
capability to easily arrange for the replacement
of particular pieces of equipment-which may be
only marginally serviceable. The last advantage

may be very important in cases of mechanical
equipment subject to rapid wear e.g., card
punches, printer, card readers, etc.22 Other,

more obvious, advantages of renting are the
absence of a large capital outley, the assumption
by the manufacturer of all maintenance costs and
the remcvalof the risk of obsolescence for the

user.23

Though there are several different types of
rental agreements, most of them: (l) charge per
piece of equipment, (2) charge for each special
feature e.g., interpret feature on keypunches,
and (3) have a base rental for X hours (usually
around 176 hours) of actual use per month with an
additional lower rate for all hour, above that
level (some manufacturers do not charge educational

users for the excess hourly usage).24

Third Party Lease

Under this method of financing the educational
institution purchases the equipment on an outright
basis in order to take advantage of all potential
educational discounts, resells the equipment to a *
third party who actually supplied the initial
capital and then leases the equipment from the
third party.25 Though lease webments vary, they
typically have provisions such as:



1. User agrees to lease for a minimum period,

say, five yeats, with purchase and trade-in
options.

2. The lease payment includes maintenance and
other charges.

5. There is no additional cbargy for second-
or third-shift operations (except some
additional maintenance charges).

4. After the minimum period, the lease charges
drop to a lower rate.

5. If the lease is terminated before the
minimum period is up, the user must pay a
termination charge.26

After examining third party leasing,
Kaimann and Drzycimski listed the following
advantages and disadvantages:

Lessee Advantages

1. The rental payment for identical hardware
is 10-30% less when leasing via a lessor
intermediary.

.. The minimum monthly maintenance contract
from the vendor is usually paid by the
lessor.

1. The user may utilize additional system time
at no direct additional rental charge.

4. A flexible schedule of rental charges might
be arranged at the inception of the contract.

Lessee Disadvantages

I. 4% longer lease is frequently required than
that offered by the vendor.

2. There is a question of vendor support with
respect to personnel and software assistance
to the installation

3. To utilize the full benefits of the
contractual arrangements it is necessary
that the income of the lessor causes him to
reside in a high tax bracket.

4. At some point during the life span of the
lease, the lessee might choose to complement
the hardware configuration by requesting
additional capacity in terms of more tape
or disk drives or maintenance memory.
The lessor might have to assume personnel
and software support functions if the vendor
declines to do so.
Lessee opts to abandon the lessor by
cancelling the lease or by not exercising
the renewal option.27
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Other

Most vendors offer a lease rental plan which
includes an option to purchase the equipment.
Thougn the provisions vary from vendor to vendor,
they usually provide for educational discounts
and low interest rates. The major advantages of
vendor lease arrangements are the capability to
easily arrange for upgrade without having to
dispose of the existing equipment and the capa-
bility of readily arranging for the replacement
of separate pieces of equipment which may be only
marginally serviceable.48

Another method of acquiring a computer
system is by forming a computer cooperative.
These cooperatives usually will provide for the
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development of a data processing capability far
beyond the financial limitations of any of the
individual districts involved.29 In most cases

none of the participating districts will want to
assume the cost of program development and/or
operations that are not readily applicable to

their own immediate requirements. The easiest

way to resolve this potential problem is simply
to share costs on a proportionate basis i.e.,
the costs of program development, hardware,
personnel, etc., are shared proportionately by

each participating district. On the other hand,
m.nagement policies and other decisions relative
to operating the facility would be made on an
equal basis by all the member school districts.30

Summary

Unfortunately, there is no "cookbook"
approach for getting into the computer age. How-

ever, the phases just described should serve to
create a necessary, if not sufficient, level of
awareness of the steps involved in organizing,
planning, evaluating, financing and implementing
an administratively oriented educational computer
facility.

The initial action recommended is the hiring
of an administratively and technically competent
EDP manager far enough in 'advance so that he would
be able to assist in each phase of the process.
Then once a total plan for all uses and applica-
tions of computer technology for the school

district has been drawn up, the specifications for
the syster are then delineated. These "specs" are
for hardware, software, support services, and

benchmark testing. The RFP containing all of
these specs and requests is then sent to numerous
vendors to solicit their bids.

At this point it should he worth noting that
the be system for your needs is not always the
most expensive. However, if not, closer exami-
nation may show that for the same cost of what
appears to he the best but also most expensive
system, other proposed systems could be expanded
to include new and attractive features thus
making one of them the most cost-effective

choice.31 This is quite similar to not buying
the stripped-down top-of-the-line automobile,
but rather buying the next model and adding on
all of the desired items so that the end r tit

is a customized machine for the same price -
the top model without all the same options.

An important point to keep in mind when re-
viewing the vendors' responses to your RFP is
simply that "any question that might not be
answered by the proposal, should be treated AA,
being negative...all commitments anu promis(
must be in writing."32

Also, a complete computer facility will
require other items of related equipment such as:
(1) keypunching machines, card sorters, forms
bursting and collating machines, special purpose
storage cabinets, card files, office furniture,

etc... These items should be ordered so that
their delivery is either before or coincides with
the time the computer is installed.33
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Finally, approaching the process of acquiring

A computer system in a haphazard manner can cause
the following law of Harvey Golub to become a
reality:

No major computer project is ever
installed on time, within budget, with
the same staff that started It, nor
does the project do what It is supposed
to. 34
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